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ABSTRACT

During the summers of 1957 through 1%2, the Fort Bur gw in 

Research Center sponsored excavations of Valdes Phase material (A.D. 

900-950 to 1200) at five archaeological sites near Taos, New Mexico« 

The Valdez Phase, earliest pottery-bearing phase in the Taos 

area was dated by comparison of the diagnostic pottery type, Taos 
Black-on-white (Kwahe'e Black-on-whito: Taos variety) with Kwahe1e

Black-on-white (Kwahe’e Black-on-white: Teouque variety) from the
Sante Fe area, dated by dendrochronology. In the Taos area the Valdez 

Phase is preceded by a preceramic period. Two post-A.D. 1200 phases 

are so far defined: the Pot Creek Phase (A.D. 1200-1250) and the

Talpa Phase (A.D. 1250-1325), both of which represent elaborations 

of the cultural base begun in the Valdez Phase.

Domestic architecture of the Valdez Phase includes pit houses 

and, late in the phase, small pueblos. Circular subterranean kivas 

were excavated at sites TA-1 and TA-47.
Artifacts other than pottery are of pecked and ground stone, 

chipped stone, bone and shell. Basketry is indicated by impressions 

on the exterior of some Taos Black-on-white vessels.
Farming was the predominant means of subsistence, although 

hunting and gathering were also practiced.



INTRODUCTION

Reports of excavations in the Taos-Valcez region have been pub

lished by Jeanpon (1929) and Blumenshein (1956, 1958). Mcra surveyed 

the area in the early 1930*s and published hypotheses concerning pot
tery and architecture. Stewart Peckham of the Laboratory of 

Anthropology has excavated sites in the area, but these excavations 
ore unpublished.

Jeanpon’s excavation of the Llano site, on a ridge west of 

State Highway 3 in the town of Llano Quemado, approximately one- 

eighth of a mile north of site TA-47, revealed two house mounds. 

Excavations at these mounds uncovered contiguous coursed adobe pueblo 
rooms, the fill of which produced Taos Black-on-white pottery. Other 

artifactual material, such as bone and stone was similar to that of 
the Valdez Phase sites here described.

The Taos Archaeology Society excavations south of the town of 

Valdez, described by Helen G. Blumenshein (1956, 1958), revealed pit 

houses, both circular and sub-rectangular, similar to those excavated 
by the Fort Burgvin Research Center. The artifacts and pottery from 

these sites are also similar to those of the Valdez Phase sites dis

cussed in this report.

The present report is based on my excavations at site TA-1 in 

1961 and at TA-47 in 1962 and excavations of four one-component Valdez 
Phase pit house sites (TA-10, TA-18, TA-20, and TA-112) from 1958

1
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through I960.

Site designations follow the Fort Burgwin Research Center 

system of site designation. The letters MTAM stand for Taos County; 
the sites were numbered consecutively, in the order in which they were 

found by Fort Burgwin personel.

The term "one-component" is used in reference to sites which 

were occupied during one phase only, the Valdez Phase. Artifactual 

material of these sites is of a homogeneous nature and docs not lend 

itself to separation into more limited temporal categories.

Throe pottery-bearing phases in tho Taos area have recently 
been defined! the Valdez Phase, ca. A.D. 900-950 to 1200, the Pot 

Creek Phase, ca. A.Do 1200 to 1250, and tho Talpa Phase, ca. A.D. 1250 

to 1300-1325« Presumably, the area was inhabited in the precoramic 

period; however, the cultural sequence of this time range is little 

known. Excavations of post-A.D. 1300 material have recently been con

ducted by Herbert Dick. The Valdez Phase is contemporary with the 

latter portion of the Rio Grande Developmental Period, ca. A.D. 600 to 

1200 (Wendorf and Reed 1955), and Pueblo II and III of the Pecos Clas
sification. The two succeeding phases. Pot Creek and Talpa, are in

cluded in the Rio Grande Coalition Period (Wendorf and Reed 1955)•



SITES INCLUDED 
IN REPORT
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Fig. 1. General map of area



LOCATION

The six sites described in this report are located in the 

northern part of New Mexico, three to eight miles southeast of the 
town of Taos (Fig» l). The dominant topographical features of the 

area are the Rio Grande, approximately ten miles west of the area, 

and the northern extention of the Sangre de Cristo Mountain Range.
The sites are located in or near the western slopes of this range. 

Immediately west of the mountains is a broad plain (approximately ten 

miles east-vest and twenty miles north-south), locally known as the 

Taos Valley. The Rio Grande flows through this plain in the bottom 

of a vertically walled canyon, some 200 feet deep.

All sites except TA-47 are located on the Rancho del Rio 

Grande Grant, headquarters of which is the Fort Burgwin Research 
Center, approximately six miles south of the town of Ranchos de Taos, 

on State Highway 3. The geology of the Ranchos del Rio Grande Grant 

has not been studied in detail. The Rio Grande de Ranchos, a 

meandering tributary of the Rio Grande, cuts a valley (7500 feet in 

elevation) which is bordered on the east and west by mountains (Sangre 

de Cristo Range) of Pennsylvania granite, sandstone, and quartzite. 

Pre-Cambrian schists outcrop on the west ridge of the western slopes. 

The valley contains few marine deposits. Alluvial deposits occur 
between the mountains and the Taos Valley.

Four of the sites are in the Rio Grande de Ranchos Valley,

4



5
within one and two-tenths miles of each other. Site TA-112 is located 

approximately five miles north of Fort Burgwin, between the foothills 

and the plain. Site TA-47 is approximately five miles northwest of 

Fort Burgwin, on a ridge between the Taos Valley and the mountains.

This land belongs to the Weimar family of Taos. Sites TA-10, TA-18, 

TA-20 and TA-112 are one-component Valdez Phase pit-house sites; TA-47, 

a one-component Valdes Phase pueblo site. TA-1 is a multiple-component 

site which spans the Valdez, Pot Creek, and Talpa phases. The Valdez 
Phase at the latter site is represented by two pit houses and one kiva.

Site TA-1 is located in the valley of the Rio Grande de Ranchos, 

approximately eight miles southeast of Taos, on a pinyon and juniper 
forested bench oast of the stream. The mounds of this site are covered 

predominately with sagebrush and rabbit brush; a lone juniper grew on 

the mounds at the beginning of excavation. The site is less than one- 

half mile from Rito do la 011a, a tributary of the Rio Grande de Ranchos. 

Site TA-10 is approximately 200 yards north of Fort Burgwin Research 

Center on a pinyon and juniper covered bench which rises rather steeply 

from the bottomlands adjacent the Rio Grande de Ranchos. Of the six 

sites this is the one nearest permanent water; it is approximately 

one-tenth mile from Rito de la 011a. One pit house was excavated 

at the site. The four pit houses at TA-18 are located on a cedar, 
pinyon and juniper covered ridge approximately three-tenths mile from 

the Rio Grande de Ranchos. An additional sub-surface structure, un

excavated, Is approximately 430 feet from the cluster of pit houses.
TA-20 is the site fartherest into the mountains which form the eastern 

boundary of the Rio Grande de Ranchos Valley. It is three-tenths 

mile from permanent water and approximately one-half mile east of site
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TA-lo The site is located on a hill slope near the head of a deeply 

cut arroyo, where the slope is momentarily broken up by a gently 

sloping bench. The two pit houses excavated are situated on the edge 

of this bench, now covered by pinyon, juniper and an occasional Pon- 

derosa pine. The one excavated pit house at site TA-112 is on a grass 

and sagebrush covered terrace approximately one and three-tenths miles 

from the junction of State Highway 3 and U. S. Highway 64. It commands 

a view of both the Taos Valley and the adjacent mountains. Sherds 
indicate the possibility of another sub-surface structure in the 
immediate area. TA-47 is located on a natural knoll on a ridge between 

the Hot Springs Arroyo to the cast and Romero Arroyo to the west. Sage

brush, grama grass, rabbit brush, and tumbleweeds are the predominant 

flora, although juniper grows in the breaks on the sides of the ridge0 

Other Valdez Phase pueblo sites are located on this and adjacent 

ridges. TA-47 is six-tenths mile from the Rio Grande de Ranchos, a

permanently flowing stream.



CLIMATE

Climatic records of the Taos Weather Station furnish informa

tion on the present climate of the area (United States Department of 

Agriculture 1941« 1014-101$).
Average annual precipitation 12.71 inches

Maximum daily temperature 101 F

Minimum daily temperature -27 F
Mean June temperature 68.5 F
Mean January temperature 26.3 F
Average date of last spring frost May 12
Average date of first fall frost October 5

Average length of growing season 146 days

Rainfall comes primarily in April-May and July-August in the 
form of local showers which may occur daily. Mornings are never ex

tremely hot; the showers cool the afternoons and nights. Jeanpon 

(1929: 2) states that the summers are "hot enough to ripen corn and
other grains and the winters are only occasionally extremely cold." 

Winter snows begin in November and may continue through April.

7



ARABLE LAND

Farming is the economic basis of many of the inhabitants of 

Talpa, a town approximately five miles northwest of the Fort Burgvin 

Research Center. This farming is practiced in the stream valleys, on 
the benches adjacent to these streams, and on a relatively small por

tion of irrigated land in the Taos Valley. Prehistorically, this land 

and the bottomland, benches, and ridges near the Ranchos de Rio Grande 

could have been farmed. Ridges and benches nay have been watered by 

rainfall or underground seepage. It might be noted that most sites 

are situated between present-day intermittent streams which may have 

been darned during the Valdez Rinse; or run-off water from the arroyoe 

may have been diverted to water the land between the arroyos. Charred 

maize grains and cobs found in the fill of several structures indicate 

that agricultural techniques of some kind were practiced. Further, 
the presence of Zea mays pollen grains in all levels of the Valdez 

Phase kiva at site TA-1 indicate that fanning was practiced within the 
immediate area during all phases represented at the site.

8



EXCAVATION

The sites discussed in this report wore located by a survey, 
conducted in 1957-1958, of the Rancho del Rio Grande Grant and sur

rounding area. Excavations at TA-1, TA-18 and TA-20 were begun in 

1958, although the Valdez Phase material at TA-1 was not excavated 
until 1961. Site TA-10 was excavated in 1959, site TA-47 in 1962, 

and site TA-112 was excavated in 1960-61 by the Taos Archaeology 

Society. The one-component sites were chosen as examples of the 

earliest pottery bearing phase in the area, the Valdez Phase. Site 

TA-1, a multiple-component site occupied during the Valdez, Pot Creek 
and Talpa phases, provides evidence of culture change and culture 

continuity.

Prior to excavation, sites TA-10, TA-18, TA-20 and TA-112 

appeared as a number of shallow depressions surrounded by potsherds 

and chipped stone. Site TA-47 was a mound about five feet high at 

the center, and covered with potsherds and chipped stone. Mo parti

cular difference in floral species or density of growth was noted in 

the vegetation growing upon the sites and that in the surrounding 

area. Site TA-1, long known to the local inhabitants as Pot Creek 

site, appeared as a number of sagebrush and rabbit bush covered 

mounds. The site was ringed by trees, but only one was growing on the 
site itself. This absence of trees, in a pinyon and juniper forest, 

makes the site visible from surrounding mountains.

9
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The sub-surface structures at TA-10, TA-18, TA-20 and TA-112 
were located by sinking a number of test pits, five to ten feet apart, 

in the sherd covered areas. Special attention was given to shallow 

depressions and the land adjacent to them. Trenches which revealed 

sterile soil, generally a reddish gravol or clay or caliche-hardened 

subsoil, were abandoned. Trenches which did not reveal the sterile 

soil were enlarged until a wall or other evidences of the limits of a 
structure were found. These trenches were continued, following a wall, 

until floor was reached. Pit house A of TA-18 and Pit houses A and B 
of TA-20, both excavated in 1958, were divided into approximate 

quadrants and the natural levels of each quadrant were excavated by 

local laborers. In all structures the fill directly above the floor 

(from one-half to two feet, depending on the structure) was excavated 

and analyzed separately from the remainder of the fill. Pit house A 

at TA-10 and Pit houses B, C, and D at TA-18 were excavated in 1959. 

Because of the unstratified nature of the fill in these houses and 

the limitations of time, a Case 320 tractor with a back-hoe was used 
to excavate to within one-half or one foot of the floor. Each back- 

hoe shovel load was checked for cultural material. The floor fill 
was excavated separately by careful troweling or shovel scraping.
Upon indication of burials excavation was continued by trowel. These 
excavations proved that careful work with a back-hoe did not damage 

the structures and that each shovel-load could be investigated for 

potsherds and other artifacts.

The Valdez Phase structures at site TA-1 were located in a 
similar manner. The floors of several pueblo rooms sloped downward 

to create shallow depressions. Test pits were dug into and adjacent
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to the depressions} two of the pits revealed cultural material and 
adobe walls under the pueblo floors. These pits were enlarged, the 
cultural material saved in one-foot levels, until the floors of Pit 

house A and the kiva were located. The fill of Pit house A was then 

shovel and trowel excavated by natural levels. Sterile gravel underlay 

the adobe floor. A stratigraphic test, throe feet by six feet, was dug 

by natural levels adjacent to the test pit within the kiva. This 
created a pit six feet by six feot which followed the north wall to 
floor. The Case 320 tractor was then used to excavate tho fill to 

within two feet of floor and one to two feet of wall in the central, 

eastern and western portions of the structure. Each shovel-load was 

checked at least two times for cultural material. The remaining two 

feet above floor was then excavated by shovel and trowel. Another 

stratigraphic test, six feet by fifteen feet, dug by natural levels 
in the southern portion of the kiva, exposed the southern wall and 
floor.

In addition to Pit house A and the kiva, seven test trenches 

and broadsides were dug to sterile in rooms 34» 35, 32, 28, 33, 23, 16, 

26, 13, and west of rooms 34 and 32. These excavations, attempts to 

find other Valdez Phase structures, revealed several underlying coursed 
adobe pueblo walls and floors attributed to the Pot Creek Phase.

The structures at TA-47 were located by three trenches extending 

from outside the limits of the mound toward the center, or area of 

greatest elevation. A trench from the northeast exposed the vertical 

ventilator wall of Feature 1. This trench was continued until the east 

wall of the kiva proper was located. The trench was then enlarged and 

the wall followed until floor was reached, thus exposing a face of the
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natural stratigraphy of the kivn. The reminder of the kiva fill vns 

excavated in two sections, Stratigraphic Test 1 and Stratigraphic Test 

2. Stratigraphic Test 1 included the central portion of fill and 
Stratigraphic Test 2 included the two to four feet remaining adjacent to 

the north and south walls.
Feature 16 was located in a similar manner. The trench which 

revealed the northeast m i l  was enlarged and continued to floor. This 

created an excavated wedge-shaped section in the northeast portion of 
the kiva. Two sides of the pie-shaped excavation exposed the natural 

stratigraphy of the fill, one the northeast kiva wall. The remainder 
of the excavation was carried out in two sections, Stratigraphic Test 

1 and Stratigraphic Test 2, the former an L-shaped section, both anas 

eight feet long and seven to six and one-half feet wide, and the latter 

a wedge-shaped section nine feet by fifteen feet, which exposed the 

remainder of the west wall. Due to lack of time, slightly less than 

half of Feature 16 was not excavated. Floor fill, floor to one foot 

above floor, of both kivas was excavated as a unit and at one time.

The south m i l  of Feature 4 of the upper pueblo was located by 

a trench. This wall was followed to floor, about seven-tenths foot 

below ground surface. The remainder of the upper pueblo rooms were 
excavated from ground surface to floor. A pot-hunter hole dug through 

the upper pueblo floor of Feature 12 revealed underlying cultural 

material. In order to locate an underlying structure, a test pit was 

dug below the floor of Feature 10, a room which had not been disturbed 

by pot hunters. This test pit revealed the west wall of the lover 
pueblo. With this wall as a guide, excavation below the upper pueblo 

floor was continued until the three rooms of the lower pueblo were



exposede Trenches and broadsides, excavated from the pueblo structure
13

through much of the sheet trash, revealed the relation of the pueblos 
to the remainder of the site.



DCUESTIC ARCHITECTURE

Pit Houses

Nine Pit houses are discussed in the following section• Only 

one, House A at TA-1, underlay a later structure. Stratigraphy at two 
other sites indicates occasional occupation, probably by hunting 
parties, after the site was abandoned. However, no evidence of per

manent occupation after the Valdes Phase lias been recovered from any 
site other than TA-1. The cultural material indicates that all houses 

belong to the Valdez Phase.

Site TA-1

Pit house A (Figs. 2, 3, 4)
Type* pit house 

Shapet sub-rectangular

Dimensions* 9*8 by 8.4 feet; 3*8 feet from floor to overlying pueblo 

room.

Walls * coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trench. Lower course 

and portion of adjacent course remaining. Lower course averages 2D 

feet in height, 0*5 foot in thickness* Mo plaster.
Floor* puddled clay, averaging 0*1 foot thick. Upper floor 1.2 feet 

above original floor.

Entrance * presumably through roof hatchway. Hatchway stone found in 

fill near east wall.

Fire pit* in east-center of structure; oval, clay lined and curbed,
14
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filled with ash. Dimensions 2.4 by 1.4 feet including curbing.
Ash pit: east of fire pit and separated from it by deflector. Circular

clay-lined and curbed, filled with ash. One foot in diameter including 

curbing.

Deflector: unshaped stream cobble set in rim between fire pit and ash pit, 

Damper: none
Ladder holes: none

Post holes: four, one in each corner; averaging 0.4 foot in diameter

and 0.5 foot in depth.

Ventilator: on east side; separated from floor by step 0.3 foot high.

Opening 1.1 feet wide and 1.6 feet high. Horizontal shaft rounded at 

end, walled with adobe and roofed with three horizontally-laid poles;
1,4 feet wide and 1.8 feet long. Vertical sliaft'circular, lined with 

adobe; 4*2 feet high, 0.8 foot in diameter opening to 1.4 feet in 

diameter at outlet. Outlet partially rock-lined.

Sub-floor storage: none
Burials: Burial 1 in fill near east wall.

Fill: mixed trash, burned corn and charcoal from lower pueblo floor to

upper pit house floor; yellow dirt flecked with charcoal below upper 

floor (possibly intentional fill); burned corn resting on original pit 

house floor.
Remarks: both floors of pit house built by people using Valdez Phase

pottery complex. Pueblo rooms later superimposed over pit house.

Pit house B (Fig. 5)
Possible pit house; only portion of adobe wall and floor remaining, 

approximately six feet below ground surface. See page229for further
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Fig* 4* TA-1 Pit house A. Looking east*
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discussion.

Site TA-10
Pit house A (Fig. 6)

Type; pit house

Shape; circular, flattened east side (location of ventilator). 

Dimensions; 1$.0 feet diameter; 8.5 feet from floor to ground surface. 

Walls; coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trench; average wall 

thickness 0.5 foot. Course heights range from 1.8 to 2.0 feet.

Covered with single coat of black plaster; bottom course and portion 

of adjacent course painted white with narrower band of yellow, 0.1 

foot wide, over white at juncture of lower and adjacent course. White 
and yellow plaster flaking from black plaster.

Floor; puddled clay 0.1 to 0.2 foot thick. Not preserved from center 
to approximately 3.0 feet from wall.

Entrance: probably through roof.

Fire pit; in east-center of house. Clay-lined, rock-rimmed, sub- 
rectangular basin, 1.7 by 1.7 feet.

Ash pit; east of fire pit; sub-rectangular, rock-lined, 1.5 by 2.0 

feet.
Deflector; unshaped stream cobble set in rim between ash and fire 

pits.
Dampers none 

Ladder holes* none

Post holes* four, near each corner of room. Roughly circular pits 

ranging from 0.6 to 0.7 foot in diameter and from 1.5 to 1,9 feet 

deep. Three containing posts, the fourth plastered over and used as



a
cist.

Ventilators on east side. Horizontal shaft 1.0 foot wide, 1.6 feet 
high, 3.0 feet long; sloped step, 0.3 foot high, from floor to venti
lator. Vertical shaft 1.0 foot in diameter, 9.0 feet in height. 

Horizontal pole at wall juncture of horizontal and vertical shafts. 
Sub-floor storage: one sub-floor pit half way between wall and fire

pit on the mid-section; neck 0.2 foot in diameter expanding to 0.4 

foot in diameter, 0.8 foot deep.

Roof evidence: eight beam holes; holes on either side of the venti

lator and two on the opposite wall. Nine small holes set horizontally 
in walls, averaging 6.0 feet above floor.

Burials: three human, Burials 3, 4, and 5, one small canine, one
mandible, five carples.

Fill: unstratified water- and wind-carried silt and fine gravel.

Site TA-18

Pit house A (Fig. 7)

Type: pit houso

Shape: circular, slightly flattened east side (location of ventilator)

and west side (location of flue).

Dimensions: 17.3 by 17.5 feet; 8.3 feet from floor to ground surface.

Walls: coursed adobe; individual courses range from 1.6 to 2.1 feet

in height; and from 0.3 to 0.5 foot in thickness. No evidence of 

plaster.

Floor: puddled clay, ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 feet thick.
Entrance: presumably roof entrance.

Fire pit: two, near center of house, one plastered over. Both circular.
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clay-lined, hemispherical basins• The earlier one 2.1 feet in diameter
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and 1.0 foot deep; the later one 1.9 feet in diameter and 0.7 foot 
deep.

Ash pit; two, one plastered over. Both cylindrical, ash-filled pits. 

The earlier one 1.4 feet in diameter and 1.6 feet deep; the later one 
1.3 feet in diameter and 0.7 foot,"deep.

Deflectori sandstone slab set vertically on floor between later fire 

pit and ash pit.

Damper: large motate on floor in front of ventilator presumably used

as damper. No receiving groove in floor.
Ladder holes: none observed.

Post holes: four, set a short distance out from each corner; cylindri

cal pits ranging from 1.0 to 1.4 feet in diameter and from 1.8 to 2.0 
feet in depth.

Ventilator: on east side; constructed in trench, walled with adobe

and roofed with five horizontally-laid poles. Wall opening 1.0 feet 

wide, 2.0 feet high; horizontal shaft 5.2 feet long. Sloped step, 0.3 

foot high, from floor to ventilator shaft. Vertical shaft oval in 

outline, 1.4 by 1.7 feet, 7.0 feet from bottom of ventilator to ground 

surface; lined with coursed adobe 0.2 foot thick.

Flue: on west side. Horizontal shaft 0.9 foot wide, 1.5 feet deep,

2.2 feet above floor; vertical shaft 0.5 foot in diameter, extends 
to ground surface, adobe walled. A similarly situated flue was found 

in a klva of the Llano site. (See page 84 , Ceremonial Architecture, 

for discussion of this feature).

Storage: one non-re storable utility jar in west wall, 2.9 feet above

floor. Adobe packing around jar exterior.
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Burialss one; young adult, female, in northeast quadrant, Burial 6* 

Fills unstratified water- and wind-carried silt and fine gravel. No 
evidence of post-occupational trash in deposition.

Pit house B (Figs. 8, 11)

Types pit house

Shape: roughly circular, flattened east side (location of ventilator). 

Dimensions: 12.5 by 11.5 feet; 8.5 feet from floor to ground surface.

Walls: coursed adobe; set in shallow foundation trench, four courses;
individual courses roughly 1.6 feet in height, from 0.37 to 0.5 foot 

in thickness. Bottom course plastered and painted with a black band 
0.32 foot wide and between 0.7 and 1.08 feet above floor.

Floors puddled clay, ranging from 0.07 to 0.1 foot in thickness.

Well preserved. In portions of southeast quadrant a second or re- 
plastered floor 0.1 foot thick.

Entrances presumably roof entrance.

Fire pit: near center of house; roughly cylindrical, clay-lined basin,
flaring at top; approximately 1.1 feet in diameter and 0.6 foot in 

depth. Rim of packed clay.

Ash pit: poorly defined; roughly hemispherical ash-filled pit.

Approximately 1.5 feet in diameter and 0.7 foot in depth.

Deflector: sandstone slab set vertically in floor between fire pit
and ash pit.

Damper: sandstone slab set in floor receiving groove in front of
ventilator shaft.

Ladder holes: two at east edge of ash pit; 0.2 foot in diameter and

approximately 1.6 feet apart.
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Post holesi four roughly cylindrical pits ranging from 0*5 to 0.7 
foot In diameter and from 0.6 to 1.1 feet deep. Each set a short 
distance out from corners and lined with packed clay.
Ventilator* east side; walled with adobe and roofed with ten 

horizontally-laid poles. Horizontal shaft 0.95 foot wide, 1.5 feet 

high, 3*8 feet long. Vertical shaft circular in outline; approxi

mately 0.7 foot in diameter, opening to 1.3 feet in diameter; 4.6 
feet high; lined with coursed adobe 0.5 foot thick.

Burials* three; Burial 7 on floor, Burial 8, 1.5 feet above floor. 
Burial 9, 2.0 feet above floor.

Fill* relatively sterile unstratified silt, sand and fine gravel.

Pit house 0 (Fig. 9)
Type t pit house

Shape* roughly circular with flattened east side (location of ventila

tor).

Dimensions* 15.8 by 15.6 feet; 8.9 feet from floor to ground surface. 

Walls* coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trench. Three courses, 
2.25, 1=66 and 1.0 feet in height, respectively; courses vary between 

0.4 and 0.5 foot in thickness. Bottom course plastered white, rough 

in spots; painted with a black band approximately 0.25 foot wide and 

1.1 feet above floor.

Floor* puddled clay, approximately 0.1 foot thick.

Fire pit* near center of house. Circular, clay-lined basin with 

rim of packed clay; 1.8 feet in diameter and approximately 0.7 foot 
deep.

Ash pit* circular, well defined cylindrical basin with flaring rim;
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clay-linedo Filled with compacted ash containing potsherds; 1.0 foot 
in diameter and 1.0 foot deep.
Delfectort unshaped stream cobble between fire pit and ash pit; 

approximately 0.5 foot in height.

Damper; large sandstone slab purposefully shaped0 Mo receiving groove 

in floor.

Ladder holes; two at east edge of ash pit. Each roughly 0.2 foot in 

diameter and approximately 1.5 feet apart.

Post holes; four, set a short distance out from each corner; 0.5 to 

1.2 feet in diameter and 0.8 to 1.1 feet deep. Incomplete packed- 

clay rim around southwest post hole and packed rocks hear floor level 
of northwest post hole. Northeast and southeast post holes poorly 
defined.

Ventilator; on east side; opening 1.2 feet wide and 2.0 feet high. 

Horizontal shaft A .7 feet long; walled with adobe and roofed with 

fourteen horizontally-laid poles; floor of packed-clay. Vertical 

shaft circular in outline; 1.4 feet in diameter, 7.0 feet from floor 

to ground surface; lining of coursed adobe 0.5 foot thick.

Sub-floor pits; two, adjacent to north and south walls of house; 1.0 

by 1.5 feet and 1.5 by 2.0 feet respectively.
Burials; none

Fill; sandy loam with occupational trash. Some evidence of a later 

temporary occupation after house parttiJy filled.

Pit house D (Figs. 10, 11)
Type; pit house

Shape; circular with flattened east side (location of ventilator).
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Dimensions* 13.7 by 11.6 feet; 8.$ feet from floor to ground surface. 
Walls* coursed adobe; three courses, ranging between 2.3 and 0.9 foot 
in height and between 0.3 and 0.5 foot in thickness. Bottom course 
plastered. Footing level with top of floor.

Floor* puddled-clay, ranging from 0.07 to 0.1 foot thick. Floor 

poorly preserved in northeast area. Second floor directly under first 

(perhaps replastered) in western portion of house, 0.1 foot thick. 
Entrance * presumably roof entrance.

Fire pit: near center of house; roughly circular, hemispherical basin
i

in sterile soil; 1.5 feet in diameter and 0.9 foot deep.

Ash pit* roughly cylindrical basin in sterile soil; filled with com

pacted ash, sherds and bone. Dimensions 1.2 feet by 1.5 feet and 
approximately 0.9 foot deep.

Deflector * sandstone slab set at angle (away from fire pit) between 
fire pit and ash pit.

Damper* large sandstone slab found in fill. No receiving groove noted 

in floor.

Ladder holes* two possible ladder holes between ash pit and ventilator 

opening. Each roughly 0.2 foot in diameter and approximately 1.5 feet 

apart.

Post holes* four, all clay-lined, ranging from 0.8 to 0.5 foot in 

diameter; all roughly 1.5 feet deep. Each set a short distance out 
from corner.

Ventilator* on east side; sloped step 0.3 foot high from floor to 
ventilator opening. Opening 0.9 foot wide and 1.58 feet high. 

Horizontal shaft 3*3 feet in length, widens to 1.3 feet at base of 

vertical shaft; walled with adobe and roofed with ten horizontal poles;
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Fig. 8. top and section of Pit house B, TA-18.
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Fig, 10, Map and section of Pit house D, TA-18.
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Fig. 11. TA-18 a Pit house B; b Pit house D
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floor of sterile dirt<, Vertical shaft semicircular in outline; 1»3 

by 1.1 feet; 6.3 feet high; lining of coursed adobe 0.5 foot thick. 
Burials: four; Burials 10 and 12 on floor. Burial 11 in fire pit.
Burial 13 on floor of ventilator shaft.
Fill: relatively sterile unstratified sandy loam.

Site TA-20

Pit house A (Figs. 12, Lt)
Type: pit house

Shape: circular, slightly flattened east side (location of ventilator).

Dimensions: 10.0 by 10.5 feet; 5.8 feet from floor to ground surface.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trench; average thick

ness 0.3 foot. Course heights range from 0.6 to 1.5 feet. Covered 
with single coat of plaster averaging 0.2 foot thick.
Floors puddled clay, ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 foot thick.
Entrance: presumably roof entrance.

Fire pit: in center; roughly rectangular, clay-lined; 0.5 foot deep,

2.Q5 by 2.2 feet including 0,45 foot adobe curbing. Shallow oval 

depression in each corner of the adobe curbing (two corners damaged 

during excavation-but appear to have had similar depressions). Filled 

with white ash.

Ash pit: oval, basin-shaped depression adjacent to fire pit on east

side; 1.05 by 1.5 feet, 0.5 foot deep. Central circular pit, 0.7 foot 

in diameter, dug an additional 0.7 foot below the basin. Ash pit filled 
with ash and charcoal.

Deflector: unshaped stream cobble set into east side of the adobe
collar of fire pit.
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Dampen none

Ladder holesi two, at east end of ash pit} shallow, oval depressions, 
2.5 feet in diameter.

Post holest two, near each corner of room. Roughly circular pits 

ranging from 0.7 to 1.5 feet in diameter and from 0.9 to 1.4 feet 

deep. Post holes considerably larger than the posts which they con

tained.

Ventilator* on the east side; placed at slight angle from house wall. 

Constructed in a trench; walled with adobe, roofed with horizontally- 

placed cedar branches and reinforced at the house wall junction by 

thin slabs placed over the cedar poles. Step 0.3 foot high from floor 
to ventilator. Horizontal shaft 2.0 feet high, 1.0 foot wide and 3.5 
feet long. Vertical section oval in outline; 0.8 by 1.05 feet, 5.5 
feet high; lined with coursed adobe 0.2 foot thick. Small canine 
skeleton found midway down this vertical section.

Sub-floor storages two large Taos Incised jars buried in sub-floor 

pits on either side of the ventilator. Both sealed with thin cover 

of slabs and adobe.
Fill* six distinct layers, beginning at bottom and resting on floor* 

(l) fallen-roof debris, principally adobe with occasional impressions 

of logs (2) compact, wind- and water-laid yellowish silt (3) charcoal 
and ash with occasional fire-cracked rocks (4) yellow-brown silt (5) 
light-brown clay (6) thin layer of top soil.

Remarks* house apparently abandoned for a time sufficient for the 
roof to collapse and the yellow silt to accumulate, before the imme

diate area was reoccupied and charcoal and other debris thrown into 

the then half-filled pit.
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Pit house B (Figs. 13, 14)
Type* pit house 
Shapes circular

Dimensions: 11.8 by 13 feet; 7,6 feet front floor to ground surface.
Wallss coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trench. Individual 
courses ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 feet in height, from 0.2 to 0.5 foot 
in thickness. Coated with single, thin 0.2 foot layer of plaster. 
Floors puddled-clay, averaging 0.1 foot thick.

Entrances presumably roof entrance.

Fire pits in center of structure; D-shaped, partially slab-floored, 

clay-lined and curbed. Dimensions including 0.3 foot curb, 2.8 by 
3.0 feet, 0.8 foot deep. Filled with white ash.

Ash pits adjacent to east side of fire pit; circular, unlined pit 
1.45 feet in diameter and 1.4 feet deep. Filled with ash.

Deflectors two thin slabs plastered into east side of fire pit.

Dampers thin, roughly shaped sandstone slab lying on floor on north 

side of ventilator opening. Receiving groove for slab and small hole 

for brace formed in adobe pad in front of ventilator.

Ladder holess two, shallow depressions on either side of ash pit.
Post holes: four, each set short distance out from corners. South

west corner post 0.4 foot in diameter, preserved in vertical position. 

Post holes dug from 0.7 to 1.4 feet in diameter and from 1.0 to 1.5 

feet deep, but post molds suggest that these pits received posts with 

maximum diameters of less than 0.6 foot, the remaining being packed 
with adobe.

Ventilators on east side, opening 1.0 foot wide from floor to

. Walled with adobe and roofed with six small, horiaontally-veatilator



laid poles. Vertical shaft 1.0 foot In diameter, 7.7 feet high, lined
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with coursed adobe. Tightly flexed infant burial found against east 
wall of the ventilator shaft, at about the level of the roof of the 
horizontal section.

Fill; containing three distinct layers and two hearth areas; (l) 

resting on floor, a layer of clay and roof debris (2) a thick layer of 

water-laid sand and gravel, at the top of which was a circular unlined 

hearth area of ash, charcoal and fire-cracked rooks (3) a layer of fine 

silt and clay in which another hearth area was located.

Remarks; this structure, like Pit house A, TA-20, had apparently been 

abandoned for considerable time before the occupation represented by 
the two hearth areas. However, pottery associated with the upper fill 
is stylistically similar to that found on the floor of the house, sug
gesting that either the collapse of the roof and the accumulation of 
the sand and gravel fills occurred rapidly, or that the builders of 
the two hearths left no pottery of their own and the pottery found 

with these hearths washed in from older trash accumulation adjacent 

to the house.

Site TA-112

Pit house A (Fig. 15)
Type; pit house

Shape; circular with flattened east side (location of ventilator). 

Dimensions; 12.7 by 11.2 feet; 6.5 feet from floor to ground surface. 

Walls; coursed adobe set in foundation trench; average wall thickness 

0.5 foot, tapering from top to bottom of course; course heights 2.0 to 

1.6 feet. No plaster. Charcoal flecks in adobe indicate possible
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Fig. 12. Map and section of Pit house A, TA-20.
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Fig. 14. TA-20 a Pit house A; b Pit house B



reuse of older adobe.

Floor* puddled-clay, blackened near wall; averaging O d  foot thick. 
Entrance* presumably root entrance.

Fire pit* in center; circular basin with flattened east side; walls 
and collar of clay, bottom of sterile dirt; 1.1 by 1.5 feet, 0.6 foot 
deep.

Ash pit* damaged by vandals; east of fire pit; probably oval; 1.5 by 
approximately 1.0 feet, approximately 0.2 foot deep.

Deflector* none 

Damper* none

ladder holes* damaged by vandals; east of ash pit; averaging 0.2 foot 
in diameter, 1.4 feet apart.

Post holes * four circular adobe-lined pits near each corner of room; 
0.2 to 0.5 foot in diameter, 0.3 to 1.1 feet deep; juniper fragments 
in northeast post hole.

Ventilator* two, both on east side of structure, one directly behind 
other with one common wall. Horizontal section of both 1.6 feet high; 

horizontal section of front ventilator rectangular, 1.5 feet wide, 1.2 

feet long, roofed with four horizontally-laid poles; horizontal 

section of back ventilator bell-shaped, 1.8 feet wide and 1*4 feet 

long. Vertical section of both ventilators sub-rectangular and 

adobe-walled; vertical walls of front ventilator averaging 0.4 foot 

thick, of back wall averaging 1.0 foot thick. Coursing and course 

heights of front ventilator correspond to coursing of pit house wall, 

indicating that the front ventilator and pit house walls were built 
at the same time.

Fill* upper fill excavated by Taos Archaeology Society. Flodr fill

40
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cleared by this organization and mapped by Fort Burgvin Research 

Center. No stratigraphy recorded.
Burials* none

Although Individual pit houses of the Valdez Phase varied 

slightly in certain details of construction, all followed a general 
pattern which remained constant throughout the phase. With the excep

tion of one house, these structures were circular with a slightly 

flattened east wall. The one exception. House A, TA-1, is sub- 

rectangular. Sub-rectangular pit houses are also known from Taos 

Archaeology Society excavations (Bluaenshein 1956, 1958) near Valdes, 

approximately fifteen miles northwest of site TA-1. Thus, the major 

pattern of pit house shapes in the Valdez Phase was circular, but there 

appears to have been a minor pattern of sub-rectangular pit houses.

There is no evidence of temporal difference in these two shapes.
The houses are deep and of sufficient size to accomodate a 

nuclear family or email extended family. The largest is 17.5 by 17.5 

feet} the smallest is the sub-rectangular house at TA-1, 8.4 by 9.3 

feet. The tops of the vertical walls have in all oases been eroded, 
making it impossible to reconstruct the original height. However, the 

highest standing wall was 5.4 feet from floor to eroded wall top. Walls 

were, without exception, of coursed adobe and were usually built in 

shallow foundation trenches. Several walls had a single layer of 

plaster over the adobe. Courses ranged from 0.7 to 2.3 feet high and 
averaged 0.5 feet thick. The greatest number of superimposed courses 

yet excavated is three; when constructed the number of courses
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probably never exceeded four. Painted bands, one white and yellow, 

one black, and one black over white piaster covered the bottom portion 

of three house mils.
The one- to two-inch thick puddled adobe floors did not extend 

under the mils, but joined them near the base, thus indicating that 

the mils were constructed before the floors were laid.
Entrance m s  probably through a roof hatchway. Ladder holes in 

several houses and the hatchway stone found in House A, TA-1, support 

this hypothesis.
The ventilator and central ash and fire pits were arranged in 

an east to west line on the mid-section, the ventilator in the 

flattened east mil. Usually a small step separated the ventilator 

from the floor. The horizontal shaft of the ventilator ranged from 
1.8 to 3*2 feet long, m s  walled with adobe and m s  roofed with 
horizontally-laid cedar and pine poles. In cross-section the 

horizontal shaft m s  sub-rectangular to ovoid. The adobe-lined 

vertical shaft joined the end of the horizontal section and in one 
example extended slightly below the horizontal shaft. The ventilator 

mils generally extended above the house mils, perhaps indicating 
that originally the ventilator walls were higher than those of the 

house and possibly extended above ground surface. The double venti

lator arrangement with one common m i l  in House A, TA-112, is the 

only one of this kind reported from the area. A damper and receiving 

groove in the floor and/or m i l  were present in several houses.

Both fire pit and ash pit were usually circular to oval, adobe- 
lined, and separated by an unshaped stone serving as deflector. Ash 

was present in several of the fire pit bottoms. Paired ladder holes
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were commonly placed just east and to either side of the ash pit# 

Storage areas, in the floors or walls, ranged from simple pits to 

pottery vessels #
Usually four vertical posts, one near each corner of the room, 

supported the main roof beams which in turn supported smaller poles 

and adobe roofing« The post number in House A, TA-20, was reduced 

to two; but in no cases did the number exceed four.

Artifacts, restorable pottery vessels, potsherds, and flint 
and bone chips were found in the house fills, but were rarely found 

on the floors. An unusually large number of artifacts were found on 
the floor of House D, TA-18. The excavators of this house think that 
the complete furnishings were left as they had been when the house was 
occupied# A metate was in place near the fire pit, two jars were 

sitting near the wall, a chipping area and several awls and points 

were near one of the post holes. Axes and pipes were placed out of 

the way of traffic in the house# Three of the four individuals buried 

in this house (Burials 13, 12, and 10) showed evidence of having been 

killed by violent means. The violent death of these people, supposedly 

inhabitants of the house, rather than their intentional abandonment 

of the structure, may be the reason for the artifacts being on the 

floor•

With the exception of the above mentioned house, most of the 

useful articles had been removed from the floors. This perhaps indi

cates an intentional abandonment of the houses.

Comparisons

The above discussion summarizes the pit house architecture of
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the Valdez Phase 0 Comparisons of these structures with others m y  

prove valuable in discovering architectural connections between the 

Valdez Phase and comparable phases in nearby areas. A site of 

Basketmakerlll-Pueblo I age near Santa Ana Pueblo has been excavated 

(Allen and McNutt 1955). The two fragmentary pit houses uncovered 

wore circular, had central fire pits and ash pits, and were probably 

provided with a four-post roof support arrangement. Passageways on 

the east side were interpreted by the excavators as entrances, but 

by Wendorf and Reed (1955) and Peckham (1957) as ventilators. Ladder 
holes between the fire pit and lateral passage of one house indicate 

a roof entrance. Thus there seems to be an architectural similarity 
between the domestic structures of this relatively early site and those 
of the Valdez Phase.

Excavations ten miles north of Albuquerque uncovered four 

Pueblo I pit houses which were similar in outline and floor features 

to those of the Valdez Phase (Peckham 1957). These structures were 

roughly circular, two possibly sub-rectangular, with ventilators 

oriented toward the east and four-post roof support arrangements. 

Ventilators, two with horizontal roof supports and one with adobe 

lining, dampers, paired ladder holes, ash pits, and roughly central 
fire pits, several clay-lined and rimmed, were arranged in an east- 
west line on the mid-section. All had a eipapu, a feature absent in 

the Valdez Phase pit houses, located between the fire pit and vest 

wall. Walls were excavated into sterile soil, unplastered or 

plastered with a thin layer of adobe. The walls of one house were 

of pole reinforced coursed adobe. These structures are, in all 

essential features, so similar to Valdez Phase pit houses that they
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could have been directly ancestral to them.

Excavations at a slightly later, Pueblo I-II, site (Stubbs 

1954) uncovered a sub-rectangular pit house similar to Pit house A,

TA-1. The Taos Archaeology Society excavations near Valdez, New Mexico, 
disclosed deep sub-rectangular, as well as circular, pit houses with 

ventilators on the east side, central circular fire pits with raised 

adobe rims, portable slab dampers, coursed adobe walls plastered "on 

native earth", and paired ladder holes (Blumenshein 1956, 1958). Both 

two- and four-post roof support arrangements were noted. These struc
tures are almost identical to those excavated by the Research Center.

Surface Houses

Two pueblo structures were excavated at site TA-47, the only 

Valdez Phase pueblo site yet excavated. (Figs. 16, 17, 18). The 

smaller, three room, pueblo was below Features 10, 11, and 12 of the 

upper six room pueblo. The cultural material indicates that both 

pueblos at TA-47, as well as the two kivas at that site, were occupied 

during the Valdes Phase.

Upper Pueblo
Feature 13 B (Fig. 16)

Locationl east of Feature 13 A, northern row of rooms.

Type* pueblo room 

Shapes rectangular

Dimensions» 7.7 feet north-south; 18.0 feet east-west

Wallas coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches. Portion of

lower course, only remaining; standing to 0.1 foot above upper floor.
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No plaster. North wall partially broken by pot hunters.
Floori

Upper floor* caliche; poor condition; broken by pot hunters.

Lower floor* adobe; fair condition; also broken by pot hunters. 
Roof* no evidence

Entrance * presumably through roof hatchway.

Floor features*

Lower floor* hole in northeast corner 0.7 foot in diameter, 0.5 

foot deep.
Storage jars* none 

Burials: none

Fill* eolian fill containing relatively few sherds and artifacts. 
Remarks* only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery complex present.

Feature 13 A (Fig. 16)

Locations west of Feature 13 B, northern row of rooms.

Types pueblo room 
Shape t rectangular

Dimensions* 6.5 feet north-south; 18.8 feet east-westo 

Walls* coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches. Portion of 

lower course only remaining; standing to 0.1 foot above upper floor. 

No plaster. Portions of north and south walls broken by pot hunters. 

Second wall adjacent to south wall, outside the room, thus creating 
double wall construction.
Floor*

Upper floor* caliche; poor condition; broken by pot hunters. 

Lower floor* adobe; fair condition. •
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Roof! no evidence
Entrance t presumably through roof hatchway. Hatchway stone found 

between caliche and adobe floors.

Floor featuresi

Upper floor: hole one foot in diameter, 0.5 foot deep, 4*5 feet

from east wall, approximately midway between north and south walls. 

Lower floor: post in northeast corner, 0.35 foot in diameter.

Storage jars: none
Burials: none

Fill: eolian fill containing relatively few sherds and artifacts.

Remarks: only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery complex present.

Feature 12 (ll) (Fig. 16)

The northern portion of this room was designated Feature 12, the 

southern portion. Feature 11. The northern portion was partially 

destroyed by pot hunters.
Location: north of Feature 10, south of Feature 13 A.

Type: pueblo room

Shape: rectangular

Dimensions: 18.3 feet north-south; 8.8 feet east-vest.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches. Portion of

lower course only remaining; standing 0.1 foot above caliche floor.
No plaster. Portion of north wall broken by pot hunters. Northern 

portion of feature divided into two east-west sections by a north- 
south wall; the north wall of the eastern section exhibits double 
wall construction (Fig. 16).

Floor:
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Upper floors calichej poor condition; northern portion broken by 
pot hunters.

Roofs no evidence

Entrances presumably roof hatchway.

Floor features s hole in southeast corner of upper floor, 5«7 feet 

north-south dimension, 3.4 feet east-west dimension.

Storage jarss Pot C, Taos Incised open-mouth jar, was surrounded by 

packed adobe which rested on the red sterile clay floor level of the 

lower puebloo The mouth of this jar, however, was not sealed over by 

the upper pueblo caliche floor, but was open for use by occupants of 

the upper pueblo.
Burialss none

Fills eolian fill containing relatively few sherds and artifacts. 

Remarkss only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery complex present.

Feature 10 (Fig. 16)

Locations south of Feature 12 (ll), north of Feature 4*

Types pueblo room 

Shapes rectangular

Dimensionss 19o7 feet north-south; 8.0 feet east-west.

Wallss coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches• Portion 

of lower course only remaining; standing to 0.1 foot above caliche 

floor. No plaster.
Floors

Upper floors caliche

Lower floors adobe. Second adobe floor placed over first one in 

northern portion of room.
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Roofi no evidence

Entrancei presumably roof hatchway

Floor features*
Adobe floors hole 0<>3 foot In diameter, A«0 feet deep, 3.0 feet 

from south wall, 3.1 feet from vest wall; burned area in northeast 

corner, $.0 feet north-south dimension, 1.0 foot east-west dimen

sion, low rim on vest side of burned area, 0.1 foot wide, 2.5 feet 
long, begins at north wall of feature.

Storage jars* Pots D and E, approximately 2<>0 feet apart in the north

west corner of room, were on the second adobe floor. Adobe was packed 

around and under the vessels, both Taos Incised open-mouth jars.

Feature 4 (Figs. 16, 17)
Locations south of Feature 10.

Type* pueblo room 

Shape* rectangular

Dimensions* 15.5 feet north-south; 8*5 feet east-west.

Walls* coursed caliche set in shallow foundation trenches. Portion of 

lower course only remaining; standing to height of 0.3 foot. No 

plaster. The north wall of this structure was placed against the south 

wall of Feature 10, thus creating double wall construction. The west 

wall of Feature 4 extended 12.5 feet south of the room proper. Mo 

cross walls joined the extension.

Floor* puddled caliche. One floor only.
Roof* no evidence

Entrance t presumably roof hatchway

Floor features* possible firepit 1.2 feet in diameter, 0.4 foot deep.



$«4 feet from north wall, 2o5 feet from vest wall; area around pit 

burned. Hole 0.8 foot south of firepit, 2.7 feet by 1.8 feet, 0.5 

foot deep. In the center of this pit is a smaller hole, partially 

lined, 0.5 foot in diameter, 0.5 foot deep. No wood in the smaller 
hole.

Storage jars: none

Burials: none

Fill: eolian fill containing relatively few sherds and artifacts.

Remarks: only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery complex present.

Feature 8 (Fig. 16)
Location: east of Feature 10.
Type: pueblo room
Shape: rectangular

Dimensions: east wall missing; 8.8 feet north-south; 9.8 feet from

the west wall to the eastern limits of the north wall.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches. Poor

condition. Portion of lower course only remaining; standing to 

height of 0.2 foot. No plaster. The west wall of this structure 

was placed against the east wall of Feature 10, thus creating double 

wall construction.

Floor: puddled caliche. Only southwest corner of floor present,

remainder destroyed by pot hunters. Packed dirt levels below floor 
correspond to earlier occupation.

Roof: no evidence

Entrance: presumably roof hatchway.

Floor features: none remaining



Storage jars* none 
Burialsi none

Fill* eolian fill and trash

Remarks* only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery complex present«

Summary

The upper or later pueblo is aF-shaped six room structure0 

The long arm of the Fextends north-south and is composed of three 

rooms; the short aim, extending east-vest, is composed of two rooms,

13 A and 13 B, which join the north end of the long arm. Apparently 

the first phase of construction included only four rooms. Features 
13 A, 13 B, 12 (ll), and 10, and was proceeded by leveling the walls 
of the lower pueblo (see page 62 for further discussion). These four 
rooms are considerably larger than those of most pueblos; maximum 

dimensions range from 18.0 feet to 19.7 feet.
The walls and lower floors of the rooms are of adobe. A thin 

layer of wind-blown dirt overlay the adobe floors, and over this layer 

were caliche floors (Fig. 16). Two rooms. Features 4 and 8, abutted 

Feature 10. The floor and walls of Feature 4 were of caliche; the 

floor of Feature 8 was of caliche, but the wall was adobe. Apparently, 

the original structure, consisting of four rooms with adobe floors and 

walls, was abandoned for a short time and wind-blown material accumu

lated on the floor. The structure was again occupied; Features 4 and 

8 were built and caliche floors lain over the accumulated fill in 

Features 13 A, 13 B, 12 (ll), and 10.

Walls of the original four rooms were of coursed adobe set in 

foundation trenches. These walls were somewhat wider than those of

53
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Fig, 17. a general view of excavations; b upper pueblo; 
c Feature 4.



the lower pueblo, ranging from 0.5 to 1.0 foot, but averaging 0.7 foot 

No walls were standing above the first course; the highest standing 

wall was 0.3 foot, the lowest was level with the caliche floor. As no 
wall debris was found in the fill, it may be suggested that adobe from 

the walls was taken for use elsewhere. The nearest site, one of the 

Valdez Phase, is approximately 1$0 yards north of TA-47. Walls of 

the two later additions. Features 4 and 8, were adjacent to the south 
and east walls of Feature 10. This double wall construction seems to 
have been preferred to use of the already standing walls of Feature 10 

The original floors of Features 13 B, 13 A, 12 (ll), and 10 
were of puddled adobe, approximately 0.17 foot thick. A second adobe 
floor was lain over the northern half of Feature 10. A thin layer of 

eolian fill separated the adobe floors of these rooms from an upper 

caliche floor which was level with the caliche floors of Features 4 

and 8, the only floors of these rooms. Floor features of the upper 

pueblo included a post set into the adobe floor at the northeast 

corner of Feature 13 A; a hole 1.0 foot in diameter, 0.5 foot deep,

5.0 feet from the east wall, in the caliche floor of Feature 13 A; 

a hole 5.0 by 3*0 feet in the southeast corner of the caliche floor 

of Feature 11; a hole approximately 0.5 foot in diameter, 0.5 foot 

deep, 3*0 feet from the south wall in the adobe floor of Feature 10, 

and two holes, the smaller one probably a fire pit, in Feature 4*

This smaller pit is approximately 1.0 foot in diameter and 0.5 foot 

deep, while the larger one is 2.7 feet by 1.8 feet, 0.3 foot deep*

In the center of the latter is a smaller one, 0.3 foot in diameter 

and 6.3 foot deep, which is partially lined with packed dirt. However 

no indications of wood were found in the smaller hole.



Fill of the upper pueblo consisted of eolian material in which 

artifacts, sherds, and charcoal were rare. No burials were found in 
the fill of either pueblo«

Two storage jars (D, E) were found cm the adobe floor in the 

northwest corner of Feature 10. Both were Taos Incised open-mouth 

jars. The two were set adjacent each other, separated by 0.16 foot 
of fill. Pot A, Feature 12, appears to have been used by occupants 

of both the upper and lower pueblos. This jar was surrounded by 

packed adobe which rested on the red sterile clay of the outside work 

area northeast of the lower pueblo room. Feature 20. The mouth of 

the jar, however, was not covered by the upper pueblo floor, but left 
open as a storage vessel.

The r-shape of this pueblo provided a sheltered area within 

the two lines of rooms. Further, the west wall of Feature 4 extended 

12.5 feet to the south, thus providing additional sheltered space for 

outdoor living. An intermittent packed dirt floor at the level of the 
adobe floors, first occupation of the upper pueblo, was below the 

caliche floor of Feature 8, within the hypothesized outdoor work area. 

The kiva, Feature 1, also within the area, may have been used as a 

trash deposit by occupants of the upper pueblo. Use of the east side 

of the rooms, rather than other sides, follows the pattern established 

during occupation of the lower pueblo and may have been due to local 
thunderstorm movements, as discussed on page 63.

Lower Pueblo
Feature 20 (Figs. 16, 18)

Location* north of Feature 17, the northernmost lower pueblo room.

56
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Type: pueblo room

Shape: rectangular

Dimensions: 8.9 feet north-south; 4»6 feet east-west.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches• Portion of

lower course only remaining; walls standing to height of 0.5 foot to 

1.6 feet. No plaster.

Floor: natural layer of sterile red clay.
Roof: no evidence
Entrance: presumably roof hatchway.

Floor features: none
Storage jars: none
Burials: none

Fill: soft red dirt containing few sherds, artifacts and charcoal.

Probably intentional fill.

Remarks: below Feature 11. Only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery
complex present.

Feature 17 (Figs. 16, 18)

Location: south of Feature 20, north of Feature 18.

Type: pueblo room

Shape: rectangular

Dimensions: 10.0 feet north-south; 4.7 feet east-west.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches. Portion of
lower course only remaining; walls standing to height of 0.75 to 1.0 
foot. No plaster.

Floor: natural layer of sterile red clay.

Roof: no evidence
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Entrance s presumably roof hatchway«

Floor featuresi hole oa. 0.82 foot In diameter, 1.0 foot deep, 1.65 
feet north of south wall, 1.0 foot east of vest wall. Thin ash layer 

on floor surrounding hole.

Storage jars: Pot I in east wall, mouth accessible from outside work
area east of Feature 17. Pot F in floor, mouth 2.5 feet south of north 

wall, 2.6 feet from west wall. Kano over mouth of Pot F.

Burials: none

Fill: soft red dirt containing few sherds, artifacts and charcoal.
Probably intentional fill.

Remarks: below Feature 10. Only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery
complex present.

Feature 18 (Fig. 16)

Location: south of Feature 17, north of Feature 19.

Type: pueblo room

Shape: roughly square

Dimensions: 3.2 feet north-south; 4*4 feet east-west.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches• Portion of
lower course only remaining; standing to height of 0.7 to 1.0 foot.

No plaster.
Floor: packed dirt intermixed with caliche.

Roof: no evidence
Entrance: presumably through roof hatchway.

Floor features: none

Storage jars: one jar on floor in northeast corner.

Burials: none
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Fill: soft red dirt containing few sherds, artifacts or charcoal.

Probably intentional fill.

Remarks: below Feature 10o Only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery

complex present«

Feature 19 (Fig. 16)
Location: south of Feature 18.

Type: outside work area

Shape: rectangular

Dimensions: 4°3 feet north-south; 4.7 feet east-west.

Walls: on north and west sides only; no walls on south and east sides.
Coursed adobe walls set in shallow foundation trenches. Portion of 
lower course only remaining; standing to height of 1.0 foot. No 

plaster.

Floor: packed dirt intermixed with caliche.

Roof: no evidence
Entrance: south and east sides open.

Floor features: none
Storage jars: none

Burials: none

Fill: soft red dirt containing few sherds, artifacts and charcoal.
Probably intentional fill.
Remarks: below Feature 10. Only sherds of the Valdez Phase pottery
complex present.

Summary
The lower pueblo at TA-47 was a three-roomed linear structure, 

oriented north northwest-south southeast. The rooms. Features 20, 17,
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Fig. 18. Lower pueblo
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and 18 (north to south) lay directly beneath the upper pueblo rooms. 
Features 11 and 10 (Fig. 16). Feature 19, below Feature 10 of the 

upper pueblo, was not a room, but an area partially enclosed by two 

walls, the south wall of Feature 18 and an extension of the west wall 

of the same feature. Features 20 and 17, the two most northerly 

rooms, appear to have been built during the first phase of construc

tion. Features 18 and 19 were added later. Evidence of this is two

fold: The east and west walls of Feature 18 abutted the south wall 
of Feature 17. A layer of trash, probably contemporary with Features 

17 and 20, lay between the floor of Feature 18 and sterile red clay, 
the floor level of Features 20 and 17.

Walls of the lower pueblo were of coursed adobe set in shal
low foundation trenches. They ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 foot in thick

ness, averaging 0.5 foot. None were standing above the first course. 

The highest standing wall was 1.6 feet, the lowest 0.5 foot.

Floor of the earlier rooms. Features 20'and 17, was sterile red 
clay, a natural layer found at this level throughout the site. 

Apparently the builders of these two rooms removed the overlying 

vegetation and top dirt and used a natural layer of adobe-like earth 

for floor. The wall foundation trenches were dug approximately 0.3 

to 0.5 foot into this sterile red clay. Trash within and outside the 

rooms lay directly upon this layer.

Floors of Features 18 and 19 (the abutted rooms), on the other 
hand, were of packed dirt intermixed with caliche. These floors over

lay a layer of trash (contemporaneous with Features 20 and 17) which 

in turn rested upon the sterile red clay.

Fill consisted of a soft red dirt containing few artifacts.
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sherds and charcoal, and which appeared to be either eolian or inten

tional. The nature of the fill, the position of the lower pueblo 

under the upper one, and the height of the lower pueblo walls, none above 
the first course, suggest that after abandonment these walls were 

leveled to approximately the first course and the upper pueblo built 

upon them. If the fill were intentional, it would serve as further 

evidence of planned leveling and preparation of the lower pueblo for 

construction upon it. If the fill were eolian it would nevertheless 
seem likely that the later occupants of the site tore down the walls 

to the height of the lowest adobe course, and utilized a natural fill 
which, caught within the pueblo walls, elevated the natural knoll to 

an even greater height. It should be stated that I favor the first 
explanation.

Lower pueblo sheet trash, the lowest cultural level in all 

trenches and broadsides, was scattered over the site.

Six complete vessels were found in lower pueblo material. A 
Taos Incised open mouth jar was built into the east wall of Feature 

17. The mouth of the jar, outside the room proper, would have been 

accessible from the outside work area adjacent Feature 17. The position 

of the jar in the wall indicated that it was intended to be a permanent 
storage container.

Three vessels were in the outside living area, one east of the 

rooms and two north of them. Base of the former, a Taos Incised open- 

mouth jar rested on red sterile clay, floor level of Features 20 and 
17, and was adjacent the east wall of Feature 20, but not incorporated 

into the wall. The two jars north of Feature 20, one a plain open- 

mouth jar and the other a Taos Incised open-mouth jar, were encased in
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adobe which rested on the red sterile clay0 The mouth of one was 

sealed over by the upper pueblo caliche floor, but the other was left 

open for use by the upper pueblo inhabitantse

A plain open-mouth jar was at floor level of Feature 17, the 

base set 0.2 foot Into the floor. A mano was placed over the jar 
mouth. Another storage jar was in the northwest corner of Feature 18, 

0.3 foot south of the north wall and 0.8 foot west of the east wall. 

The base was set 0.2 foot into the floor. It is interesting that 

vessels set into the floor were stabilized by sinking their bases 
approximately 0.2 foot into the floor.

The two complete jars found in or adjacent to the east walls 

of the lower pueblo, the motate found in the same area, and the trash 
upon sterile indicate that the area east of the lower pueblo was an 

outside work or living area. Perhaps daily chores, such as grinding 

corn, took place here. Also, afternoon thundershowers, accompanied 

by strong winds and dust, which I witnessed during excavation of the 

site, often move from the plain west of the site toward the east 

(toward the site). The block of rooms comprising the pueblo would 

have afforded excellent protection against the wind and allowed work 

to continue during the duration of the storm.

Feature 19, the two-sided structure south of Feature 18, was 
probably another outside work area. This feature was open to the 

south and east, walled to the north and west. No restorable vessels 
or metates were found in this feature.

Comparison
Pueblo sites dating during a time range comparable or earlier
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masonry, however, is reported from only the Llano site, approximately 

one-eighth mile north of TA-47. Dendrochronological dates from this 

site are from A.D. 1207 to 1239 (Smiley, Bannister and Stubbs 1953)• 
The site includes two mounds, one 300 feet east of the other (Joanpon 

1929). The smaller mound consisted of seven contiguous coursed adobe 
rooms. Plastered walls stood to a little over two feet in height.

The larger mound included two pueblo structures, one superimposed 

over the other. Eighteen rooms and one kiva of the upper pueblo were 

excavated. The kiva, located on the east side of the pueblo, was 

surrounded on the north, west, and east by rooms, and on the east by 

a room and a wall. This arrangement is essentially similar to the 
pueblo/kiva locations at TA-47. Pueblo rooms at the Llano site were 
comparable to those of the upper pueblo at TA-47. Room dimensions 

ranged from 16.0 feet north-south, 6.5 feet east-west to 10.0 feet 

north-south, 8.5 feet east-west. No openings appeared in the outside 
lower walls, in contrast to the outside opening in the south wall of 

Feature 4, TA-47. The relatively large amount of fallen roof and 

wall debris in the Llano rooms also contrasts with the limited roof 
debris in the fill of both pueblos at TA-47. One example of triple 

wall construction at Llano is similar in principle to the double wall 

construction of the upper pueblo, TA-47. The most outstanding room 

difference at these two sites is the presence in several Llano rooms 

of central upright posts. An upright post also occurred in the south

west corner of room 6. Upright posts in central basins occurred in 

the Pot Creek and Talpa phase rooms at site TA-1. The development 

of this room feature provides a basis for the seriation or temporal
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arrangement of these three pueblo sites, TA-1, TA-47, and the Liam 
site. Only one example of an upright supporting post was found at 

TA-47, this in the northeast corner of Feature 13 B. This site, 

therefore, was probably earlier than the Llano site. The presence 

of Valdez Phase pottery and several central upright posts not within 

basins suggests that the Llano site is intermediate in date between 
TA-47 and TA-1. The Pot Creek and Talpa phase rooms at TA-1 represent 

a further development of upright post architecture, as they are in 
centrally located adobe-lined and rimmed basins. Valdez Phase pueblo 
rooms were not found at TA-1, however two pit houses and one kiva of 
this phase were located. The presence of Santa Fe Black-on-vhite 

sherds on the kiva floor indicates that the structure was occupied 

in the later part of the Valdez Phase. Assuming that the pit houses 

at TA-1'are essentially comparable temporally to the kiva, it may be 

hypothesized that the Valdez Phase occupation at this site was later 

than that at the Liam site or, therefore, at TA-47. Summarizing 

the Valdez Phase occupation at these three sites is, from earliest 

to latest, that at TA-47, the Llano site (occupied between A.D. 1207 

and 1239), and TA-1. If the seriation is correct, pit house structures 
continued to be occupied after the introduction of pueblos.

Pueblo sites in the Santa Fe vicinity which date during a time 
range comparable or earlier than the Valdez Phase are, judging from 
the literature, of jacal or stone masonry construction. A Pueblo I 

site near San Felipe Pueblo produced a single jacal surface structure, 
and indications of two others (Peckhaa 19541 41-52). Within the room

outline were three primary post-holes and six secondary post-holes along 
the south and west walls. Painted pottery was predominately Lino Gray,
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although one Red Mosa Black-on-vhite sh«rd w e  found In the excavated 
room.

Site LA 835, east of U.S. Highway 285 at the village of 

Cuyammgue, Included twelve to fifteen email house groups scattered 

along low ridges (Stubbs 1954* 43-45). These house units, of ten to
twenty rooms each, were "basically contiguous series of rather square 

rooms, from twelve feet by twelve feet to sixteen feet by sixteen feet, 

with a row of smaller more rectangular rooms behind the front row of 

living rooms" (Stubbs 1954* 43). Kivas were associated with these 
house units o At the time of excavation, the stone masonry and adobe 
"turtle back" walls stood to a height of only a few inches above floor. 

Rooms were probably one storey high. Stubbs (1954* 45) estimates that 
the major occupation was during the 1000's, and possibly as late as A J). 

1150. Apparently occupants of LA 835 were in greater contact with other 

areas than occupants of the Valdez Phase sites. Painted pottery types 

from LA 835 include Wingate Black-on-red, Bluff or Tusayan Black-on- 

red, Classic Chaco Black-on-white, Gallina Black-on-white and broad 

line Three Rivers Red-on-terra cotta. None of these types have been 

found in sites of the Valdez Phase.
A jacal structure and a pit house, all producing Kwahe'e Blaok- 

on-*fhite pottery, were located under pueblo buildings at Pindi (Stubbs 

and Stallings 1953* 9, 24-25 and Fig. 20). The two remaining walls of
the jacal structure appeared as adobe ridges interspersed with post 

holes. Stubbs and Stallings describe the floor as "a hard packed 

layer, not a true floor" (Stubbs and Stallings 1953* 24). A circular 
basin shaped fire pit, adobe-lined and rimmed, w s  located in the 

north part of the structure and two stones were on the floor near the



south vail. The refuse In the fire pit and beneath the floor produced 
Kwahe*e Black-on-white sherds} however, Santa Fe Black-on-white and 

Kwahe'e Black-on-white were found mixed above the floor level.

According to Stubbs and Stallings, the structure was a temporary 

habitation (1953* 25).
One three-roomed slab sided house unit was excavated on Ponil 

Creek by the Philmont Scout Ranch (Lutes 1959* 59-68). This struc

ture and a nearby jaoal structure produced Kwahe’e Black-on-white and 

Taos Blaok-on-white sherds. The slab lined structure consisted of 

one main room and two adjacent rooms, supposedly used for storage.

An adobe-lined and rimmed circular fire pit was located in the center 

of the large room. The one remaining jacal wall was approximately 

twelve feet northeast of the main structure.
Although pueblo structures were in use in northern New Mexico 

at a date comparable and slightly earlier than the Valdez Phase, they 

seem to be predominately of jacal or masonry, rather than coursed adobe. 

Of the sites described above, the general layout of LA 835 corresponds 

most closely with the Valdez Phase pueblo sites. If ceramic influence 

were moving from the Santa Fe to the Taos area (see page 134-135 for 
further discussion), it is possible that architectural influence was 

from the same direction.

Ceremonial Architecture

Site TA-1
Type* kiva frigs. 2, 19, 20, 21, 22)

Shape* roughly circular, walls slumped and fallen.

Dimensions* 22.0 by 22.0 feet} 11.0 feet from floor to the floor of
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the overlying pueblo room. Room 13.

Walla i blackened sterile dirt later covered with coursed adobe set in 

foundation trench and plastered. Average thickness of coursed adobe 

wall 0.5 foot, course heights range from 1.0 to 2.0 feet. Plaster 
flaking and worn off in spots, average thickness 0.2 foot; white or 

smoked black.

Floort puddled clay, ranging from 0.05 to 0.2 foot thick.

Entrance: presumably roof entrance.

Fire pit: in east-center; circular clay-rimed basin dug into sterile

dirt; 3.5 by 4*2 feet, 1.2 feet deep.
Ash pit: east of fire pit; roughly D-shaped basin; 2.2 by 2.5 feet,
0.5 foot deep. Smaller roughly circular pit within the larger ash pit 
averaging 0.5 foot in diameter and dug an additional 0.4 foot below 

the basin.

Deflector: metate, trough broken in center; set vertically in rim

between fire pit and ash pit.

Damper: none found in fill. Receiving depression in wall above

ventilator opening.
Ladder holes: two east of ash pit approximately 0.4 foot in diameter

and 1.2 feet apart.
Post holes: five, three west of the fire pit, two east of the fire

pit; lined on a general north-south axis. Vertical pits roughly 

cylindrical in outline, ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 foot in diameter and 

approximately 2.0 feet deep. Lined with puddled clay. Each contained • 

a post.
Foot drum: north-south trench on west side of structure. Dug in

three stepped levels and roofed with five horizontal cross-poles.
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vegetal material and puddled clay. Central and lowest level 2®7 feet 
below floor; upper level on both extremities of trench and adjacent to 
second levels, 0.4 foot below floor.

Ventilator: on east side. Constructed In trench; horizontal shaft

walled with adobe, roofed with ten horizontally-laid poles, and 

vegetal material laid across poles and adobe; floor of sterile dirt. 

Sloped step 0.2 foot high from floor to ventilator. Wall opening 0.8 

foot wide and 0.9 foot high. Horizontal shaft widens to 1.7 feet 

behind wall, 2.3 feet high, 7.6 feet long. Vertical shaft unlined, 

oval in outline, 1.8 feet by 2.0 feet at outlet, 6.7 feet high. After 
completion of ventilator the trench prepared for it was filled with 
yellow dirt flecked with charcoal.

Peg holes: six small upward-slanting holes in wall, probably contained

pegs; small amount of wood remaining in one hole. Averaging 0.2 foot 

in diameter, from 4.0 to 6.0 feet above floor.

Roof evidence: two north-south beams, one on east and one on west

side of structure, fallen but still in line with vertical posts.
Fallen cross-beams or "latino", some retaining their original direc

tion and relative placement, indicate a slump of the west roof and 

cave-in of the east roof. The northwest post was broken in half; the 

total length of both halves was 9.5 feet. This was probably the 

height of the roof at the time of occupation. Fallen roof debris and 
adobe coating 0.1 to 0.2 foot above floor on southwest side of bouse. 

Burials: none
Stratigraphy:

Two stratigraphic tests (Figs. 21, 22), 3.0 feet by 6.0 feet and 

5*5 feet by 1$.0 feet, in the northeast and south sections
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respectively, were excavated by natural levels; one 3.0 feet by 6=0 

feet section was dug by arbitrary one- and two-foot levels. The 
layers of the two tests were similar but reflected their different 

positions in the fill. These layers were correlated, but for presen

tation purposes those of the larger test. Stratigraphic Test 2, will 

be summarized.

The kiva fill may be divided into eight levels, beginning with 

the lowest level and proceeding upward; (8) yellow dirt slightly 

flecked with charcoal; probably an accumulation of eolian material 

(?) many thin layers of charcoal and yellow dirt; found only in the 
west portion of the kiva fill (6) another level of yellow dirt flecked 
with charcoal; found only in the west portion of the fill ($) trash, 

and ash and charcoal lenses. A pit was dug from this level into 

level 6 (A) yellow dirt flecked with charcoal; very evident in the 
west portion of the fill but fading out in the extreme east portion 

(3) trash and ash and charcoal lenses. A pit dug from this level into 
and through level 4 (2) another level of yellow dirt flecked with 
charcoal (l) compacted orange-tan dirt flecked with charcoal.

A thin layer of yellow dirt separating the floor from roof 

debris in the west part of the fill Indicates that the kiva roof 

fell a short time after abandonment of the structure. However not all 

of the roof fell at the same time nor did it fall parallel to the 

floor. The west portion of the roof fell almost directly on the 

floor; however the east portion remained two to four feet above 

floor and was supported by fallen latias and vertical posts for a 
time sufficient for approximately four feet of yellow dirt, probably 

eolian, to accumulate. This dirt, slightly flecked with charcoal,
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vas labeled level 8e While level 8 was accumulating under the par
tially fallen roof, thin lenses of charcoal and yellow dirt, level 7, 
were being deposited over the fallen roof debris in the west section 

of the fill. These two levels, 7 and 8, represent the interval between 
the Valdez and the Pot Creek phases. Level 6, a layer of yellow dirt 

flecked with charcoal, was then deposited over level 7. The kiva by 

this time undoubtedly presented an ideal hole for the deposit of 

trash. Level $, a layer of trash and thin ash and charcoal lenses, 

represents the kiva1s use as a dumping ground. The latter two levels,
5 and 6, were deposited during the Pot Creek Phase. A trahsition 

period between the Pot Creek and Talpa phases is represented by level 

A# yellow dirt flecked with charcoal. During the Talpa Phase another 

trash layer, level 3, was deposited and a layer of yellow dirt flecked 

with charcoal accumulated upon that. Resting upon level 2 was a packed- 

dirt layer, probably representing a plaza floor. After a time, use of 
the plaza was discontinued and a thin layer of charcoal, ash and burned 
corn, and a thicker layer of charcoal flecked cospact orange-tan dirt, 

level 1, were deposited. This summarizes the kiva fill and the 1961 

excavations of the material directly above it. Ronald K. Wetherington's 
I960 excavations exposed a plaza level above and resting upon the com

pact orange-tan dirt designated in this report as level 1. Pueblo 

rooms 13 and 16 were also resting upon level 1,

Site TA-47

Feature 1 (Figs. 16, 23, 24)
Locations south of Features 13 A and 13 B, east of Features 12 (ll)

and 10
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Fig. 21. Stratigraphic Test 1, kiva, Feature 4, TA-1.
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Fig. 22. Stratigraphic Test 2, kiva, Feature 4, TA-1
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Type* kiva 
Shape* roughly oval

Dimensions* 16.0 feet north-south; 14.0 feet east-west.

Walls* coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trenches. Kiva dug in 

sterile, walls built 0.5 foot from limits of pit, area between wall 

and limits of pit filled with trash. Fire blackening on walls Indicates 

that the kiva was used before a plaster coat, ranging from 0.2 to 0.25 

foot in thickness, was applied. Two artifact caches found in wall 
cracks (see page 177) are also indicative of use of unplastered 

wall. Average thickness of courses 0.83 foot. Course heights range 

from 1.0 to 2.0 feet.

Floor* puddled adobe 0.26 foot thick. Flat stone set into floor 

north of ashpit 1.3 feet by 0.85 foot.

Entrance* presumably roof hatchway.

Fire pit* in approximate center; circular clay-rimed and lined basin 

dug into sterile dirt, 1.84 feet by 2.0 feet, 1.0 foot deep.
Ash pit* east of fire pit; roughly circular adobe-rimmed and lined 
basin; 1.1 feet by 1.0 foot, 1.1 feet deep. East portion of basin 

forms cavity under rim.

Deflector* stone set vertically in adobe rim between fire pit and 

ash pit.

Damper * slab found at ventilator mouth; top resting on wall above 

ventilator mouth, bottom on floor adjacent to ventilator mouth rim. 

Ladder holes* two shallow depressions east of ash pit, approximately 
1.0 foot apart.

Post holes* four, one in each corner. Unlined vertical pits roughly 

cylindrical in outline, ranging from 0.66 foot to 1.0 foot in
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diameter and 1.0 to 2.0 feet deep. Northwest and southwest posts are 

the size of the postholes. Northeast and southeast posts are approxi

mately 0.16 foot smaller than the post holes, supported by stones and 

fill between posts and post holes.

Ventilator: constructed in trench. Horizontal shaft walled with

adobe, roofed with seven horizontally-laid poles and adobe; floor of 
puddled adobe. Ventilator mouth rimmed with relatively elaborate D- 

shaped adobe step 1.17 feet by 2.0 feet, 0.5 foot high, and flanked 

by adobe blocks 1.0 foot high, 0.5 foot wide and 0.5 foot long. Wall 
opening 1.0 foot wide, 1.2 feet high. Horizontal shaft widens to 1.4- 
feet behind wall, 1.5 feet high, 5.0 feet long. Vertical shaft of 

coursed adobe, oval in outline, 1.3 feet by 1.16 feet, 1.7 feet high. 

After completion of ventilator the trench was filled with trash.

Roof: charcoal chunks, burned sections of poles and adobe on floor

and in lowest level indicates that roof began falling soon after 

abandonment and continued falling while kiva fill was accumulating. 

Posts indicate a four-post arrangement of roof supports.

Burials: two complete burials, 20 and 21, both adult females, both

.extended on back, and one head, 19, adult male, on floor in the fire 

pit-ash pit area. One adult male, completely flexed on stomach 0.5 

foot above floor. Two "burials" in the kiva fill were actually only 

scattered bones. These include: Burial 15, scattered bones in level 

5 of Stratigraphic Test 1; Burial 16, child, scattered bones in level 

8 of Stratigraphic Test 1. Burial 18, child, completely flexed on 

back, was over the northwest wall of the kiva, level 2 of Strati
graphic Test 1.

Fill: seven distinct layers, beginning at bottom and resting on
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floor: (l) eolian fill flecked, with charcoal and caliche (2) caliche

(3) eolian material flecked with caliche and occasional trash (4) 
burned sagebrush overlain by clay and fine gravel lens (5) trash (6) 
layer of trash and burned material (7) eolian material.

The method of excavation of this feature is discussed on pages 

11-12 . In brief, excavation of the fill was by both natural levels 

and metrical stratigraphy. The trench which exposed the vertical 

section of the ventilator was expanded and excavated by one-foot 

levels to floor. This exposed the natural stratigraphy of the fill, 
which was then excavated in two sections. Stratigraphic Test 1 and 

Stratigraphic Test 2. Both stratigraphic tests were excavated by 

natural levels.

Feature 16 (Figs. 16, 24, 2$)
Location: southeast of Feature 4, south of Feature 1.
Type: kiva
Shape: circular
Dimensions: slightly over half of this structure was excavated. North-

south dimension from the kiva wall to the limits of excavation, approxi

mate center of the kiva, 14<»0 feet; east-west 21.2 feet.

Walls: coursed adobe set in shallow foundation trench. Wall placed

against limits of excavation of kiva area; no trash between wall and 

sterile. Bottom course fire-blackened. Average thickness of courses 

0.76 foot. Course heights range from 1.7 to 2.0 feet.

Floor: puddled adobe 0.16 foot thick.

Entrance: presumably roof hatchway.

Fire pit: in approximate center, circular clay-rimed and lined basin



Fig. 23o Map and section of kiva. Feature 1, TA-47
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b
x ig. 24. TA-47 kivas. a Feature 1; b Feature 16.
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dug into sterile dirt; 1.7 by 2.5 feet.

Ash pit: east of fire pit; D-shaped adobe-rimmed and lined basin,
2.0 feet by 2.2 feet.

Deflector: stone set vertically in adobe rim between fire pit and ash

pit.
Damper: none found

Ladder holes: two depressions east of ash pit, 0.16 to 0.25 foot in
diameter, 0.75 to 0.25 foot deep, 1.7 feet apart.
Post holes: three uncovered, two on east side, one on west side.

Unlined vortical pits roughly oval in outline, ranging from 1.5 to

2.0 feet in diameter and 1.0 to 2.0 feet deep. Circular arrangement 

of rocks, with flat rock at bottom, placed within post hole, approxi

mately 0.5 foot from edge of hole. Pieces of wood found on flat rock 

in northeast post hole.

Ventilators, not constructed in trench; horizontal shaft walled with 
coursed adobe. D-shaped step or rim around ventilator mouth, 2.5 by 

2.5 feet, 0.25 foot high. Wall opening 1.7 feet wide, 2.0 feet high. 

Horizontal shaft widens to 2.0 feet behind wall, 2.0 feet high and
6.0 feet long. Vertical shaft of coursed adobe oval in outline, 1.7 

by 1.2 feet, 6.0 feet high.
Roof: charcoal and adobe on floor and in lowest level. West beam in

\
fill approximately 1.0 foot above floor. Apparently at least part of 

the roof remained intact while kiva fill accumulated. Posts indicate 

a four-post roof support arrangement.

Burials: all scattered bones; Burial 8, adult, presumably extended,

in level 5 and level 6 of Stratigraphic Test 1; Burial 9# presumably 

extended, on floor of kiva, 2,0 feet from west wall.
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Fills three distinct layers, beginning at bottom and resting on floors 

(l) eolian material, caliche? charcoal- and adobe-flecked; lens of 

caliche at north wall (2) fine gravel and burned adobe lens (3) eolian 
material.

The method of excavation of Feature 16 is discussed on page 12. 

Briefly, the trench which exposed the cast wall was excavated by one- 

foot levels to floor. Two faces of the trench showed the natural 

stratigraphy of the fill. The remaining excavation was divided into 

two sections. Stratigraphic Test 1 and Stratigraphic Test 2, which were 

dug by natural levels =

Discussion

The structure at TA-1 was designated a kiva on the basis of its 

large size and such architectural features as a sipapu, fire pit, ash 

pit, and ventilator on an east-west midline, a stone with central de

pression set into the floor south of the ash pit, and a foot drum 

between the hearth and sipapu; none of these features occurred in 

excavated Valdez Phase pit house structures. Mo objects of ceremonial 

use were found on the kiva floor.

The fill of the kiva and its position under pueblo walls indi

cates that this structure was occupied during the Valdez Phase. Inclu

sion of Santa Fe Black-on-white sherds in the lower levels is probably 

the result of the differential falling of the roof (Figs. 31, 32).
The half-standing east portion of the roof and the ventilator on the 

east side provided an ideal trap for the Santa Fe Black-on-white 

sherds, found in levels 7 and 8, which were discarded by peoples of 

the Pot Creek Phase.
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The structure labeled Feature 1 at site TA-47 is the smallest 

of the three Valdez Phase kivas. It is designated a kiva primarily 

on the basis of its association with a pueblo structure and its 

location in relation to the pueblo. Presumably this kiva was utilized 
as such by occupants of the lower pueblo, although there is a possibi

lity of its corresponding to the first occupation of either the upper 
pueblo or the lower pueblo. At any rate, the occurrence of trash 

layers in Feature 1 suggest that it is earlier than Feature 16, the 

fill of which was mainly eolian material.

Feature 1 is east of the pueblo, in the same relative position 

as is Feature 16 to the upper pueblo. The ventilator, ladder holes, 

ash pit, deflector, and fire pit were on an east-west midline and a 

stone was set into the floor north of the ash pit.

The ventilator of Feature 16, also a kiva, was on an east- 

west midline with the ladder holes, ash pit, deflector, fire pit and 

sipapu. No flat stone was set into the excavated portion of the floor. 

This kiva has been attributed to the upper pueblo. However it is 
possible that the structure was utilized only by the inhabitants of 

the second occupation of the upper pueblo, or only by the inhabitants 

of the second occupation of the lower pueblo 0 The floor features of 

neither kiva at TA-47 included a foot drum.
The kiva at the Llano site, approximately one-eighth mile 

north of TA-47, was similar to both Features 1 and 16. It was a 

coursed adobe subterranean structure surrounded on the north, west, 

and south by rooms, and on the east by a room and a wall. Post holes 

indicate a four-post roof support arrangement. The ventilator, ash 

pit, deflector, fire pit, and secondary ventilator or flue were
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located on an east-west midline. This flue on the west side of the 
structure appears to be similar to the flue on the west side of Pit 

house A, TA-18. A secondary wall was located approximately two feet 
outside the west side of the inner kivn wall.

The occurrence of these kivas warrants a discussion and compari

son with similar structures in adjacent regions. Therefore, the re

mainder of this section includes a summary of the kiva at Tonque 

Arroyo, which is earlier (Pueblo l) than the Valdes Phase kivas, and 

a brief discussion of Anasazi big or great kivas, with emphasis on 

their relation to the Valdez Phase structures.

The kiva at Tonque Arroyo, 2.5 miles southeast of San Felipe 

Pueblo, of Pueblo I date (Peckham 1954), was structurally similar to 

the kivas at TA-1 and TA-47o Features which it shared with the Valdez 

Phase kivas are: circular outline with one flattened side; sipapu,

hearth, ash pit, ladder holes, slot for damper, and ventilator, all in 

a line on the mid-section; relative depth, six feet; long ventilator, 
approximately three feet excavated; adobe walls plastered over sterile 

dirt; circular, clay-lined basin-shaped hearth with a raised rim. The 

most striking dissimilarity between the kivas is the orientation of 
the ventilator; the one at Tonque Arroyo was oriented north while 

those at TA-1 and TA-47 were oriented east.

A distinction has been made between Southwestern "big kivas" 

or great kivas and "little kivas". Brew (1946: 203-215) and Roberts

(1939) believe the little kiva developed from the Basketmaker III pit 

house. The development and spread of the big kiva (particularly the 

Anasazi big kivas) has been discussed at length by Vivian and Reiter 

(i960). Therefore, it will be sufficient here to discuss big kivas
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in relation to their possible occurrence in the Valdez Phase»

The nature of the introduction of big kivas into the Rio Grande 

area is somewhat uncertaino According to Vivian and Reiter ”there is 

some evidence for an eastward spread of the great Icivnn (i960: 10$),

from the Chaco region during the middle portion of the Twelfth 

Centuryo The latest known big kivn construction in the Chaco Canyon 

region is a remodeling of Chetro Ketl III. The use of this kiva 
extended beyond AoD. 1116, the usual date given for the end of dated 

Chetro Xotl construction (Vivian and Reiter I960: 10$). Those

authors do not state definitely the route which a spread of big kivas 

may have followed, but cite Hawley's (1950: 300) suggestion of a

migration by way of the Cobolleta Mesa Region and Dittert's five 

examples of possible great kivas in the Cebolleta Mesa Region.

It seems pertinent at this point to mention several attributes 

shared by great or big kivas (particularly those of the Chaco region) 
and the TA-1 Valdez Phase kiva which I think may be classed as a big 

kiva. One feature of the Valdez Phase kiva is the subfloor trench 

or foot drum. Vivian and Reiter distinguish between the foot drum 

complex of the Great (big) Kivas and Chaco Style Kivas. The latter 

contain one relatively small, shallow subfloor foot drum; on the 

other hand. Great Kivas contain two large, deep above-floor vaults.

The TA-1 Valdez Phase kiva contains one subfloor foot drum which seems 
to correspond more closely to foot drums of the Chaco Style Kivas than 

to those of the Great Kivas. However, this subfloor trench was not 

uniformly shallow, but was excavated to three successive levels of 

different depths.
The use of the several small holes (two containing wood



fragments), in the wall of the TA-1 Valdez Phase kiva is problematleal. 

These were not superficially dug into the wall, but were built-in 

features. Vivian and Reiter mention two possible uses of such pegs 

(i960: 85-87). Photographs of an Isleta kiva show twenty antler

tines set into the wall about six feet above the floor; however a 

possible use of the antler tines is not mentioned. A function of wall 

pegs involves the securing of a wood or vegetal covering to the kiva 

wall. Although pegs in the TA-1 Valdez Phase kiva m y  have held a 

covering to the wall, no evidence of such covering was found in the 

kiva fill, nor were depressions or striations which the covering might 
have scratched into the floor apparent.

Big kivas have been found in the Rio Grande area at Paa-ko 

(Lambert 1954), Puaray (Vivian 1934), Tuyonyi (llendron 1940), Te’ewi 

(VIendorf 1953), Pecos (Kidder 1958), and the Laboratory of Anthropology 

site LA 835 (Stubbs 1954: 43-45). The big kiva at Te’ewi, near the 
confluence of the Ghana River and the Rio Grande, was thirty-four feet 

in diameter, that of Pecos was forty-three feet in diameter, that at 

Tuyonyi was forty feet in diameter, and that at LA 835 was fifty-two 

feet in diameter. Big kivas at Te1ewi, Pecos and Tuyonyi were sub

terranean round structures with the following features: tunnels or
entrances on the west side (also north side at Te^ewi), ventilators 

on the east side, subfloor pits (excluding Pecos), vertical post roof 

supports (possibly excluding Pecos), and stone masonry construction 

(excluding the Te1ewi big kiva which was constructed of coursed adobe)e 

The kiva at Pecos was further distinguished by a bench encircling the 

wall. Architectural features of the "Great Kiva" at LA 835 (possibly 

the earliest of those mentioned above) include eight roof supports, and
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wall construction of upright poles and masonry. The date of this site, 

the A.D. 1000's and possibly as late as A.D. 1150, is within the dates 
of the Valdez Phase (ca. A.D. 950-1200).

The Valdez Phase kiva at site TA-1, twenty feet in diameter, 

was somewhat smaller than the above mentioned kivae, but appears to be 

in the big kiva tradition. It lacked such features as tunnels on the 

west side (ladder holes indicate that the entrance of the TA-1 kiva was 

through a roof hatchway) and subfloor storage pits. There is a definite 

similarity between this kiva and the one of the Pot Creek-Talpa phases 
excavated by Ronald K. Wetherington in the summer of I960. Both were 

circular with the ventilator on the east side. In both, the ventilator, 
ash pit, fire pit, and sipapu were in a line on the east-west mid- 

section, and both have a foot drum between the hearth and west wall.

Big kivas apparently functioned as comnunal gathering places. 

Wendorf (1953* 50) states, "In the Rio Grande area most of the modern

pueblos contain one big kiva (or sometimes two) which is used for the 

performance of katchina dances and other community gatherings. In this 

same area, the little kivas are used as meeting places for the ’medicine 
societies’.1* Perhaps the same pattern of conssunal usage is true of the 
TA-1:Valdez Phase kiva. This hypothesis is supported by the absence 
of kivas at the four other Valdez Phase pit house sites excavated by 

the Fort Burgwin Research Center in the Pot Creek locality, thus 

suggesting that the TA-1 kiva was the focal point of religious and/or 

secular communal meetings. A definite statement of this sort concerning 

the TA-47 kivas cannot be made, as no other Valdez Phase site near TA-47 

has been excavated. However, surface depressions indicate the presence 

of kivas at these nearby sites.



SETTLEMENT PATTERN

Pottery Indicates that the five one-component sites discussed 

in this report were occupied during the Valdez Phase. However, it is 

not possible to definitely separate those sites occupied during the 

early part of this phase from those occupied during the later part. 

(See page 64 for seriation of TA-1, Llano site and TA-47). Even if 
this were possible, there is no certainty that change in site location 

would be evident, as Valdez Phase pueblo and pit house sites are re

ported from both the mesas and terraces overlooking the Taos Valley, 

and the mountainous area around Rio Grande de Ranchos. The sites 

discussed are found in three general terrains, either in the mountains 

or overlooking the Taos Valley* (l) on terraces and benches adjacent 
to a permanent stream (2) on ridges or higher benches near tributaries 
of a permanent stream or river (3) on relatively flat alluvial ter
races between the foothills and the plain. However, no sites have 

been found in the rocky and rugged areas above 7750 feet elevation. 
This is perhaps due to the greater amount of arable land and permanent 

water available at lower elevations. All sites are near present-day 

arroyos which, if present in the Valdez Phase, may have been dammed 

to catch runoff water from thundershowers.

The arrangement of pit houses tends to follow the immediate

terrain rather than a culturally prescribed pattern. The only traits

common to all pit house sites are* (l) the structures show no common

pattern of arrangement (2) pit house ventilators are, in all examples
89



known, oriented to the east# The two domestic structures at site TA-1 

(Pit houses A and B) are on the east and west side of the kiva, 

approximately ten and thirty-five feet from the kiva wall. However, 

this is probably an incomplete sample of the Valdez Phase structures 

at the site.
The lower pueblo at TA-47 is a north-south linear arrangement 

of roomso The area just east of the rooms was probably an outdoor 
work-living area (see pages 56 - 63 for further discussion). The kiva. 

Feature 1, presumably occupied by lower pueblo inhabitants, was also 

east of the room block. The upper pueblo room block, outside work 

area, and kiva arrangement is similar to that of the lower pueblo.

Upper pueblo rooms were arranged in an f , the long arm extending 

north-south, and the short arm east-west. The west wall of the 

southernmost room, Feature 4, extended twelve feet south, thus afford

ing a rather large protected work area between the east-west row of 

rooms, the north-south row of rooms and the west wall. The kiva, 

Feature 16, was located in the southeastern corner of this area. 

Essentially the arrangement of the features of both occupations of 

TA-47 is similar. This is perhaps partially due to the westerly moving 

thundershowers accompanied by strong westerly winds.
Jeanpon’s Llano site, approximately one-eighth mile north of 

TA-47, consists of at least two house mounds situated on a ridge.
The smaller house mound, about 300 feet west of the larger one, was 

of seven contiguous coursed adobe rooms. No kiva was connected with 

this mound. The larger mound included two pueblo structures, one 

superimposed over the other. The upper structure only was excavated. 

This pueblo included eighteen contiguous, coursed adobe rooms arranged
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in an approximate rectangle and enclosing a kiva and inside plaza. The 

construction pattern of the house blocks at this site, with a kiva and 

outside work area east of the rooms is, in general, similar to those at 

TA-47 o



POTTERY

Although this report is primarily concerned with the Valdez 

Phase, the 1961 excavations at site TA-1 exposed material of the two 

later phases, Pot Creek and Talpa. This section, therefore, includes 
a discussion of the Pot Creek and Talpa phase ceramic material exca
vated in 1961, as well as ceramic material of the Valdes Phase.

The pottery of the Valdez Phase discussed in this report is 

from the lower levels of Pit house A and the kiva excavated in 1961 at 

site TA-1, a possible pit house excavated in 1958 at site TA-1, 
the pit house structures at the following one-component Valdez Phase 

sites: TA-10, TA-18, TA-20, and the one-component Valdez Phase pueblo

site, TA-47.

Ceramic study of the Valdez Phase is based on analysis of 1676 

sherds from the Valdez Phase levels of site TA-1, 3253 sherds and 
twelve whole or restorable vessels from the three above mentioned 

Valdez Phase pit house sites, and 8315 sherds and twelve restorable 
vessels from TA-47. Also analyzed were 3619 sherds from the Pot Creek 

Phase at site TA-1 and 3582 sherds from the Talpa Phase at the same 

site. The sherd percentages are given in Figs. 31 through 42. Sherds 
just above floor (from floor to 0.5 foot above floor, one foot above 

floor, and two feet above floor, depending on the excavator and homo- 

geniety of the fill of the structure) were kept separate and desig

nated floor sherds.

Several pottery types included in this section have been
92



briefly mentioned but not described in previous works. Therefore, their 

description has been undertaken in this report„ Other types, already 

described in previous works, are here discussed in reference to their 

occurrence and local variation in the Taos area.

As is the case of all ceramic studies of incompletely known 

areas, the present classifications, descriptions, and conclusions are 

not final. Rather, they are to acquaint colleagues with the results 

of recent excavations by the Fort Burgwin Research Center and to 
suggest working hypotheses which are subject to modification by 

future study.
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Description of the Ceramics of the 
Valdez. Pot Creek and Taloa Phases

This section is concerned with a description and brief dis

cussion of the pottery types characteristic of each phase. For descrip

tive purposes the pottery types have been divided into three categories 

according to surface modification: (l) surface decorated by painting

(2) surface decorated by modification of the clay (textured) (3) sur
face undecorated.

Valdez Phase

Surface Decorated by Painting
Only one painted pottery type, Taos Black-on-white (Kwahe’e 

Black-on-white: Taos variety), occurs in this phase. Although this
type has been reported in the literature (Hawley 1950: 35 and Hera

1935: 5) and is often mentioned in archaeological discussions of the

area, a description has not been published. Therefore it is necessary



in this report to include a description of Taos Black-on-white sherds 

and vessels found in the excavations.

Hamei Taos Black-on-white or Kwahe’e Black-on-white: Taos variety

(Figs. 26, 27).

Gray paste| thick slip on exteriors and interiors of flat-bottomed 

bowls, exteriors of flat-bottomed jars. Iron paint occasionally burned 

reddish-brown; brush work good to poor; designs rectilinear, almost 

never polished over decoration. Distinguished from Kwahe’e Black-on- 

white i Tesuque variety by presence of slip on bowl exteriors and sand 

temper.

Synonymsi none
Described byt Mera 19351 5# Hawley 1950* 35•
Additional references: Wendorf 1954* 209; Lutes 1959* 62; lilumen-
shein 1956* 55, 1958.

Illustrations* Mera 1935* Plate IV 
Examples* Fort Bur gw in Research Center 
Type site* LA 260

Phase* Valdez (ca. A.D. 950-1200), continuing through the Pot Creek 

Phase and into the Talpa Phase (ca. A.D. 1250-1325).

Description

Paste
Temper: arkosic sand averaging 1.0 mm. in diameter; sherd temper

reported from Ponil Creek region (Lutes 1959).

Texture * medium with medium amount of temper (ca. l/A to l/3 

temper, 3/4 to 2/3 clay).
Color: light gray to gray

Hardness: (Mohte scale) 3 to 4, occasionally 2 or 5.
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Surface finish! slipped, occasionally smoothed, and painted with 
iron paint.
Treatment

Slip

Bowl— interior, exterior.

Jar— exterior, occasionally overlapping onto neck interior.

Color— white to light gray.

Hardness (Moh’s scale)* 3 to 6.

Paint: iron. Generally black, occasionally oxidized to brown,

brown-red, or red. Occasionally approaches glaze, but never a 

true glaze. Permanency over 5.
Form

Bowl

Shape: (l) small to medium sized deep bowl (ovaloid), flat

bottom thickened in center, straight to slightly incurving rims. 

Limited number of examples does not permit statement of average 
diameter; however, one restorable vessel is 8.7 inches in 

diameter, another 6.4 inches in diameter. Height of known 

examples 4.0 to 7.9 inches, average 5»5 inches, (2) two minia
ture bowl fragments from TA-47 appear to have been sub- 
rectangular to square in shape, sides straight, rims straight, 

base meets side at ca. 100° angle, base flata 

Body wall thickness: 3.0 to 5.0 mm.

Rim: straight to slightly incurving.

Jar
Shape: round body, flat bottom thickened in center, neck narrow

and short or wide and approximately one-third bowl height.
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slightly everted rim, lip occasionally slightly thicker than 

body wall. Limited number of examples does not permit statement 

of average diameter or height; however, three restorable jars 
are 11.0 inches in diameter and 12.0 inches in height, 7»4 inches

l

in diameter and 7.9 inches in height, 4»0 inches in diameter and 
4.8 inches in height.

Body wall thickness t 1.2 to 1.9 inches.
Appendages* horizontal handles on opposite sides at shoulder; 
vertical handle from rim to shoulder. Handles may be one, two 

or three strap, parallel or entwined.
Ladle* fragment of round handle, possible ladle, from TA-1. 

Decoration
Method of Decorations mineral paint on polished or unpolished 

white slip background. Vessel exterior occasionally basket 

impressed.

Field of Decoration
Bowl* vido interior or ha If-band extending from rim or just 

below rim and covering two-thirds of vessel interior. Rim of 
vessel may be upper extent of band, making the decoration 

pendant from the rim. Lip occasionally thickened.

Jar
Neck* lip occasionally decorated with one black line; neck 
exterior occasionally decorated with band design. One example 

of half-band on neck interior.
Body* exterior band from base of neck to shoulder.

Layout* band or half-band on both bowls and jars.

Designs common elements and their arrangement into motifs.



(1) Line* hachured rectangle, square, terrace, triangle, 
terraced oblique, concentric rectangles; broad line; ticked 
line.

(2) Curved line* circle; curved line triangles occasionally 

pendant from rim on exterior.

(3) Triangle: outlined triangle; terraced oblique; barbed

line; hourglass; pendant savteeth.

(4) Square: checkerboard, square.

(5) Rectangle: hachured rectangle; concentric hachured

rectangles.
(6) Diamond: diamond, negative diamond, concentric diamonds.

(7) Dot: speckled
The most predominant motifs are hachured rectilinear elements, 
checkerboard, triangle, and their combinations.

Lines* 1.0 to 3.0 mm. thick. Line junctures either overlapping 

or meet at juncture. Rarely polishing over lines. This is a 

design of line and hachures, about 65/6 line and 35# area.

Hachures are usually diagonal from right to left, occasionally 

vertical or horizontal.
Relation of line to area: (Shepard 1961: 300)

Black White
line area
Predominance of black is line. Predominance of white is area. 

Relation of decorated to undecorated surface
Jar exterior* 40# to 45# of total surface decorated. Decoration 

on shoulder.

Jar interior* only one example of decoration extending onto
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neck Interior— a half-band, about 0.5 inch from rim to base of 
design.

Bowl exteriort no examples of painted exterior noted} occasion

ally basket impressed exterior.

Bowl interior: approximately 66£ of total surface decorated.
Range: other authors give "Taos district" as the area of occurrence of

this type (Hawley 1950: 35)• This generalized area of occurrence is,

in fact, the most correct that can be given until further excavations 

indicate a more precise area. The type has been reported from the 

Taos Valley into southern Colorado and in the mountains to the east 

from the Fort Burgwin Research Center and from the Philmont Scout 

Ranch excavations on Pohil Creek (Lutes 1959* 62).

Comparisons and Remarks: Hera (1935) distinguished between Kwahe’e

Black-on-white and Taos Black-on white, Kwahe'e Black-on white being 

the earlier type and Taos Black-on-white later and a degenerate form 

of Kwahe’e. The distinction which Hera made is based on the absence 

of exterior slip on Kwahe’e Black-on-white bowls and the presence of 

this slip on Taos Black-on-white bowls. Although the taxonomic status 

of these two types will not be solved by the publication of this report 
alone, but will depend upon the decision of students of the prehistory 
of the area, I think the two could better be treated as varieties of 
one type, Kwahe’e Black-on-white: Tesuque variety and Kwahe’e Black-

on- white: Taos variety. Joe Ben Wheat et. al. (Wheat 1958* 36)

have discussed the criteria for differentiation of a variety from a 

type and of one variety from other varieties.

A variety, then differs from the type only in such lesser 
technological or esthetic features as may indicate a minor 
regional or temporal departure from the standard (the type in



Fig. 26. Taos Black-on-white bowl and jar shapes and designs
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Described byt briefly by Hawley 1950* 351 Mara 1935* 4» 6.

Additional references* Lutes 1959* 62; Bluoenshein 1956* 55, 1958.

Illustrations: Mera 1939* Plates II and IV.
Examples: Fort Burgwin Research Center 

Type site
Phase* Valdez (ca. A.D. 950-1200)

Description
Paste

Temper: arkosio sand averaging 1.0 mm. in diameter.

Texture* medium with medium amount of temper (c. 1/4 to l/3 

temper, 3/4 to 2/3 clay) •
Color* dark gray to gray-brown; color generally uniform from 

exterior to interior of vessel wall.
Surface

Color* see Paste 
Treatment

Exterior* smoothed and decorated by incision or punch-and-drag. 

Hardness (Moh’s scale* 3 to 4, occasionally 2 or 5*
Form* Of the regular size vessels only jar forms are known; however, 

one miniature bowl fragment was found in kiva fill (Feature 16), 

TA-47.

Jar* low- to high-waisted jar, flat bottom thickened in center, 
wide and short to medium neck, everted rim, lip generally thinner 

than body wall. Similar to Taos Neck Banded and plain jar forms. 

Diameter of eight examples 5.0 to 11.0 inches, average 9.2 inches; 

height of seven examples 7.9 to 14.2 inches, average 11.4 inches. 

Body wall thickness* 3.0 to 5.0 ra.



Appendages* two opposed vertical handles extending from base of 

rim to shoulder. Two opposed horizontal lugs or knobs slightly 
below base of rim. Occasionally two knobs, approximately 1.2 
inches apart, on same side of vessel.

Decoration

Method of Decoration* incised lines made by wedge-shaped tool 

held either perpendicular or at an angle to decorated surface; 
three examples of fingernail incised from site TA-47. Neck coils 
obliterated before decoration or emphasized by incising at their 

junctures. Occasionally punch or punch-end-drag technique used 
separately, but more often combined with incised lines, (hie reed 

punctate sherd found at site TA-47.

Field of Decoration: neck exterior
Layouts band

Design* parallel incised lines, or series of short lines made by 

punch-end-drag technique in herringbone, wavy, or horizontal line 

pattern.

Range: the Taos area. Reported from Pot Creek vicinity, Ponil Creek
(Lutes 1959) and the Valdez region.

Name: Taos Neck Banded (Figs. 27, 29)
Unslipped gray-brown paste; construction coils obliterated on body, un

obliterated on neck; neck coils occasionally emphasized by Incising 

at junctures. No bowls known, jars flat-bottomed. Occasionally neck 
coils partially smoothed and incised.
Synonyms: none

References: Hera 193$: 4; Blumenshein 1956, 1958; Lutes 1959.
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Taos Incised J a r  Shapes and Designs 1Q4

Fig. 28. Taos Incised jar shapes and designs.
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Figo 29o Taos Neck Banded and plain jar shapes and designs
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Examples* Fort BurgwIn Research Center 

Type site

Phase: Valdez (ca A.D. 950-1200)

Description
Paste

Temper: arkosic sand averaging 1 ram. in diameter.

Texture: medium with medium amount of temper (ca. 3/4 to 3/3

temper, 3/4 to 2/3 c3ay).
Color: dark gray to gray-brown, generally uniform from exterior

to interior of vessel wall.

Surface

Color: See Paste

Treatment

Exterior: coils of body smoothed; coils of neck not smoothed.

Interior: smoothed or brushed.

Hardness (Moh1s scale): 3 to 5, occasionally 2.5•
Fora: only jars known to date.

Jar: similar to Taos Incised; see Taos Incised.

Body wall thickness: 3 to 5 mm.
Appendages: see Taos Incised.

Decoration: body smoothed, coils of neck unsmoothed, thus producing

bands of coils.

Range: Taos area. Reported from Pot Creek vicinity, Ponil Creek, and

Valdez region.

Surface Undecorated

Undecorated pottery appears in all three phases with no apparent



change of characteristics«. However, the number of re storable vessels 

recovered is insufficient to distinguish changes which may occur. The 

following description is not intended to be a type definition. Rather, 
it is a list of characteristics of the plain sherds and restorable 
vessels found in the Fort Burgwin excavations of Valdez Phase sites 

(Fig. 29).
Paste

Temper: arkosic sand averaging 1.5 nm. in diameter.
Texture: medium to coarse.

Color: black grading to dark gray or gray-brown on the same

vessel.

Surface
Treatment: slightly smoothed or unsmoothed; occasionally brushed

on interior, rarely on exterior, possibly accidental.

Hardness: 2 to 5»
Form: sherds indicate that only jars were manufactured: Necks
medium to short, rims everted, lips thinner, thicker, or same size 

as vessel walls. Bottoms flat or rounded.
Diameter: 11.0 and 11.5 inches.

Height: incomplete, 13*4 inches.
Appendages: opposing knobs and lugs.

Pot Creek Phase

Surface Decorated by Painting 

Santa Fe Black-on-white

The two stratigraphic tests made in the Valdez Phase kiva at 

site TA-1 produced two varieties of Santa Fe Black-on-white. A complete
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description and discussion of the two varieties is being prepared by 

Herbert Dick. This is a preliminary statement and is concerned with 

the occurrence of these two varieties in the material excavated at site 

TA-1 during the summer of 1961. The local variety has been named Santa 
Fe Black-on-white: Pot Creek variety. Santa Fe Black-on-white: Santa
Fe variety is characterized by tuff temper, hard paste, organic paint, 

and well executed designs. The local variety is characterized by 
arkeeic sand temper, soft friable paste, organic paint, well executed 

to less well executed designs. Both varieties occur in the Pot Creek 

Phase levels of both stratigraphic tests (Figs. 31, 32). They also 

occur in minor percentages in the Valdez Phase levels of Stratigraphic 
Test 2. An explanation of this occurrence has been suggested elsewhere 

(page 83), Both varieties continue through the Pot Creek Phase 

and into the Talpa Phase. In both stratigraphic tests the Santa Fe 

variety is somewhat dominant over the local variety.

Surface Decorated by Modification of the Clay
Corrugated, Indented Corrugated, and Tesuquo Smeared Indented 

(Corrugated) are included in this category.
Corrugated and Indented Corrugated •

Hera states that well-made, neatly and evenly indented corru

gated pottery with a heavy rounding coil occurs during the time which 

would be designated Valdez Phase, but that the coil becomes flatter, 

the indentations shallower and the workmanship careless in the later 

part of this phase (Hera 1935* 6). This trend from early well-made

to later more carelessly executed vessels is true of both corrugated 

and indented corrugated pottery at site TA-1. No restorable vessels
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were recovered from the 1961 excavations, but sherds are of jar forms 

only. Both types are poorly represented in the Valdez Phase, become 

more popular in the Pot Creek Phase, and decrease in the Talpa Phase.

Tesuque Smeared Indented (Corrugated)

This type appears in the Pot Creek Phase but becomes more im
portant in the Talpa Phase in which it is the dominant unpainted type. 

Nora (1935: 14) characterizes this type as "exhibiting a markedly
careless handling" of the method of indented corrugation. This is 

true of the sherds of this type from TA-1. However, it is also pos

sible that the local potters desired this smeared effect and that to 

them the type was not becoming increasingly sloppy but increasingly 

more functional or more pleasing. At any rate, sherds of this type 

from the upper levels of the stratigraphic tests are more smeared and 

indentations are not as regularly spaced or as deeply indented as in 

the earlier levels.
Two finishing techniques are represented by smeared corrugated 

sherds from the Pot Creek and Talpa levels. In the Pot Creek Phase 

vessels were corrugated, the corrugations were indented (by finger

nail, finger, or thumb), and the indentations were smeared, probably 

with a hide or cloth. Although this technique continues into the 

Talpa Phase, a small number of sherds from this phase appear to be 

from vessels which were smeared before they were indented. These 

vessels were coiled, smeared, and then indented. Usually the vessel 

was not resmeared. Only Jar sherds of this type are reported from the 

1961 excavationso
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Taloa Phase

The appearance, In significant numbers, of Talpa Black-on-vhite 

marks the beginning of this phaseo This is the only new type to appear 

during this phase» Tesuque Smeared Indented (Corrugated) continues as 
the major unpainted type.

Surface Decorated by Rainting 
Talpa Black-on-White

Discussion of Talpa Black-on-white in this section will be 

limited to its occurrence in the excavations at TA-1 in 1961. Talpa 

Black-on-white appears to be a poor imitation of Santa Fe Black-on- 

vhite. It has a soft crumbly paste, temper of large and small grains 

of arkosic sand, and decoration with organic paint. Designs are care

lessly executed but are in the Santa Fe design style. Sherds of Talpa 

Black-on-vhite are not numerous in any features excavated at TA-1 in 

the summer of 1961. They occur in greatest percentages between the 

upper and lower floors (floors two and three) of Rooms 34, 35, and 
36 and in an exploratory trench in Room 16, north of the Valdez Phase 
kiva. In the stratigraphic tests and features excavated in 1961 sherds 
of Talpa Black-on-white and Santa Fe Black-on-vhite, both varieties, 

are found together and in approximately equal amounts. Perhaps excava

tions of slightly later material will show Talpa Black-on-vhite 

replacing or becoming more popular than Santa Fe Black-on-vhite.

Unusual and Intrusive Sherds

No intrusive or "unusral" sherds are reported from sites TA-10, 

TA-18, TA-20, or TA-112. The following discussion, therefore, concerns 

sites TA-1 and TA-47e
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Twenty-two Sto Johns Polychrome sherds were found in Pot Creek 

and Talpa phase levels t one in the Pot Creek Phase level 1, Pit House 

A; twenty in the Pot Creek and Talpa phase levels 2, 3# 4> and 5, 
Stratigraphic Test 2; and one in the Talpa Phase level 3, Stratigraphic 

Test 1.

Two unusual sherds were found in the 1961 excavations of site 
TA-1. One tuff tempered bowl sherd was decorated on the interior with 

an organic paint Santa Fe Black-on-white design and on the exterior 

with an iron paint curvilinear design0 Taos Black-on-white is 

decorated with iron paint, but rarely with curvilinear designs<, One 

fragmented pottery object (Fig. 3Ch) resembles somewhat the "doughnut" 

shaped object found by Wendorf at Te'ewi (Wendorf 1953* Fig® 20).

This pottery object is undecorated gray, scored on the interior and 

smoothed on the exterior ®
No intrusive sherds were recovered at site TA-47. The minia

ture vessels have been discussed above. A pottery object (Fig. 30d) 

somewhat similar to the "doughnut" object of TA-1 was found in upper 
pueblo material at TA-47. This object is undecorated gray, polished 
on exterior surfaces «nd tempered with arkosic sand. The one remaining 

wall is straight vertically, and curves horizontally onto a fragment of 

the base. A broken protrusion of another possible wall juts from the 

curving wall. Height* 1.5 inches. Widths 2®2 inches®

Pottery Percentages
Pottery counts from sites TA-1, TA-10, TA-18, TA-20, and TA-47 

may be found in the appendix. For the readerfs convenience, pottery 

percentages from the sites are included in this section. In all cases
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Fig, 30. Unusunl pottery objects, a doughnut sliaped object; £ minia
ture plain bowl; £ miniature square bowl; d miniature square bowl, .

1
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\Type
\

Level
\

Taos Block-on- Santo Fe Santa Fe Talpa B/w 
white B/wlSta. B/w! Pot

Fe var. Creek vor.

St. Johns 
Polychrome

Level I

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

1 f l

Level 5 M I S S I N G

Level 6

Level 7

Level 8

i m M

Level 9

10 i__i 8 6 4 2 1 0i i t i « i i i i
P E R C E N T A G E

Fig.31. PAINTED PO TTERY
PERCENTAGE CHART T A - I  
KIVA STRATIGRAPHIC TEST I



Type Taos Block- 
\  on-white 

Levels^

Level  I

Santa Fe Santa Fe
B/w Sta. B/w Pot
Fe vor. Creek vor.

H m . v M

To I pa St. Johns 
B/w Polychrome

Level 2 mm H  I I

'•y/./.v.v.v.
Level 3 H  1

Level 4

Level 5

Level 7 i i *

Level 8 wmm.
»,0 , 8 6 4 , 2 ) O Fig.32. PAINTED P O T T E R Y  P ER C E N TA G E

CHART T A - I  KIVA 
STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 2

PERCENTAGE



Type Taos Santa Tolpo St. Johns Taos Basket Corru Smeared
\ Block-on- Fe B/w B/w Poly Incised Impres gated Corru

Level^ white chrome sed gated

Plain

Level I

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

trace trac e

trace

# # # #

10 8 6 4 2 1 0
f i l l  I I I I 1 I I

Fi g. 3 3 . P O T T E R Y  PERCENTAGE CHART T A - I  PIT HOUSE A PERCENTAGE



Type Taos Santa Fe Wiyo Taos Indented Plain
\  B/w B/w B/w Incised Corrugated

Level
\

Level 1 1 ffl 1 IHiBl!
Level 2 I t rac e  trace f1 1
Level 3 1 s ll ®isSs&&S
Level 4 1 s mmmmm

10 8 6 4 2 1 0
I I I  I I 1 I I I I I

F ig .34. POTTERY PERCENTAGE CHART P E R C E N T A G E

T A -  I PIT HOUSE B



^ T y p e

Level

Taos Block-on-  
white

Taos Basket 
Incised Impressed

Plain

PIT HOUSE

Fill t?WI i
Floor g

PIT HOUSE

Fill imi m
Floor 0

P IT  HOUSE

F i l l l n
Floor 0 i
Below Floor El

P IT  HOUSE

F i l l YfiiSiv. 0
Floor

B

0

0

■ m m m

m x m

xXv.y.'A

10 8 6 4 2 1 0Fig. 3 5 '— 1— 1— :— '— '— i— '— i— i— i CHART T A -1 8  PIT HOUSES  

A,B,C,D.P E R C E N T A G E
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Type

Level^

Taos Block—on-  
while

Surface

Taos
Incised

Plain

Level I m m m m m

Level 2

Level 3 m m # # # # # #

Level 4 IS S IS IW m m m

Level 5

Level 6

Fig. 3 6 .

*
10 
I__

6 4 2 1 0i i i i i i i
POTTERY PERCENTAGE CHART PERCENTAGE
TA- 20 PIT HOUSE A
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\T y p e Taos Block- Taos Indented Plain
on—whi t e Incised Corrugated

LevelX

Surface m m B

Level 1 imrnW

Level 2 i m
Level 3 0 0

Level 4 m B

Level 5 1

Level 6 m El mmrn&M
Level 7 [W| 1

Level 8 |SiS| i !SWSW:I

Floor 1 # # 1
10 8 6 4 2 1 0

Fig. 37 . POTTERY PERCENTAGE 1 1 1 -i— j  i i i i i |
CHART TA- 2 0  PIT HOUSE B PERCENTAGE
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vjype Taos Block-on- Taos Taos Neck Plain
\  whiteLevel Incised B o n d e d

Level 1 | H ] 1 1 i i s i i i i i ;

Level 2 1 immmmmtrn
Level 3 0 ] B l i * * i

Level 4 H I 1 1  wmmm
Level 5 H 1 wimmmm
Level 6 S i l l * 1 *

Level 7 H I i i s s s i s r

Level 8 Q 1 1

Fig. 3 8 .  POTTERY PERCENTAGE
CHART T A - 4 7  FE A TU R E  I 
STRATIGRAPHIC T E S T  I

10 8 6 4 2 1 0i l l  i 1 i i I « I 1
PERCENTAGE

\
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'''Type Taos Black- 
on- white

Level X

Taos
Incised

Taos Neck 
Bonded

Plain

Level I

Level 2 M

Level 3

Level 4 e  i l l m m m

Level 5

Level 6 Pli w m m m

Level 7

Level 8 M W !
10 8 6 4
i— i__i__i__i__i i

2 I 0

PERCENTAGE

I

F i g . 39 .  

CHART

« S !

P O T T E R Y  PERCENTAGE 

T A - 4 7  FEATURE I

STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 2
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FTType Taos Black-on- Taos
\  white Incised

Level \

Taos Neck 
Banded

Plain

Level I

Level 2 i n ifiiift
Level 3 m m m m m m

Level 4

mmm.

iiiiff

Level 6

Level 7

I S I S

* mmm
Fig.4 0 .  POTTERY PERCENTAGE  

CHART T A - 4 7  FEATURE 16 
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undecorated white and unidentified Black-on-white sherds were counted, 

but not charted.

Discussion

The following discussion is based mainly on ceramic material 

from sites TA-20, TA-47, and TA-1. Floor sherds were separated from 

fill sherds at sites TA-10 and TA-18, but because of the homogeniety 

and unstratified nature of the fill, the debris was not excavated by 

separate levels. Pottery from TA-112 was not separated into floor 

and fill, therefore its comparative value is limited. The fill at 
sites TA-1, TA-20, and TA-47 was separated into levels according to 
natural deposition layers, and the material on and directly above the 

floor was excavated separately from the remainder of the fill. There

fore, it is possible to discuss the ceramic history of these two sites 

in detail.

The sherd counts from all sites indicate a similar ceramic 

sequence in the Pot Creek region. The one-component sites produce 

typical Valdez Phase ceramic material. With one exception, the lower 
levels of the site TA-1, Pit house A and kiva, excavated in 1961 also 

produce material characteristic of the Valdez Phase. The exception is 

the presence in the lower kiva levels of Santa Fe Black-on-white sherds, 
typical of the later Pot Greek Phase. However, the majority of these 

sherds were found on the east side, near the ventilator and could have 
fallen through this opening while the eastern part of the roof was 

still standing (see Architecture, page 82).

The ceramic complex of the Valdez Phase in the Pot Creek region 

is largely limited to local types. Use of trade pottery was minor.



Only one painted pottery type, Taos Black-on-white, or Kwahe'e Black- 

on-white* Taos variety, is present in the Valdez Phase. No other 

varieties of this type have as yet been distinguished, in the Taos 
area. The style of decoration is remarkably stable throughout the 

Valdez Phase and later Pot Creek and Talpa phases. Rectilinear designs 
and lined areas predominate, almost to the exclusion of curvilinear 

designs. Solid areas occur mainly in checkerboard and triangular 

patterns and their combinations, but there seems to be no temporal 

difference in the percentage of solid areas to hatched arms. Taos 

variety sherds with basket impressed exteriors occur occasionally 
throughout the Valdez, Pot Creek and Talpa phases. Temper in all . 

examples so far examined from TA-1 and TA-47 is arkosic sand. Local 

availability of this material probably accounts for its continued use.

Taos variety is relatively stable throughout the Valdez Phase, 

although percentage fluctuations in the fill of each structure occur. 

Sudden percentage fluctuations may be due to the breakage of a vessel 

in one spot. It should be noted that Taos variety fluctuates in re

lation to plain. This is especially noticeable in Features 1 and 16 
(kivas) of site TA-47. A generalized schematic percentage diagram of 

Taos variety and plain in Feature 1 is*

Taos variety plain

The same for Feature 16 is*
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As Taos variety decreases, plain Increases and vice versa.
The diagrams seem to reflect local Increase/decrease situations at 

each site. The two diagrams for TA-20 are relatively similar: plain

increases and Taos variety decreases to a point, then Taos variety 

increases while plain decreases. Interpretation of the situation at 
site TA-47 is more difficult. Stratigraphic evidence (see Architecture, 
page 84) indicates that these two kivas are not contemporaneous, but 
that Feature 1 is earlier than Feature 16. In this case the two 

diagrams would not be the same. We might expect one of at least three 

situations: (l) that a gap exists between the top of the diagram of

Feature 1 and the base of the diagram of Feature 16, and that these



diagrams would not Interaesh or fit with each other in any way (2) that 

the base of diagram of Feature 16 would fit, approximately, on the top 

of the diagram of Feature 1 (3) that some portion of the diagram of 
Feature 16 would fit with some portion of the diagram of Feature 1.

In such case, a lower portion of Feature 16 diagram should be similar 

to an upper portion of Feature 1 diagram. The latter possibility, (3), 

does not seem to be the situation. Either (l) or (2) may be the situa
tion. Thus, the bottom of the Feature 16 diagram probably fits on the 
top of the Feature 1 diagram, with a possible gap of undetermined 

length between them. As this site, TA-4.7, was occupied only during 

the Valdez Phase, the gap could not be of great length. All fill and 

floor sherds of both the upper and lower pueblo at TA-47, as well as 

the sherds of the trash outside the pueblos, were of the Valdez Phase 

complex, that is, Taos variety, Taos Incised, Taos Neck Banded and 

plain. Percentage diagrams of upper and lower pueblo material (Fig.

42) show no marked fluctuation of any pottery type. Nor are there 

design differences in sherds of the upper, as opposed to the lower, 
pueblo.

By combining information from TA-1 with that presented above, 

a general statement concerning the percentage fluctuations of Taos 
variety may be made. During the Valdez Phase Taos variety is rela

tively stable, although it does fluctuate somewhat and the fluctuations 

appear to differ at each site. It remains relatively stable, with 

some decline, in the Pot Creek Phase, but begins a marked decline in 
the Talpa Phase. The two stratigraphic tests in the Valdez Phase M v a  

at TA-1 show a slight decline of Taos variety as Santa Fe Black-on- 

white becomes more popular. However, b o  marked decline of Taos
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variety appears in Stratigraphic Test 2 until level 3# in which it 

decreases from 55 percent to 31 percent, and in level 3 of Strati

graphic Test 1, from 50 percent to 19 percent. Thereafter it gradually 

declines as Santa Fe Black-on-white, "both varieties, and Talpa Black-on- 

white increase. A similar situation was found at Pindi (Stubbs and 

Stallings 1953* 25). Kwahe’e Black-on-whites Tesuque variety was the

only painted type found in the earliest debris, but was also found 
mixed with Santa Fe Black-on-white in later material. Seriation of 
the sites, the Talpa Phase levels of site TA-1 being latest, indicates 

continuous occupation of the region from the Valdez Phase through the 

Talpa Phase.

The pit houses excavated in the area north of Taos, near 

Valdez, also produced Taos variety pottery (Blumenshein 1956, 1958)• 
Although Taos variety is found in these pit houses, it does not occur 

in as large quantities as it does in the Fort Burgwin excavations. 

Undecorated wares, on the other hand, are quantitatively greater than 

in the Fort Burgwin excavations.
Kwahe’e Black-on-white is the pottery type in the area south 

of Taos, around Santa Fe, which corresponds temporally to the Valdez 
Phase and Taos variety of that phasec As has been suggested above, 

Kwahe’e and Taos might be considered varieties of one type, Kwahe’e 
Black-on-whitej Tesuque variety and Kwahe’e Black-on-white: Taos

variety. Hera notes the occurrence of Kwahe’e Black-on-whitet 

Tesuque variety oh the Rio Puerco of New Mexico from Cuba to La Ventana.
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Excavations to the southeast of Pot Creek, on Ponil Creek, 

Philmont Scout Ranch,.revealed a slab house and a jacal structure 

(Lutes 1959* 61-62). Lutes reports both Kvahe*o Black-on-whitet
Tosuque variety and Taos variety from these structures. He states 

% that they wore, not locally made, but were Imported from the Rio Grande 

Valley, perhaps indicating trade between the two areas. If his 

statement, "a few are sherd tempered” (Lutes 1959* 62), refers to

Taos variety, these would be the only examples yet reported of sherd 
tempered Taos variety.

Two ceramic types found west of the Taos area which are 
similar in shape and decoration to Taos variety are Escavada Blaok- 

on-white, area of abundance upper Puerco of the West and Chaco area 

(Cibola White Ware Conference: 1958) and Puerco Black-on-white, area

of abundance Puerco of the West, Zxini Mountains to beyond Chaco 

Canyon and eastern Little Colorado River drainage (Hawley 1936: 34$

Cibola White Ware Conference: 1958). Furthermore, Wasley sees
sim ilarities between Taos variety and the Dogoszhi Ceramic Style 

(Wasley 1959: 263)• Both Escavada Black-on-white, ca. A.D. 870-1150,
and Puerco Black-on-white, ca. A.D. 1050-1150 (Cibola White Ware 

Conference: 1958), resemble Taos variety in the following features

(Hawley 1936: 32 and 34)* smoothed but unpolished surface; decoration

with iron paint; decoration on bowl interior, jar exterior, rarely bowl 

exterior; rectilinear designs including haohured areas, solid triangles 

and checkerboard; elements combined with heavy parallel lines. Escavada 

Black-on-white further resembles Taos variety in the following features: 

quartz sand temper (arkoeic sand in Taos variety); body walls approxi

mately 5 mm. thick, and thinner pinched rims. Puerco Black-on-white
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further resembles Taos Black-on-white in the following features* 

triangles pendant from rim; solid opposing stemmed keys; bowls with 

flat bottoms, straight walls and direct and rounded rims.

The unpainted pottery types most characteristic of the Valdez 

Phase in the Taos area are Taos Incised, Taos Neck Banded and a plain 
type, unnamed. Taos Neck Banded is so far reported in jar form only. 

Decoration of this type consists of horizontal coils or corrugations 

on tho jar neck, the remainder of the vessel being smoothed. Two 

restorable neck banded vessels have been found, one on the floor of 
Pit house A, TA-20, and one in the fire pit of Pit house D, TA-18. 

However, only two neck banded sherds are reported from the five Valdez 

Phase pit house sites excavated by the Fort BurgwIn Research Center. 

These sherds are from the fill of Pit house A, TA-10. No neck banded 

sherds were found in the lower pueblo fill at site TA-47; thirty-two 

were found in upper pueblo fill, sixty-one in Feature 1 fill; and 

thirty in Feature 16 fill. Possibly some of the corrugated shards 

from the other Valdez Phase sites are really neck fragments of neck 

banded vessels. In contrast to the situation in the Taos region, neck 

banded sherds seem to be rather common in the structures north of Taos, 
excavated by the Taos Archaeology Society. Excavations of a round pit 

house at Site 95 (the four other pit houses excavated by the Society 
were rectangular), ten miles north of Taos produced one jar, sixteen 

floor sherds, and eighty-four fill sherds of Taos Neck Banded 

(Blumenshein 1956* 53 - 56, 1958* 107-111 » Sherds at the Fort
Burgwln Research Center). Three other Valdez Phase sites in this 

locality excavated by the Taos Archaeology Society also produced 

comparable amounts of neck handed sherds. Neck banded sherds are
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also reported from the Philaont Scout Ranch (Lutes 1959* 62).

Taos Incised Is represented In the Port Bur gw In excavations and 

In the above mentioned Bluaensheln excavations. Only jars and one 

miniature bowl of this type have been reported. Decoration included 

horizontal and herringbone designs in a band layout on the neck. Two 

techniques of surface preparation have as yet been distinguished.

Either the neck colls are smoothed before incising, as Is characteris

tic of the sherds from the 1961 Fort Burgw in excavations, or the coils 
were emphasized by incised lines at the junctures of two coils, 

characteristic of the neck Incised sherds from the Bluaensheln 
excavations. The Valdez Phase pueblo site, TA-47, produced sherds 

of both techniques In approximately equal abundance. Herringbone 

Incised neck patterns were made by simple incision or by a punoh-end- 
drag technique. These techniques were used separately or combined on 

one vessel. Lutes reports incised vessels from the Philmont Scout 

Ranch excavations on Ponll Creek. "Incised and punctate designs were 

found separately and together on 10% of the unpainted sherds. In

cised designs usually were a series of horizontal lines on the upper 

portions of vessels, while punctate decoration was done by punching 
tear-drop shaped surface depressions In herringbone patterns on 

vessel necks" (Lutes 1959* 62). One fingernail incised sherd and
a reed punctate sherd were found at the pueblo site, TA-47. Galen 

Baker (personal communication 1961) reported a reed punctate sherd 

from the 1961 Philmont Scout Ranch excavations at Ponll Creek.

Corrugated and Indented corrugated sherds appear in limited 

numbers in the Valdez Phase. Hera’s description of these types, 

summarized on page 1C8 applies to sherds from the Fort Bur gw in



excavations. Indented corrugated is a characteristic unpainted type 

in the Pot Creek levels, but decreases in importance in the Talpa 

levels as a smeared corrugated type, Teeuque Smeared Corrugated, 
increasese

Plain pottery, so far reported in jar form only, is the final 

unpainted type of the Valdez Phase. The percentage of plain sherds 

outranks the percentage of either Taos Incised or Taos Neck Banded, 

and, as mentioned on pages 126-127 seems to vary inversely with Taos 
variety Black-on-white. However, body sherds of these types are also 
plain, therefore it is impossible to distinguish the body sherds of 

these three types. Vessels of Taos Incised, Taos Neck Banded and 

plain are similar in form; their main distinction is in method of 

decoration. Jar necks of the former two were both decorated, the 
latter was hot decorated but rather was smoothed.

No intrusive sherds are reported from the Fort Burgwin excava

tions of Valdez Phase sites. The lack of intrusives seems to indicate 

limited trade with other areas. However, it is possible that commo

dities other than pottery were traded into the Taos area, perhaps in 

exchange for Taos variety vessels. Lutes reports the importation of 

Taos variety vessels into the Pot Creek region (Lutes 1959).

Sherds from excavations of Valdez Phase structures Indicate 

that the manufacture of certain types was locally emphasized. Although 

all types characteristic of the Valdez Phase appear in all regions of 

the Taos area, several types occur in greater percentage in one region 
than in another. Thus greater percentages of Taos variety sherds have 

been found in the Pot Creek region than in the Valdez region. On the 

other hand, the Valdez region produces a greater percentage of Taos
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Neck Banded sherds*

The pottery type separating the Pot Creek Phase from the Valdez 

Phase is Santa Fe Black-on-white. It is thought that this type reached 

the Taos area approximately A.D. 1200. A complete description and dis

cussion of Santa Fe Black-on-white and its local variations is being 

prepared by Herbert Dick. Therefore discussion of this type in this 

report is limited to its occurrence in the 1961 excavations at TA-1.

On the basis of technical and stylistic differences Santa Fe Black-on- 
white has been divided into two varieties: Santa Fe Black-on-whitet

Santa Fe variety and Santa Fe Black-on-white: Pot Creek variety (see

pages 107-106 for further discussion). The Santa Fe variety, probably 

made near the town of that name, is tempered with tuff, perhaps from 

the Jemez Mountains, and designs are seldom carelessly executed. The 

Pot Creek variety is tempered with arkosic sand probably of local origin 

and designs are occasionally carelessly executed. The first appearance 
of Santa Fe Black-on-white: Santa Fe variety is in the Pot Greek
Phase. The exact method of introduction of this pottery type into 

the Taos area is uncertain. Several methods may be hypothesized:

(l) Perhaps persons migrating from the Santa Fe area brought their 

accustomed pottery with them. This would necessitate transportation 

of tuff for temper, as this material does not occur in the Taos area. 

Such migrations may have been relatively rapid or they could have taken 

place over a longer period of time, involving a northward diffusion, 

settlement in one locality, and subsequent abandonment of this locality 

in favor of one farther north, until the Taos area was reached. It is 

likely that people of the Santa Fe area were aware of the Taos area 

and of the subsistence possibilities which it offered. It should be
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noted that coursed adobe pueblos, possibly introduced from the Santa 

Fe area, appeared in the latter part of the Valdez Phase, only slightly 

earlier than the first appearance of Santa Fe variety. (2) Santa Fe 
Black-on-white: Santa Fe variety may have been introduced into the

Taos area by trade between people of the Santa Fe area and those of 

the more northerly region. (3) The type may have been introduced from 

some area other than Santa Fe, by a middle-man or third party. Perhaps 
excavation of sites temporally comparable to the early Pot Creek Phase 

in the area between Santa Fe and Taos will shed light on this problem.

Presumably stimulated by the desire for more vessels of the 

Santa Fe style than could be supplied by trade, the inhabitants of the 

Pot Creek region began producing a local variety with arkosic sand 

temper. Sherds of the local variety as well as of the Santa Fe variety 

appear in the Pot Creek levels at TA-1, although the percentage of the 

latter is quantitatively greater than that of the local variety. The 

percentage of Santa Fe variety remains greater in the succeeding Talpa 
Phase.

The appearance of Talpa Black-on-white marks the beginning of 
the Talpa Phase. This type seems to be an outgrowth of Santa Fe Black- 
on-whit o: Pot Greek variety. Decoration is with organic paint and

designs are in the Santa Fe style but more sloppily executed. The paste 

is soft and friable and temper appears to be arkosic sand. Talpa Black- 

on-white is the dominant painted type in the Talpa Phase levels of 

Stratigraphic Test 1, TA-1. It is not as strongly represented in 

these levels of Stratigraphic Test 2.

To recapitulate, the three painted types represented in the 

Pot Creek and Talpa phases are Taos Blaok-on-vhite; or Kwahe’e Black-'
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on^whlte t Taos variety, Santa Fe Black-on-white * Santa Fe variety 
and Santa Fe Black-on-whito: Pot Creek variety and Talpa Black-on-

white# In the Pot Creek Phase the percentage of Taos variety is 

approximately equal to that of Santa Fe Black-on-white. Thus Santa 

Fe Black-on-white did not replace Taos variety in this phase. Somewhat 

the same situation, although to a lesser degree, is true of the Talpa 

Phase. Talpa Black-on-white becomes dominant in the upper levels of 
Stratigraphic Tost 1, TA-1, however Santa Fe Black-on-white, both 

varieties, continued to be used, and to a lesser degree Taos variety 

also. Apparently trade contacts by which either tuff temper or 

completed Santa Fe Black-on-white vessels were imported into the 

Taos area continued into the Talpa Phase.
Tesuque Smeared Indented (Corrugated) is an important unpainted 

type in the Pot Creek Phase and is the dominant unpainted type in the 

Talpa Phaser The areal extent of this type has not yet been defined. 

However, it occurs in the Taos region and in levels at Tesuque Pueblo 

which are comparable temporally to the Talpa Phase.

Intrusive sherds other than Santa Fe Black-on-white: Santa Fe
variety are rare in Pot Creek and Talpa levels excavated in 1961 at 

site TA-1. Saint Johns Polychrome predominates. Possibly vessels 

of this type were traded into the Taos area from the south, along 

the same trading routes that brought Santa Fe Black-on-white t Santa 

Fe variety or tuff temper into the area. Perhaps the trade contacts 

to the southeast, suggested for the Valdez Phase, continued in the 

later phases.



ARTIFACTS OTHER THAN POTTER!

Each category of artifacts discussed in this report is divided 

into two partsi (l) those of the Valdez Phase and (2) those of the Pot 

Creek and Talpa phases. Artifacts were assigned to a phase on the 

basis of their stratigraphic association with pottery types, either 
Taos variety alone (Valdez Phase), Taos variety and Santa Fe Black-on- 
white (Pot Creek Phase), or Taos variety, Santa Fe Black-on-white and 

Talpa Black-on-white (Talpa Phase). Although the author originally 

intended to discuss the Valdez Phase only, 1961 excavations at site 

TA-1 exposed Pot Creek and Talpa phase material as well as Valdez Phase 

material. Actually, this additional material provides a useful com

parison of the Valdez Phase with the Pot Creek and Talpa phases. It 

should be remembered, therefore, that presentation of the Pot Creek 

and Talpa phase artifacts is for comparative purposes and is not in
tended as a complete report of the cultural manifestations of those two 

phases. Ronald K. Wetherington is preparing a report on the Pot Creek 
and Talpa phase occupation at site TA-1.

Artifacts of the Pot Creek and Talpa phases discussed in this 

report are from site TA-1 only. However, artifacts of the Valdez Phase 

are from site TA-1, the following single component Valdez Phase pit 

house sites, TA-10, TA-18 and TA-20, and the one Valdez Phase surface 
house site excavated to date, TA-47.

As noted above, the total material of each artifact category,

such as artifacts of Pecked and Ground Stone, has been divided into at
137
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least two parts, objects from the Valdez Phase and objects from the 

Pot Creek and Talpa phases. Also, in order that the reader may draw 

his own conclusions concerning the similarity between artifacts of 
the Valdez surface house site, TA-47, and the Valdez Phase pit house 

sites, artifacts from TA-47 are described separately from those of 

sites TA-1, TA-10, TA-18, TA-20, although all are included under the 

heading MVALDEZ PHASE". Description of several artifact types is not 
divided by phase, but in lumped into a general heading "VALDEZ, POT 
CREEK AND TALPA HIASES". This was done because no cliange from phase 

to phase was observed in the characteristics of the artifact form. 
Examples of this lumping from "Pecked and Ground Stone" are: Bat

tering Stones, Pot Cover, and Polishing Stones.

Explanation of Terminology

The terminology diagrammed in Fig. 43 applies to any roughly 

rectangular artifact or artifact around which a rectangle may be 
visualized.

Artifacts of Stone
Stone artifacts of the Valdez Phase numbered 246, 140 of which 

were recovered at the surface house site, TA-47. Of this 140, 113 were 

of pecked and ground stone and 27 were of chipped stone* Sixty-eight 

artifacts from the other Valdez Phase sites were of pecked and ground 

stone, while 38 were of chipped stone. Providing conditions of preser

vation were the same, these figures alone seem to indicate more depen

dence on agriculture at TA-47 than at other Valdez Phase sites, and, 

on the other hand, more dependence on hunting at the Valdez Phase sites 

other than TA-47* Stone artifacts of the Pot Creek and Talpa phases
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totaled 117, 73 of pecked and ground stone and 44 of chipped stone.

The following materials were used in the Valdez Phase for the 

manufacture of pecked and ground artifacts* fine-, medium-, or coarse
grained sandstone, conglomerate, vesicular basalt, diorite, pumice, 

quartzite, schist, and garnet schist; in addition, site TA-47 produced 

pecked and ground artifacts of felsite, grano-dlorite, and gneiss.

Pecked and ground artifacts of the Pot Creek and Talpa phases are of 

fine- to coarse-grain sandstone, quartzite, gneiss, dolomitic limestone, 

and garnet schist. Chipped stone artifacts of the Valdez Phase are of 
chalcedony, glassy andesite, chert, chert with garnet inclusions, 
obsidian, felsite, quartzitic slate, and cherty sandstone. Those of 

the Pot Creek and Talpa phases arc of chert, chalcedony, slate and 

obsidian. Chalcedony chips, slightly retouched, were common at all 
Valdez Phase sites„

The exact sources of these materials is not known. Chalcedony 

and chert are locally available. The closest obtainable source of 

obsidian is in the Jemez Mountains, approximately sixty-six miles 

southwest of the Taos area. The closest known source of glassy 

andesite is San Antonio Mountain, about fifty miles northwest of Taos. 
Sandstone, the material most commonly used for pecked and ground stone 

artifacts is locally available. Quartzite pebbles may be found today 
in nearby streams.

The almost exclusive use of one material for a particular 

artifact category is of interest. Manos and metates were, in all 
phases, of sandstone, although felsite and quartzite were occasionally 

used. Chopping stones were of chert, pot covers (or gaming pieces) 

were of schist or garnet schist, hammerstones were of quartzite or
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sandstone, and grooved abraiders were of pumice*

Pecked and Ground Stone

VALDEZ PHASE

Metates (30)
Pit house sites...................................................... 16

a) Slab (Fig. 44a).................................................. 2
Material: medium-grained sandstone. Roughly sub-rectangular

in outline. Sides, ends, edges shaped by packing. Concave 

grinding surface includes entire upper surface or begins 
approximately 2.8 inches from edge. One example ground on 

both sides.

Length: 10.4 inches, other fragment.
Width: 12.9 inches, other fragment.

Thickness: 2.2 inches, other fragment.
b) Trough, closed at one end (Fig. 44d).............. .........4

Material: medium-grained sandstone. Oval in outline. Edges

and ends shaped by pecking; bottoms of three examples shaped 
by pecking. Grinding surfaces slightly concave to flat laterally 
and longitudinally, rising sharply at edges of trough and 

sharply to gradually, depending on amount of use, at closed 

end.

Length: 17.2 inches and 19.5 inches, remainder fragments.

Width: 13.4 inches, remainder fragments.

Thickness: 1.8 to 6.5 inches, average 3*5 inches.

Width of trough: 0.4 to 2.9 inches, average 1.0 inch.
c) Trough, open at both ends ,1
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Material; coarse-grained sandstone. Roughly oval in outline. 

Unshaped before use. Trough concave in both dimensions, rising 

sharply at ends. One end thinner than other.

Length; 15.4 inches 
Width; 14.5 inches 
Width of trough; 7.5 inches 
Depth of trough; 3.5 inches

d) Trough notate fragments.............. ............. ... ... .....9
Material; sandstone, conglomerate. Type unidentifiable. Edges 

ends, bottoms shaped by pecking. One example shows evidence of 

having been ground with one-hand nano.

Surface house site ................. ......................... .14

a) Slab............................................................. 4
Material; fine- to medium-grain sandstone. All fragments; 

pecked to shape. Use ground surface concave. Two examples 
ground in center, not ground adjacent to edges. Fragments.

b) Trough, closed at one end (Fig. 44b).............................1

Material; medium-grain sandstone. Roughly oval in outline. 
Sides, ends, edges shaped by pecking. Grinding surface concave 

in both dimensions, rising sharply at edge of trough, gradually 

at open end, sharply at closed end.

Length; fragment

Width; fragment

Depth of trough* 1.6 inches

c) Trough, open at both ends (Fig. 44c)........d...................9
Material; fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Oval to sub- 

rectangular in outline. Sides, ends, edges shaped by pecking.
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two ground slightly on edges, ends, bottom. Grinding surface 

concave in both dimensions, rising sharply to gradually at 

edges of trough and sharply to gradually at open ends.

Length! 14.7 to 18.3 inches, average 17.4 inches.
Width: 11.4 to 14.2 inches, average 13.8 inches.
Width of trough: 9.1 to 12.0 inches, average 10.0 inches•

Depth of trough: 0.4 to 3.0 inches, average 1.4 inches.

Manos (82)
Pit house sites..... .................................... ............29

a) (Fig. 45c, f)................................................... 12
Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone, granite. Convient

oval or circular pebble unshaped or slightly shaped before use. 

Probably held in one hand and used with a rotary motion. Ground 

on one or both sides} one example ground on all sides, edges, 

ends. Grinding surfaces straight or convex. One example 

wedge-shaped in cross-section, remainder sub-rectangular. Two 

with red paint on one side.

Length: 2.9 to 5-3 inches, average 4*4 inches.
Width: 2.8 to 4*4 inches, average 3*5 inches.
Thickness: 0.5 to 2.2 inches, average 1.0 inch.

b) (Fig. 45h)....................................................... 8
Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Large sub-

rectangular manos, ground on one or both parallel sides. Edges 

straight, carefully shaped by pecking. Sides straight, convex, 

or slightly concave laterally, straight to slightly convex 
longitudinally. Sub-rectangular in crosa-soction. One with 

finger grips pecked on two edges and slight evidence of
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£ 0

0
" ^ — 3

Figo 44. Valdez Phase metates. £. slab; trough, one end closed; 
£ trough, both ends open#
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hematite on unground side.

Length: 6.2 to 9.1 inches, average 7.7 inches.

Width: 4.2 to 5.8 inches, average 4.9 inches.

Thickenss: 0.8 to 1.4 inches, average 1.2 inches.

c) (Fig. 45a,g).................................................... 5
Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone, conglomerate.

Elongated rectangle or oval with rounded ends and irregular, 

unshaped edges. Unshaped or slightly pecked to shape. Ground 

on one or both parallel sides. Grinding extends onto edge of 

one example, onto ends of two examples. Ground sides straight 

to slightly convex laterally and longitudinally. Sub- 

rectangular in cross-section. One example has finger grips 

on one edge.

Length: 7.1 to 7.8 inches, average 7.4 inches.

Width: 8.4 to 3.7 inches, average 2.8 inches.

d) .................................................................2
Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Sub-rectangular

in outline; grinding on one or both sides often extending 
onto edge. Pecked to slinpe. Sides straight to concave 

laterally and longitudinally. Edge meets side at 150 to 
160° angle making cross-section sub-rectangular with one 

wedge-shaped edge.

Length: 5.7 inches, remainder fragments.

Width: 3.2 to 3.5 inches, average 3.4 inches.

Thickness: 0.7 to 2.4 inches, average 1.5 inches.

e) (Fig. 46f,i).................................................... 1

Material: medium-grain sandstone. Oblong in outline; pecked
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to shape. Ground on both sides; grinding extends onto end. 

Sides convex laterally and longitudinally. Wedge-shaped in

cross-section.

Length: 7.1 inches

Width: 3.8 inches

Thickness: 0.9 inch

f).................................................................. 1
Material: sandstone. Type unidentifiable. Fragment.

Surface house site (TA-47).....     53

a) (Fig. 46e)...................................................... 8

Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Circular, oval, or

roughly triangular pebble occasionally pecked to shape.

Probably held in one hand and used with a rotary motion.

Single or double grinding surfaces straight, convex, or slightly 
concave laterally and longitudinally. Grinding may extend onto 

edges and ends.
Length: 2.8 to 4*9 inches, average 4*2 inches.

Width: 1.5 to 4*7 inches, average 3*4 inches.
Thickness: 0.4 to 2.2 inches, average 1.3 inches.

b) (Fig. 45b)...................................................... 3

Materials: fine-to coarse-grain sandstone. Sub-rectangular

to elongate oval in outline and cross-section. Shaped by 

pecking. Single or double grinding surfaces straight to convex 

laterally and longitudinally. Grinding may extend to edges and 

ends.

Length: 7.3 inches, 9.5 inches, fragment.

Widths 4*3 inches, 5*5 inches, fragment.
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Thicknesst 0.7 to 2.7 inches, average 1.6 inches.

c) (Fig. 45e)........................................  .....8

Materiali fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Elongate oval to 

sub-roctangular in outline and cross-section. Pecked to shape; 

finger grips on one or both edges. Sides straight to convex 
laterally and longitudinally. Ground on ono or both sides; 

grinding m y  extend onto edges and ends.

Length! 4.8 to 7.7 inches, average 6.3 inches.

Width! 3*8 to 5.5 inches, average 4*7 inches.

Thickenssi 0.8 to 1.9 inches, average 1.2 inches.
d) (Fig. 45d).......................................................9

Material: fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Elongate oval in

outline; wedge-shaped in cross-section. Shaped by pecking. 

Single or double grinding surfaces straight to convex laterally 

and longitudinally. Grinding m y  extend onto edges and ends.
One with pecked finger grips.
Length: 3.3 to 12.4 inches, average 7.4 inches.
Width: 1.5 to 8.9 inches, average 8.1 inches.

Thickness: 0.2 to 1.9 inches, average 1.2 inches.
e) ............       1

Material: fine-grain sandstone. Round in outline, elongate

oval in cross-section. Both sides ground, one slightly concave, 

one slightly convex. Ground on edges, ends. Pecked to shape. 

Length: 5.7 inches
Width: 5*7 inches

Thickness* 0.6 inch

f) (Fig. 46h) 6
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Material! fine- to medium-grain sandstone, feleite. Outline 

varying, although generally elongate oval to roughly triangular. 

Roughly elongate oval to sub-rectangular in cross-section.
Single or double grinding surfaces straight, convex or slightly 
concave. May or may not be pecked to sliape. Grinding may 
extend onto edges, ends.
Length: 4.1 to 8.9 inches, average 7.0 inches.

Width: 2.6 to 7.2 inches, average 4*9 inches.

Thickness: 1.8 to 2.2 inches, average 1.4 inches.

g) (Fig. 46g)..............................     2

Materials: fine-grain sandstone. Roughly cylindrical. Pecked

to shape. One ground on three sides. Ends ground or battered. 

Sides convex, one straight.

Length: 4»7 inches, fragment

Width: 2.8 inches, fragment

Thickness: 2.4 inches, fragment
h) ................................................................ 14

Material: fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Type unidentifiable.

Fragments.
Pestle (1)

Surface house site (Fig. 47f)..........     1
Material: fine-grain sandstone. Cylindrical stone slightly 

ground on one face. Battered on both ends.

Length: 5.3 inches

Width: 3»6 inches

Thickness: 3.1 inches
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Fig. 45* Valdez Phase monos. Pit house sitesj j^£ Type C; £,f 
Typo A, one-hand; h Type B. Surfr cc house sites: b Typo 3; d T^)o D;
o, Type C •
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F. Valdez Priaso pit house sitest f,i Type E.



Rubbing atones (4)

Surface house site........... ................ . ...............4
Material* fine-grain sandstone, hornblend-granite gneiss. 
Roughly oval stones pecked or unpecked. Ground on one or both 

sides, edges and ends. Sides straight to convex in cross- 
section. Smaller than nanos.

Lengths 2.9 inches and 3.1 inches, remainder fragments.

Width: 1.5 to 2.1 inches, average 1.9 inches.
Thickness: 0.4 to 1.4 inches, average 0.8 inch.

Hauls (7)
Pit house sites (Fig. 47a)............ ..............................2

Materials: heavy vesicular basalt, diorite. Oval in outline,

oval in cross-section. Full medial groove 0.6 to 1.0 inch wide 
and 0.3 to 0.4 inch deep.
Length: 4*4 inches and 5*3 inches
Width* 3.8 inches and 4.0 inches
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Surface house site....................... ...........................5

a) Incomplete groove (Fig. 47b)........... ........................4
Materials* grano-dioritc, basaltic sandstone. Oval in outline 

and cross-section. Pecked to shape, battered on ends. Medial 

groove lacks 0.8 to 1.2 inches completing circle and is 0.6 
inch deep.

Length* 4*3 to 5.9 inches, average 4*9 inches.

Width* 3.1 to 3.8 inches, average 3*4 inches, 
b) Miniature, incomplete groove (Fig. 47c).............. ..........1

Material* coarse-grain sandstone. Elongate oval in outline, 

oval in cross-section. One end battered, pecked to shape.



Fig. 47. Mauls, pot covers, a M  pestle. &,&,& Valdez Phase mauls; 
d,e Pot Creek and Talpa phase mauls; g,h pot covers; f Valdez Phase 
pestle.
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Medial groove lacks 0.6 inch completing circle. Groove width 
and depth 0.4 inch.

Length! 3*4 inches 

Width: 2.3 inches

Thickness! 1.8 inches
Grooved abraiders (4)

Pit house sites (Fig. 48d).......................................... 2
Material! pumice. Small roughly rectangular awl or arrowshaft 
smoothers unshaped or slightly peaked to shape. One or more 

grooves on three faces. Groove depths vary from 0.5 to 2 mm. 

Length! 1.8 inches, 2.0 inches 

Width! 1.0 inch, 1.2 inches 

Thickness! 0.5 inch, 0.6 inch
Surface house site (Fig. 48e)......... ..............................2

Material! brittle pumice. Sub-rectangular in outline and cross- 

section. One with four grooves on one side, one groove on 
reverse side; grooves 2.0 inches deep. One with four grooves,

1 to 2 mm. deep on one side, no grooves on reverse side.

Length! 3.8 inches, 5.5 inches 

Width! 2.0 inches, 4.3 inches 
Thickness! 0.6 inch, 1.7 inches 

Hatchway stone (5)
Pit house sites........ .............................................1

Material! sandstone. Rectangular in outline. Ends and edges 

pecked and battered. Used to cover hatchway of rectangular 

pit house at site TA-1.

Length! 24.0 inches



Fig. 48. Grooved abraiders and chipped axes. &,b Valdez Phase 
chipped axes. Grooved abraiders* £ Pot Greek and Talpa phases; d,e 
Valdez Phase.



Widtht 16.8 inches 

Thickness t 2.0 inches

Surface house site............... ...................................4

Material: schist and garnet schist. One or more edges and

ends battered or ground, remainder broken.
Length: 14*6 to 9.6 inches, average A *9 inches.
Width: 5*9 to 7.9 inches, average 6.8 inches.
Thickness: 0.4 to 1.0 inch, average 0.8 inch.

Damper stone (l)

Surface house site................................................... 1

Material: slaty sandstone. Broken to shape, not pecked or

ground. Rectangular with pointed end. Used to cover ventilator 

mouth of kiva, Feature 1.

Length: 26.3 inches

Width: 17.7 inches

Thickness: 1.5 inches
Ground hematite (l)

Surface house site..... .............................................1
Material: hematite. Slightly ground on one end, ground on one 

side and part of reverse side. Found in artifact cache, Feature

1.
Length: 0.8 inch

Width: 0.4 inch

Thickness: 0.2 inch

Ground schist (l)
Surface house site...................................................1

Material: schist. Slightly ground on one end. Found in
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artifact cache. Feature 1.

Length* 1.4 inches 

Width: 0.4 inch

Thickness: 0.1 inch
Description of the following artifact categories have not been 

separated by phase because the form of the artifacts shows no change 
through the Valdez, Pot Creek and Talpa phases: hamerstones, paint

palettes, polishing stones, pot covers, and miscellaneous pecked and 

ground stones. Descriptions of these categories follow the description 

of artifacts of the Pot Creek, Talpa phases.

POT CREEK AND TALPA PHASES

Metates (ll)

a) Slab............................................................4
Material: fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Roughly oval in

outline. Variation in amount of pecked shaping of edges, ends, 
bottom. Entire concave upper surface of two examples ground;

One of latter appears to have been ground by circular motion, 

perhaps with one-hand mono o In two examples one end thinner 

than the other, otherwise sub-rectangular in outline.
Length: 12.6 to 23.6 inches, average 17.0 inches.

Width: 10.6 to 14*0 inches, average 10.8 inches.

Thickness: 2.7 to 10.1 inches, average 5«3 inches.
b) Trough closed at one end................ .......................2

Material: fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Oval to sub-

rectangular in outline. Edges, ends, bottoms shaped by pecking. 

Grinding surface flat to slightly concave in both dimensions,



rising sharply at edges of trough and sharply to gradually 
at closed end.

Length: fragments

Width: fragments
Depth of trough: 4»9 inches and 11.0 inches.

c) Trough me tote fragments......................................... 5

Material: fine- to coarse-grain sandstone. Edges, ends,
bottoms pecked to shape.

Depth of trough: 0.8 to 3.9 inches, average 1.8 inches.

Manos (35)
a) .................................................................8

Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Convient pebble,

circular to oval in outline, unshaped or sligHLy shaped by 

pecking. Probably held in one hand and ground on one or both 

sides with a rotary motion. Ground sides straight or convex.

One wedge-shaped in cross-section, remainder sub-rectangular. 

Length: 3*8 to 6.1 inches, average 4*7 inches.

Width: 1.9 to 5*5 inches, average 3.6 inches.
Thickness: 0.4 to 2.8 inches, average 1.4 inches.

b) (Fig. 46b).....................................................10
Material: fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Sub-rectangular

in outline with parallel to slightly convex sides. One example 

slightly shaped by pecking. Ground on one or both sides. Sides 

straight or convex laterally and longitudinally. Sub-rectangular 

in cross-section.

Length: 6.7 to 8.8 inches, average 7.5 inches.

Width: 2.3 to 5*5 inches, average 4*4 inches.
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Thicknesss 0.7 to 1,8 inches, average 1.3 Inches•

(Fig. 46c)......................................................9

Material* fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Elongate oblong 

to sub-rectangular in outline. Shaped by pecking. Single or 

double grinding surfaces straight to slightly convex laterally 
and longitudinally. Grinding may extend onto end. Wedge- 

shaped in cross-section.

Length* 6.5 to 11.5 inches, average 9.3 inches.

Width: 3*0 to 5*4 inches, average 4.4 inches.

Thickonss* 0.4 to 1.2 inches, average 0.9 inch.

(Fig. 46a,d).............. ..................................... 4
Material* fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Oblong in outline 

with roughly parallel sides. Shaped by pecking. Two grinding 

surfaces on one side joined at 150 to 160P angle to form a 

beveled surface. One example has a third grinding surface 

parallel to and opposed to one of the other grinding faces. 
Grinding may extend onto end. Flattened wedge-shape in cross- 
section. Pecked depressions on edge of one example possibly 

to aid grasping.

Length* all examples fragments.

Width (at widest point)* 2.5 to 3.9 inches, average 3*4 inches. 

Thickness* 0.8 inch
Fragments. ..................... ................................. 4

Material* fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Type unidentifiable.

Mauls (2)
Full grooved (Fig. 47d)............ ............................1

Material* vesicular basalt. Oval in outline and cross-section.
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Full medial groove 1.0 inch wide, 0.4 inch deep.

Length: 5=7 inches

Width: 3.7 inches
b ) Incomplete groove...............................................1

Material: heavy vesicular basalt. Oval in outline with one

flattened end. Oval in cross-section. Medial groove 1.0 
inch wide, 0.3 inch deep, lacks 0.8 inch completing the 

circle.
Length: 4ol inches

Width: 4.1 inches
Grooved a braider (l) (Fig. 48c)

Material: pumice0 Elongate oval in outline, broken at one

end. Pecked to shape. Two grooves, one 0.2 inch deep, the 

other 1 mm. deep on one face. Found in Talpa Phase material. 

Length: fragment

Width: 1.2 inches

Thickness: 1.4 inches
Loaf-shaped stones (4)

Material: sandstone. Loaf-shaped sandstone pebbles pecked
but not ground. Sides straight to concave laterally and longi

tudinally. Oblong in cross-section. Possibly for use as 

manos.
Length: 6.7 inches and 9.5 inches, remainder fragments.

Width* 3.3 to 4.9 inches, average 4*3 inches.

Thickness* 1.0 to 2.4 inches, average 2.1 inches.

VALDEZ, POT CREEK AND TALPA PHASES
Hammerstones (12)
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V;

Valdez Phase................... . ... .........................,6

Pot Creek and Talpa phases............................. .6

Materialst quartzite, sandstone. Angular to rounded pebbles 

battered on one or more ends and edges. Shape and size depen

dent on original shape of pebble. Occasionally slightly 

flaked.

Maximum diametersl 2.4 to 7.5 inches, average 4.3 inches. 
Paint Palettes (10)

Valdez Phase................................ ........................ .8

Pot Creek and Talpa phases...... .............................2
1-fe.terinli medium-grain sandstone. Irregular rectangle in 

outline. Unshaped by pecking. Sides roughly parallel,

Length! 2.9 to 7.5 inches, average 4*7 inches.

Width! 2.2 to 4*9 inches, average 3.7 inches.

Thickness! 0.8 to 1.9 inches, average 1.0 inch.

Polishing stones (8)
Valdez Phase...... ....... ............................. ....... ...0

Pot Creek and Talpa phases...........................................8
Materials! gneiss, dolomitic limestone, fine-grained sandstone. 

Generally circular to sub-rectangular pebbles with straight to 

slightly convex polished sides. Three scratched on one or 

more sides.

Length! 1.8 to 4*5 inches, average 3.5 inches.

Width* 0.7 to 3.1 inches, average 2.0 inches•

Thickness* 0.3 to 0.8 inch, average 0.7 inch.

Pot Covers (Gaming pieces) (29) (Fig. 47g,h)
Valdez Phase 28
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Pot Creek and Talpa phases...*............. .........................1

Material* schist and garnet schist. Roughly circular to 

triangular slabs flaked and battered on edgesJ one notched on 
edge.

Length* 2.0 to 11.5 inches, average 4.2 inchesv 
Width* 1.1 to 4.5 inches, average 3.4 inches.
Thickness* 0.2 to 0.8 inch, average 0.4 inch.

Miscellaneous Pecked and Ground Stones

a ) » . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . . . . . ........3
Valdez Phase....... .................. ...............................1

Pot Creek and Talpa phases................. .........................2

Material* medium-grain sandstone. Spherical stones shaped by 
pecking; not ground. Use unknown.

Maximum diameters * 1.4 to 2.9 inches, average 2.3 inches.

b)........ 5
Valdez Phase........................................................4

Pot Creek and Talpa phases.........................   1
Material* fine- to medium-grain sandstone. Elongate oval in 
outline. Shaped by pecking, one example slightly ground. 

Sides convex to straight. Use unknown.

Length* 3.2 to 4*9 inches, average 3.09 inches.

Width* 0.8 to 1.8 inches, average 1.3 inches.

Thickness* 0.8 to 1.4 inches, average 1.1 inches.

c)....... ............. ............... .... ....... 1
Valdez Phase...... ....................... ...........................1

Material* sandstone. Oblong in outline, one end broken. 

Ground on all faces. Sides parallel and flat. Edges tapering
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and flat. Oblong in cross-section. Use unknown. 

Lengtht 2.9 inches 

Width: 1.8 inches

Thickness: 0.6 inch

CHIPPED STONE

VALDEZ PHASE
Projectile points (10)

Pit house sites.... ............... ..................... ............5
a) Unotched triangular (Fig. 49g).............. ...................3

Materials: felsite, chalcedony. Flaked and retouched on both

sides. Sides generally convex in cross-section* Edges straight, 
one convex. The latter possibly a reworked scraper fragment= 

Bases straight to slightly concave.

Length: 1.0 inch, 1.0 inch, reminder fragments.

Width: 0.4 to 0.8 inch, average 0.7 inch.

b) Triangular, notched on both edges............ ..................2

Materials: obsidian, chalcedony. Sides convex in cross-
section. Edges convex, Intersecting at tip. Notches on both 

edges 2 mm. deep, 1 mm. wide. Base approximately one-quarter 

total length. Edges of base straight to slightly incurving.

End of base concave.

Length: 0.8 inch and 1.2 inches
Width: 0.5 inch, other fragment.

c) Spear point...... ..........................................*...1

Material: obsidian. Tip and base missing. Flaked and re

touched on both sides. Sides convex in cross-section. Edges
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Fig, 49. Chipped stone objects, drills. Projectile pointsi 
i Valdez Phase; d,e,£,h Pot Creek and Talpa phases. Valdez Phases j. 
thumbnail scraper; k knife; 1 engraver.
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straight to convexo Slight barb above notches on both edges. 

This artifact is notably different in shape and size than the 

above projectile points. The excavators of this object (from 
site TA-18) suggest that it is a spear point and that it was

traded into the region.

Width at barbs: 1.4 inches
Surface house site...... .......................................5
a) Unnotched triangular (Fig. 49c)................ ................1

Material: chalcedony. Flaked and slightly retouched on both
sides. Point missing. Sides convex in cross-sectionj edges 

convex, supposedly intersecting at tip. Base convex.

Length: 0.8 inch

Width: 0.4 inch

b) Triangular, notched on both edges (Fig. 49i)...... ......1
Material: felsite. Flaked and crudely retouched on both sides.

Sides convex in cross-section. Edges convex, intersecting at 
tip. Base convex; edges of base straight to rounded. Notches 

on both edges 2 mm. deep, 2 mm. wide.

Length: 1.6 inches
Width: 0.5 inch

c) Fragments...... ................................................3
Material: chalcedony. One tip and midsection flaked and re

touched on both edges. One tip flaked and retouched on remaining 

edge.

Scrapers (36)
Pit house sites........ .... .. ....................................16

a) Side (Fig. 5Ob,c,d). ........... ..........................9



Materialsi chert, chalcedony. Usually flaked and retouched 

on one or both edges«

Length: 2.2 to 2.8 inches, average 2.4 inches.

Width: 1<>2 to 2.2 inches, average 1.5 inches.
b) End.... ................... .....................................3

Material: chalcedony. Two are utilized flakes. One is

Plains-like keeled, steep beveled end scraper.
Length: 1.6 to 2.2 inches, average 1.9 inches.

Width: 1.0 to 1.6 inches, average 1.3 inches.

c) Thumbnail (Fig. 49j).......... .................................1
Material: chert. Oval, keeled on one side. Retouched on one
side, slightly retouched on reverse side.

Length: 1.6 inches
Width: 1.2 inches

d) Fragments..... ................................................. 3
Materials: chert, chalcedony. Type unidentifiable.

Surface house site......... ..................................20

a) End scraper (Fig. 5Ch)................... ...................... 1
Material: sandy chert. Flaked keeled-bnck scraper, battered

on end. Not retouched.

Length: 2.2 inches

Width: 1.2 inches

b) Side scrapers (Fig. 5Id)................................ ..4
MaterialsI chalcedony, chert. Varying shapes; flaked on one 

side, retouched on one side of one edge. One example keel- 

back in cross-section.
Length: 1.8 inches to 2.5 inches, average 2.1 inches.
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Fig. $0. Voldca Phase scrapers. Surface house site* a end0 Pit 
house sites: b,c,d side.
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Widthi 1.0 to 2.2 inches, average 1.4 inches.

c) Combination side and end scrapers (Fig. 51c)............. ......4
Material! chalcedony. Varying shapes. Flaked on one side, 

retouched on both end and edge. Two with possible' spokeshave on 

end.
Length! 1.8 inches, 2.2 inches, other fragment 

Width: 1.4 inches, 1.4 inches, other fragment.

d) Utilized flakes............. ...................... ............11
Materials: chalcedony, obsidian, chert. Randon flakes re

touched on edges, thus indicating use as scrapers.

Knives (2)

Pit house sites........... ....................................2
a) (Fig. 49k)...................................................... 1

Material: chalcedony. Oval. Bifacially flaked, slightly

retouched on edges. Sides convex to straight in cross- 

section. Edges slightly convex.

Length: 2.7 inches

Width: 1.3 inches
Thickness: 0.2 inch

b).................................................................. 1
Material: slate. Tear-drop shape in outline. Roughly flaked

on both sides. Sides convex in cross-section. Edges convex, 

intersecting at tip, rounded at base.

Lengths 1.3 inches 

Width: 0.9 inch

Thickness; 0.2 inch
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Drills (3)

Pit house sites............................ . ... ... ...y .. ... .2
Materials $ chert, clialcedony. Both are drill points broken 
at one end. Diamond to oval in cross-section. Finely flaked 

and slightly retouched on both sides. Edges straight, 
gradually tapering to tip.
Length: fragments
Widths (at widest point) 0.3 inch, 0.3 inch.

Thickness: 0.2 inch, 0.2 inch.

Surface house site (Fig. 49b)............. ................... .1
Material: chalcedony. Flakod and finely retouched on both
sides, edges. Diamond-shaped in cross-section. Edges straight, 

tapering toward tip. Tip and base missing.

Length: fragment

Width: (at widest point) 1.5 inches

Thickness: 0.2 inch

Engravers (2)
Pit house sites (Fig. 491).............. ............................2

Material: chalcedony. Roughly rectangular base with en

graving point protruding from end. One with two engraving 
points, one on end and one on corner. Base flaked and re

touched on one or both sides. Engraving point retouched 

on one or both sides.

Length of base: 1.2 inches and 1.4 inches.

Width of base: 1.0 inch and 1.2 inches.

Length of engraving point: 0.2 inch, 0.3 inch.
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Chipped axes (4)

Pit house sites (Fig* 48a)*................................*.........3

Material: quartzitic slate. Crudely flaked tri-notched axes*

Two with short flattened blades rounding to tip; blades 2.4 

inches and 2.0 inches in length, 3.7 inches and 3.3 inches in 

width* One blade with convex edges gradually tapering to 

semi-pointed tip, 2.2 inches in length, 2.2 inches in width. 
Notches on blade 0.8 to 2.0 inches wide; 0*3 to 0.6 inch deep. 

Poll flaring below notches to form widest portion of axe. Poll 

notched at butt. Two examples somewhat use-polished on tip.

All from site TA-18 *
Length: 3*2 to 4.0 inches, average 3.8 inches*
Width: 2.3 to 3-8 inches, average 3*0 inches.

Surface house site (Fig* 48b)........................................ 1
Material: slate. Crudely flaked tri-notched axe* Concave,

convex in cross-section. Blade short, plano-convex at point, 

edges straight * Blade use-polished. Notches 0.6 inch deep,

1,5 Inches wide. Poll flaring below notches, notched at butt. 

Length: 4*5 inches

Width: 4*0 inches

Thickness: 1.0 inch

POT CREEK AND TALPA PHASES
Projectile points (10)

a) Unnotched triangular (Fig. 49c,f).............. ............*•••!

Material: chert. Flaked and retouched on both sides. Sides

convex in cross-section. Edges convex in outline. Tip missing. 

Base slightly concave.



Lengthi 1.2 Inches 
Width! 0.6 inch

b) Triangular, notched on both sides (Fig. 4 % ) ...... .............6
Materials: chalcedony, chert, slate. Flaked and retouched

on both sides. Sides straight to convex in cross-section.
Edges generally straight to convex, one with concave edges. 
Notches on both edges, generally unretouchod. Bases generally 

straight, one concave. Edges of base straight, flaring or 

incurving.
Length! 1.0 to 1.6 inches, average 1.1 inches.

Width: 0.6 to 0.6 inch, average 0.5 inch.

c) Fragments................................................. ......2
Material: chalcedony. All with base missing. Flaked and

retouched on both sides. Sides concave in cross-section.

Edges straight to convex.
Scrapers (Fig. 51a.,b) (8)

Materials: chert, chalcedony. Side scrapers. Six are flakes
retouched on one or more edges; shape depends on shape of 

original flake. Two Plains-like, high bevel, one retouched 

on all edges, one fragment.
Length: 2.0 inches and 2.6 inches, remainder fragments.

Width: 1.6 inches and 1.8 inches, remainder fragments.

Knives (6)
a).......... ...................................................... .1

Material: chalcedony. Oval with pointed ends. Bifactally

flaked, not retouched. Sides convex in cross-section. Edges 

convex, intersecting at both ends.
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Fig. 51 • Scraperso Pot Creel: and Tnlpa phases scrapers. Valdez 
Phase, Surface house site: c combination side and end scraperj <| side 
scraper.



Lengthi 2.7 Inches 

Width* 1.0 inch 

Thickness! 0.2 inch
b ) Fragments.................. ..............................5

Ifoterialsi chalcedony, obsidian. Two mid-sections, one base, 

one tip. All bifacially flaked. Sides convex in cross-section. 
Edges straight to convex.

Drills (Fig. 49a) (l)

Material: chalcedony. Elongate tear-drop in outline; diamond-

shape in cross-section. Sides finely flaked; edges straight, 

gradually tapering to top; butt rounded.

Length! 1.8 inches 

Width! 0.3 inch 

Thickness: 0.1 inch

Engraver (l)
Material: chalcedony. Tear-drop shape in outline, pointed
end used as engraver. Sides flaked; base retouched on one 

side; engraving point retouched on both sides.

Length! 2.4 inches 
Width: 0.9 inch

Thickness! 0.1 inch
Miscellaneous Chipped Stone 

Core (l)

Material! chalcedony 
VALDEZ, POT CREEK, AND TALPA PHASES

Chopping stones (9)
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Pot Creek and Talpa phases...........................................7

Material: chert0 Large flake or core crudely chipped on all

faces to form ragged edges.

Maximum diameters: 2.7 to 2v9 inches

Random Flakes (15)
Valdez Phase..... .................................... ...............4

Pot Creek and Talpa phases........................................<>.11
Material: chalcedony. Random flakes slightly retouched on
one or more edges.

Discussion of Stone Artifacts

Analysis of the stone artifacts shows both continuity between 

the Valdez, Pot Creek, and Talpa phases, with an elaboration of many 

tool types during the latter two phases, and similarity between stone 

artifacts from all Valdez Phase sites, whether of pit house or surface 
house architecture.

A comparison of the stone artifacts from the Valdez Phase 

surface house site, TA-47, and the pit house sites shows a definite 

similarity, although certain categories are unrepresented at TA-47.

These categories ore: pecked elongate stone with parallel sides,

thumbnail scraper, knife, spearpoint, and engraver.
Metates of each phase were of three types: slab, trough open

at one end, and trough open at both ends, and as a rule were pecked to 

shape. No metates of the Valdez Phase were in bins. Only two show 

evidence of having been ground with a one-hand mono, type a) in each 

group. The small percentage of metates ground with this mono type and 

the large percentage of one-hand monos perhaps indicates that the latter
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Implements were used in a number of ways. The occurrence of four 

trough metatea within three feet of each other and one to one and one- 

half feet above the floor of the kiva, Feature 16, site TA-47, is 

curiousu Since they were in varying positions, and were not resting 

directly on the floor, these metates were probably not used in the kiva, 

but appear to have been thrown into the fill. Seven of the nine 

metates found at TA-47 were in the kiva fill, one was in the upper 

pueblo room. Feature 13 B, and one was east of the lower pueblo room. 

Feature 20.

Excavations ten miles north of Albuquerque uncovered metates 

of the Pueblo I period which were troughed with one end open, and free

standing (Peckham 1957). In the San Felipe and Santa Fe areas, metates 

from Pueblo I and Pueblo I-II sites were also troughed and free

standing (Peckham 1954) (Stubbs 1954). Sandstone trough metates are 
reported from the Philmont Scout Ranch excavations of material dating 
between A.D. 900-1100 (Lutes 1959). Te’ewi, a site of Pueblo HI-IV 
date near the mouth of the Chama River, produced both slab and trough 

metates (Vendorf 1953). It would seem that slab metates occur in 

northern New Mexico from late Pueblo E  through Pueblo IV times.

Although Wendorf (1959: 210) suggests that slab metates appear in the

Find! stage (beginning ca. A.D. 1200), their occurrence during the 

Valdez Phase indicates their presence in the Taos area at an earlier 

date. The above summary indicates that notate types of the Valdez and 

following phases are paralleled at sites of an earlier time and sites 

of a comparable time level in central and northern New Mexico.

Mano types present in the Valdez Phase were also found in the 

two later phases; however, one new type, beveled, was added. This type



is similar to the one illustrated by Wendorf from Te*ewi (Wendorf 1953*
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69 and Fig. XXa). Ha no types from TA-47 are, in general, similar to 

those from the pit house sites. Sixteen manos were found in the upper 
pueblo material, eleven in that of the lower pueblo. Five of the six 

manos with pecked finger grips were found in upper pueblo material, one 
in a lower pueblo level. Location within the site of manos and 

metates is interesting: twenty-throe of the twenty-seven manos were
in the northern part of the site, within the pueblo enclosure or pueblo 

rooms, and the two metates not in kiva fill were also on the north side. 

This suggests that the majority of grinding took place on that side of 
both the upper and lower pueblos.

llano types represented in the Valdez Phase were present at 

Te'ewi and at the above mentioned sites in the Albuquerque, Santa Fe,
San Felipe and Las Vegas areas. This implies both a continuity between 

mano types in the Taos area and a general similarity with those from 

northern and central New Mexico of slightly earlier and similar time 
periods.

Mauls of the Valdez Phase are crude$ those from the pit house 
sites are full-grooved, while those from TA-47 are all of the incomplete, 

or seven-eights grooved type. One miniature maul of this type was found 

in the ashpit of the kiva, Feature 1. No mauls were found within the 

rooms of either pueblo. The grooved abraiders, probably used as 

arrowshaft smoothers, and the pecked circular stones from TA-1 are 

similar to those from Te'ewi. Paint palettes of the Valdez Phase 

are unelaborated flat slabs with hemitite stain on one or both sides.

All from TA-47 were found within the kivas, either on the floor or in 

the fill. Other pecked, ground, or polished artifacts, hammerstones
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hatchway stones, damper stones, polishing and rubbing atones, pecked 

but unground rectangular stones, and pot covers are found in most 

areas of the Southwest, but lack diagnostic characteristics of shape 

which would allow temporal or areal comparisons. The relative abun

dance at site TA-47 of the roughly circular schist and garnet schist 

stones called pot covers or gaming stones bears mention. Of the twenty- 
five found, only four are assignable, to the lower pueblo. Also, the 

majority of these artifacts which were not in the kiva fill were 

within pueblo rooms.
The majority of chipped stone artifacts were of retouched 

flakes» Projectile points of the Valdez Phase were mainly light, side- 

notched triangular points, although diagonal corner-notched points were 

found in excavations by the Research Center and in the Blumenshein 

excavations near Valdez, New Mexico (Blumenshein 1956, 1958). Both of 

these types occur widely in New Mexico in this general time period.

At site TA-47 all projectile points were found outside the rooms. The 

triangular point tradition present in the Valdez Phase was continued 

and elaborated in the following phaseso
Scrapers and knives provided the majority of chipped stone 

tools in all phases. They consisted mainly of flakes retouched on 

one or both edges or ends, although heavy, unretouched flake scrapers 

occurred in the Valdez Phase. Slightly retouched random flakes, 

probably used as scrapers, occurred in all phases. The two Plains

like side scrapers of the Pot Creek, Talpa phases indicate an eastern 
influence.

Three poll-notched or tri-notohed axes were found at site 

TA-18 and one was found in the trash south of the pueblos at TA-47.
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This axe type is found in the Largo-Gallina area (Hibben 1938; Mera 

1938) and at site LA 835, a Pueblo I-II site in the Tesuque Valley.
It is not possible to state at this time whether these axes from the 
Taos area were made locally or traded into the region.

The artifact caches found within wall cracks of the kiva.
Feature 1, TA-47, are interesting in that both wore behind the plaster, 
and wore directly opposite each other, one in the south wall and one in 

the north wall. Artifacts found in the north wall crack include three 

bone awls, one drill, two utilized flake scrapers, one projectile 

point with notched edges, one piece of ground hematite and one pieco of 

ground schisto The other cache included three utilized flake scrapers, 

and two bone awls. All of these tools are used in hide working and 

suggest by their presence in the two cracks of the kiva wall, that hide 

processing was practiced in this structure.

The stone artifact assemblage of the Valdez Phase indicates an 

agricultural based economy, supplemented by hunting. Wild game of the 

area was undoubtedly an important food resource, possibly more important 
than in the following phases. In general, the economy of the people of 

the Valdez Phase was not as rich as that of the two later phases.

Artifacts of Bone and Horn

Thirty-eight artifacts of bone and horn were found in Valdez 

Phase pit house structures, eight at the Valdez Phase surface house 

site, TA-47, and eighty in Pot Creek and Talpa phase material. All 

have been classified according to shape and use. The majority of tools 

are of deer, although a sub-species of the Merriam elk (Cerbus canadensis 

marriami), extinct in the area since 1900, is also represented. Small
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BELmmal bones, such as jackrabblt, were used for snail bone articles.

Bird bones, although found in material of all three phases, were almost 

never used as implements. Bone and horn were modified by one or a com

bination of the following methods: cutting, sawing, breaking, abraiding

or drilling.
Bone

VALDEZ PHASE

Awls (24)

Pit house sites .....................................................16

a) Articular end unmodified (Fig, 54d).«....................1

Deer ulna. Proximal articular end unmodified. Awl blade broad 

to notch above coronoid process, from there both edges taper to 

a point. Point short and sharp. Entire surface highly 

polished.

Length: 4.2 inches

Width: 1.5 inches
b) Articular and unmodified except for splitting (Fig. 52a,b,cj 53b} 

54b, c)..........................................................7
Three of distal end of ulna, one of proximal end of fibula,

three unidentified; all of large mammals. Those of the distal

end have retained one-half to three-fourths of the distal end.

That of the proximal end has retained one-half of the proximal

end. Two have long gradually tapering points, five have short,

sharply tapering to medium tapering points. Four appear to

have been out and split, the remainder show no signs of method
of splitting.

Lengths 3,2 to 4»3 inches, average f,f inches.
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Fig. 54. Bone awls. & articular end unmodified except for splitting. Pot Greek and Talpa phases. 
Valdez Phase: b,c articular end unmodified except for splittingj d articular end unmodified.
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Width* 0.3 to 1.2 inches, average 0,7 inch.

c) Articular end wholly removed........................ ............5

Split and unsplit mamal long bone, all with articular ends 

removed. Points short and tapering from both edgesj shaft 

edges parallel. One with cut marks on base.

Length: 3*2 to 4*2 inches, average 3*5 inches.
Width* all 1 cm.

d) Unidentified awl fragments.. .............. ........... .......3

Incomplete awl fragments with only tip remaining. Unused 

after breakage.

Surface house site.......... ........................................8
a) Articular end unmodified..... .................................. 1

Doer ulna. Proximal articular end unmodified. Edges taper 

gradually from coronoid process to point. Surface unpolished. 

Length: 4*9 inches
Width* 1.3 inches at widest point.

b) Articular end removed (Fig. 53a,c,d)............................5
Split and unsplit mammal long bones. Points short and tapering 

from one or both edges; shaft edges parallel. All bases 

smoothed, one polished. All with cut marks on tip, two with 

cut marks on base.

Length* 2.0 to 4*3 inches, average 3*2 inches.

Width* 0.2 to 0.4 inch, average 0.3 inch.

c) Unidentified awl fragments................................... ...2

Incomplete awl fragments. One burned. One tip, with cut 

marks; one mid-section, without cut marks. All unused after 
breakage.
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Notched bone (l)

Pit house sites (Pig. 59b)...........................................I

Split mammal long bone with six shallow notches on one edge. 

Notched edge polished, other edges and ends unpolished. No 

other modification.

Length: 3.2 inches

Width: 0.4 inch
Notched scapula (2)

Pit house sites.......... .......... ............................ .....2
Scapula of large mammal sawed or broken into roughly rectangular 

section. Cut and snapped on one end, opposite end broken. Ctoe 

example cut on edge and adjacent side. The other cut on one 

side. Possibly incomplete gaming pieces. Both found in fire 
pit of Valdez Phase kiva at site TA-1.

Bead (4)

Pit house sites (Fig. 57a)......................................•••••4

Bird bone. Bone grooved and snapped, ends ground, surface 

polished. Similar to those illustrated in Stubbs and Stallings 

(1953: 134).
Length: average 2.0 inches

Width: average 0.4 inch
POT CREEK AND TALPA H1ASES

Awls (57)

a) Articular ends unmodified (Fig. 55e)............................3

One distal end of radius, one proximal end of ulna, one 

proximal end of tibia) all large manaals, probably deer. One 

notched below tuberosity and split along shaft. Tip tapering



sharply from one or both sides. Knife marks on one tip indi

cate that it was shaped by cutting.

Length: 3.0 to 4.0 inches, average 3*4 inches
Width: all 0.8 inch.

b) Articular ends unmodified except for splitting (Figs 54a; $6 b,
c).e.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . * . * . . . . . . .13

Seven distal end of ulna, six distal end of metapodia, one 

distal end of radius, one proximal end of fibula, one rib, 
three unidont if iable, all of large mama Is. Points taper 
sharply from one or both edges to tip or taper gradually to 

rounded point. Point of one example tapers sharply from 

notch in cannon bone.

Length: 2.7 to 3.7 inches, average 3.1 inches
Width: 0.4 to 1.2 Inches, average 0.8 inch

c) Articular ends partly modified (Fig. 55a,c).............. ......7

One proximal end of fibula of young largo mammal, articular

erxl worn; one distal end of radius, styloid process removed; 
one distal end of ulna, articular end worn; one distal end of 

matapodial, distal end split and abraided; three unidentified, 
all of large mammals. Base split, slightly abraided and 

polished. Tip short, sharply or gradually tapering from both 

sides. Knife marks indicate tip shaped by cutting.

Length: 2.2 to 3.5 inches, average 2.9 inches

Width: 0.4 to 0.7 inch, average 0.5 inch

d) Articular end wholly removed (Figs 55b,d; 5&a,d)..... . .. ...12

Split and unsplit mammal long bones. Blades tend to be short, 

sharply or gradually tapering from both sides to point.
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Length! 2.4 to 3.5 inches, average 2.9 inches 
Width! 0.1 to 0.8 inch, average 0.4 inch

e) Splinters (Fig. 57e,f,g,h) 10
Shapes vary depending on original splinter. Tips generally 

taper gradually. One with parallel edged blade and sharply 
tapering tip.

Length: 3*1 to 4.1 inches, average 3.6 inches
Width! 0.2 to 1.4 inches, average 0.6 inch

f ) Fragments......................................................12
Eleven with only tip remaining, one without tip or base. Three 

with cut marks on tip. Tips taper sharply orngmdually to 

sharp or rounded point.

Bone liesher fragments (Fig. 58a,b) (2)
Split long bone of large mammal. One side of tip cut through 

cavity to opposite side to produce wedge-shaped tip. Opposite 

of tip slightly worn. Split edges of shaft rounded and 

polished by use.

Length! fragments
Width! 1.2 inches, fragment

Rectangular sections of large mammal scapula. Both sides 

worn to produce edge. One roughly hacked or saved to shape, 

the other cut and broken on one edge, broken on ends without 

prior cutting.

Length! 4*0 inches and 4«8 inches 

Widths 1.6 inches and 2.8 inches

Scrapers (Fig. 58c,d) (2)
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Fig. 55. Pot Creek end Talpo phases bone owls, n,c articular end 
unmodifiedii'iCd5 articular end wholly removed; o articular end
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Fig. $6. Pot Crook and Tnlpa phases bono awls. &,d articular ends 
wholly removed; b,c articular o M s  unmodified except for splitting.
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Fig# 57o Bone and antler implements• a.o beads; b gaming piece; 
d Valdez Phase antler awl; _c,f,£,h Pot Creek and Talpa phases splinter 
awls. ”
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Notched bone (?)

a) Split mammal long bone.............................1

Long bone of large mammal polished on fractured edges, notched 
on one edge.

Lengtht 3«5 inches 
Width! 0.6 inch

b) Mammal rib sections with deep to shallow notches on one edge
only.......... ............................................3

Cut and snapped or broken from remainder of bone. Notched,

abraided from use.

Length! 2.8 to 6.9 inches, average 4*8 inches.

Width! 0,8 to 1.0 inch, average 0.9 inch.

c) Mamal rib section with shallow notches on both edges (Fig. 59 c,
d)..............................................................3

Ends broken. Notches abraided from use. Found in Talpa Phase

only.

Length! 3.1 to 4*0 inches, average 3*5 inches.
Width! all 0.9 inch.

Awl manufacturing waste (l)
Distal end of motapodial of large animal. Distal end split, cut 

and snapped above epiphyses.

Length! 1.8 inches 

Width! 0.8 inch

Bead (Fig. 57c) (l)

Manana 1 long bone cut and snapped at both ends. Cut marks at 

both ends reveal method of manufacture. Two partially finished 

examples indicate that the process of manufacture was similar to 

that described by Wendorf (l950i 8l).
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Talpa phasesu
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The articular ends of the hollow mammal long bone were removed, 

the bone grooved and snapped in two places, thus producing a 

tubular bead. Fig. 57c illustrates a partially finished 

example.
Gaming piece (Fig. 57b) (l)

Rectangular bone, broken at one end. Cut and snapped to 

shape, then smoothed on edges. Two holes 3.0 mm. apart were 
drilled from both sides. Sides flat in cross-section.

Length: broken
Width (at widest point): 0.6 inch

Thickness: 0.2 inch average

Unidentified bone artifacts (3)

a) Cut scapula....................... ..............................2

Scapula of large mammal cut and broken at one end. Possibly 

discard of bone from which scraper was made.

b) Cut rib fragment......... ......................................1

Rib bone of large mammal. Broken at both ends. Cut marks on 

one side. Otherwise unmodified.

Horn

VALDEZ PHASE 

Pit house sites

Awls (Fig. 57d) (1)
Antler section rounded at one end (base); tip broken. Oval in 

cross-section.

Length: 2.8 inches
Width: 0.4 inch
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Tine implements (Fig. 60d) (2)

Antler tines hacked or sawed at base and worn on two adjacent 
sides of the tip.

Length! 6.A and A .9 Inches 
Width: both 1.2 Inches

Fleshers ($)

a ) (Fig• 6O b . . . . . . . . . . o # . .......................2
One side of tip worn through cavity to opposite side thus 

producing wedge-shaped tip. Reverse side of tip worn slightly. 

Hacked or sawed to shape at base.

Length: 4.3 to A.8 inches, average 4*5 inches.

Width: 1.2 to 3.2 inches, average 1.5 inches.

b) .................................................................*3
Flesher fragments. Only tip remaining. One side of tip worn 

through cavity to opposite side producing wedge-shaped tip. 

Reverse side of tip slightly worn.

Length: fragments

Width: 0.8 inch, remainder fragments.

POT CREEK AND TALPA PHASES

Fleshers (l)
Flesher fragment; one side of tip worn through cavity to 

opposite side thus producing wedge-shaped tip. Reverse side 

of tip worn slightly.

Length: fragment

Width: 1.2 inches

Tine implements (Figs. 59bl# 60a,c ) (5)

Bases hacked or broken without subsequent shapfe^o Wear



Fig. 60. Antler implements. Tine implements: &,£ Pot Creek and Talpa phases;
£ Valdez Phase. & Valdez Phase antler flesher.
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facets on opposite side of the tip produce wedge-shaped tip. 

Amount of use determines size of wear facets.

Unidentified antler artifacts (2)

a) Antler tool.................................................1

Section of antler rounded at one end> worked to rounded tip at 

other end. Otherwise unmodified.

Length: 2.9 inches
Width: 0.6 inch

b) Worked antler...................................................1

Section of antler extending from burr to just below brow tine. 
Burr slightly polished. Hacked or broken below brow tine, 

otherwise unmodified.

Length: 3.2 inches
Width: 1.2 inches

Discussion of Bone and Horn Artifacts 

The previous descriptions indicate that the patterns of bone 

and horn usage present in the Valdez Phase were continued and elaborated 

in the following phases.

Shallow incisions on awls of all phases are indicative of the 

method of manufacturing these implements, by notching and splitting or 

by notching, splitting, and subsequent cutting or abraiding to shape. 

Apparently, during the Valdez Phase, either bone end was equally 

preferable for the manufacture of implements; in the following phases, 

however, implements of the distal end outnumber those of the proximal 
end.

195

Artifacts of bone and horn were relatively common in all phases.



This is in agreement with the discussion in the section on stone arti

facts in regard to the importance of hunting to people of this area.

The patterns of bone usage in this region are similar to those in 

other areas of northern New Mexico.

Miscellaneous Objects of Clay
This category includes objects of clay not ordinarily included 

in a section on pottery* pipes and worked sherds.

VALDEZ PHASE

Tubular pipes (7)
Tubular pipes with convex sides tapering toward the mouthpiece.

196

Pit house sites...............................................6

a) Stem narrower than bowl (Fig. 6 2 f ..............."......4
All of undecorated fired clay. Bowl comprises approximately 

one-half total length of pipe. Apparently pipe outline and 
bowl were modeled at one time, the stem then made by pushing a 

long slender object such as a twig from the mouthpiece into the 

- bowl while the clay was moist. Average bowl width 0.4 inch, 

average stem width 2 ma.

Length* 2.2 to 2.4 inches, average 2.3 inches.
Width at bowl* 0.8 to 1.0 Inch, average 0.9 inch.

b) Stem merging with bowl (Fig. 62a,b,o,d,e).................... ...2

Fired clay. Both incised, one vertically, one horizontally. 

Bowl tapers near mouthpiece to form stem, thus giving the 

appearance that the bowl and stem were made as a unit.

Length* 2.0 inches, other fragment 

Width at bowl* 0.6 inch, other fragment
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Surface house site...................................................I

a) Stem merging with bowl (Fig. 6le).............. .......I

Undecorated fired clay. Bowl tapers slightly near mouthpiece 

to form stem, thus giving the appearance that the bowl and 
stem were made as a unit.

Length* 0.9 inch 
Width at bowl: 0.7 inch

Elbow pipe (l)

Surface house site..................... . .1

a) Elbow pipe fragment (Fig. 6ld)..................................1

Undecorated fired clay. Bowl and elbow preserved, stem 

missing. Stem appears to have been narrower than bowl.

Hollow in bowl narrows abruptly at elbow, where bowl and stem 

join. Elbow is slight protrusion at juncture of stem and bowl. 

Width at bowl* 0.6 inch 

Length of bowl* 1.0 inch

Discussion

Tubular pipes, sometimes called cloud blowers, were found at 

every Valdez Phase site excavated by the Research Center. In the above 

description tubular pipes are divided into two categories, "stem merging 

into bowl" and "stem narrower than bowl", the latter of which was not 

found at the Valdez Phase surface house site, TA-47. The type "stem 

merging into bowl" was not found in the 1961 excavations of Pot Creek, 

Talpa phase material. However, this type was found at Te’ewi, a site 

temporally comparable to the Pot Creek, Talpa phases. Tubular stone 

pipes were found with two Pueblo I burials in a pit house ten miles
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Fig. 61. Shell ornaments and Valdez Phase clay pipes. & Valdez Phase 
bead, b Pot Creek and Talpa phases pendant; £ Valdez Phase pendant. 
Surface house sitest £ elbow; £ stem merging with bowl.
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Fl^. 62. V.-ildoa Phr.su clny pipes, pit house sites. ^ten
norging with bowl; £ stem nnirowcr t'a*in bowl.



north of Albuquerque (Peckliam 1957); and tubular stone and tubular clay 

pipes wore reported from the Fhilmont Scout Ranch excavations on Ponil 
Creek, near Ciraaron, New Mexico (Lutes 1959). Their exact ago, however, 

is unknown. Tho flattened mouthpiece which makes its appearance in 

northern How Mexico ca. A.D. 1275 (Wendorf 1954* 65) is unknown in the
Valdez Phase.

A clay elbow pipe fragment was recovered at only one Research 

Center excavation, the pueblo site of TA-47. However, a stone elbow 

pipe of Valdez Phase ago was found in a pit house site between Valdez 

and Taos, Hex/ Mexico (Lambert 1956: 67).
Although a few sherds from TA-47 were slightly ground on tho 

edges, none were modified to a definite shape. This contrasts with the 

several ground sherds found in the Valdez Phase material at site TA-1. 

Although worked sherds were present in all phases at TA-1, they appear 

to have been modified for use as pendants or scrapers only, never for 

use as spindle-whorls.
The absence in the Valdez Phase of certain clay artifacts is 

worthy of note. Ho animal figurines of clay or stone, were found in 
sites of this phase. However, if these objects were placed at shrines 

or carried with their owners their absence in excavated sites may not 
reflect their absence in the culture. One might, of course, expect to 

find them in burials.
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Artifacts of Shell

Shell artifacts are commonly found in northern New Mexican 

sites dating during the time period encompassed by the Valdez through 

Talpa phases. However, artifacts of shell were rare in the Valdez
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Phase pit houses and 1961 excavations of Pot Creek-Talpa material and 

were absent in the Valdez Phase pueblo site, TA-47* Apparently personal 

adornment was not emphasized in the earlier phase, as pendants of shell 

and beads of shell or bone were the only types of jewelry recoverede 

Shell traded from the Pacific would have passed through many groups 

who sought this material for their own use0 Perhaps commodities traded 

by people of the Valdes Phase were not as highly valued by their western 
neighbors as the shell itself.
VALDEZ PHASE

Bead (Fig. 6la) (l)
Olivella. Unaltered except for removal of tip, thus leaving a 

hole for stringing.

Length: 0.5 inch

Width: 0.6 inch

Pendant (Fig. 6lc) (l)

Pelecypod. Oblong in outline. Hole drilled from both sides
2.0 mm. Inward from one edge.

Length: 1.3 inches
Width: 0.8 inch

Thickness: 0.4 to 0.7 inch

POT CREEK AND TALPA PHASES
Pendant (Fig. 61b) (l)

Pelecypod• Triangular with rounded tip. Hole drilled from 

both sides 3*0 mm. inward from broad end.

Length: 0.9 inch
Width: 0.4 inch at broad end; 4 mm. at point

Thickness: 1.0 am.



BURIALS

A total of twenty-throe burials were found in a Valdez Phase 
context, nine at site TA-47 and twelve at the three one-component 

Valdez Pliase pit house sites* Two burials were found at site TA-1, 

both probably post-Valdez Phase. Six of the burials were infants or 

children under six years old, ten were adults under thirty, three were 

adults aged thirty to forty, and three at site TA-47 were scattered 

bones. All burials from tho Valdez Phase pit house sites were in

terred in the subterranean structures; all at TA-47 were in the two 

kivas; one of the two burials from site TA-1 was in an upper level 

of Pit house A and tho other was in a Pot Creek-Talpa phase trash 
midden.

The position of the burials ranged from flexed to extended,
the majority on the back or side. Two of the twelve burials from the

Valdes Phase pit house sites were flexed, one on the right side and
one on the left; four were semi-flexed, two on the right side, one on

the left side and one on the back; two were semi-extended, one on the

back and one on the stomach; and three were extended, one on the left

side and two on the back. Of the four complete burials at TA-47, two

were extended on the back and two were flexed, one on the back and one

on the stomach. Interments on the floors of both kivas at TA-47 were

extended, while those in the upper fill were flexed* The two burials

at TA-1 were on the back, one flexed and one semi-flexed. Four of

the burials from TA-18 and three from TA-47 were resting on the floor,
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three from TA-18, three from TA-10 and six from TA-47 were In the fill, 

one from TA-18 and one from TA-20 were in the ventilator. Description 

of each burial may be found in the appendix.

Discussion
Eight of the twenty-three burials can definitely be assigned 

to the Valdez Phase; one of these was on the floor of Pit house B,

TA-18, three were on the floor of Pit house D, TA-18, three were on 
the floor of Feature 1, TA-47, and one was on the floor of Feature 16, 
TA-47. The remaining thirteen from the fill and ventilators of struc
tures at sites TA-10, TA-18, TA-20, and TA-47 were quite probably 

interred during the Valdez Phase, evidenced by their association with 

Valdes Phase pottery types. None were in burial pits dug from upper 

levels. The two burials from site TA-1 are probably post-Valdez Phase.

Valdez Phase burials were located only in pit houses or kivaa; 

it is possible that other burials were outside the structures. However, 

the sheet trash at site TA-47 was trenched to some degree without 

exposing a burial. Neither burials nor single human bones were found 
in the pueblo rooms at this site. There appears to have been no defi

nite pattern in the Valdez Phase of either rock lined, outline, or 

covered graves, although those at TA-47 were adobe covered, or of the 
inclusion of burial furniture. The unstratified nature of the fill in 

structures at site TA-18 is perhaps due to partial intentional filling 
to cover the burials. Two burials, both adult males, from Pit house D, 

TA-18, were rock covered; only one of these included burial furniture. 

This burial included a culinary jar fragment under the right leg of 

the individual and an olivella bead and a shell pendant adjacent to the
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right forearm. It is possible that this individual occupied a status 
of higher prestige than his contemporaries. Several burials at site 
TA-47 were little more than scattered bones at the time of excavation. 

This perhaps indicates a burial pattern of throwing the dead into a 

trash area. Also, several single human bones were found in the fill 

of Feature 1. Burials 20 and 21, TA-47, were placed on the floor and 

fire pit of Feature 1, the right hand of Burial 20 at the head of 

Burial 21. Burial 19# head only, was on the floor a short distance 

north of Burials 20 and 21. The two post-Valdez Phase TA-1 burials 

were rock outlined and several rocks were placed on the bodies.

Although the present sample is small, the variety of burial 

positions and orientations may indicate no definite tradition of burial 

placement. The only trait common to all burials is single interment. 

Position ranges from tightly flexed to extended, body orientation from 

north-south to east-west with the face turned to the north, south, east, 

west, up, down, and intermediate positions. The excavators of site 
TA-18 suggest that the disarranged positions and broken or crushed 
bones of the burials from the floor of Pit house D may indicate an 
unnatural death due to violence.

As only seven of the Valdez Phase burials were extended, the 

positions do approximate the custom of flexed Inhumation characteristic 

of the northern Rio Grande during the Developmental Period. The izqpor- 

tance of such traditions during the Valdez Phase, however, is unknown#

The oonplete crania show some degree of lambdoldal deformation 

and parietal flattening. However, the lack of supporting measurements 

and the small sample of burials do not allow conclusions.



SUMH/IRY CF THE VALDEZ PHASE

Area: six sites of this phase in the Rio Grande de Ranchos
and Rio Chiquito drainage have been excavated by the Fort Burgwin 
Research Center. Four Valdez Phase sites, near Valdez, New Mexico, 
have been excavated by the Taos Archaeology Society. Taos Black-on- 

white pottery is reported by Lutes (1959) from the Philmont Scout 

Ranch excavations at Ponil Creek, near Cimarron, New Mexico. . Herbert 

Dick has mentioned possible pit house sites with Kwalie* e Black-on- 

whit c: Taos variety pottery near the Pi curls Pueblo (personal com

munication) o It appears, then, that the Valdez Phase is represented 

in at least the north-central portion of Hew Mexico.

Age: Kwahe'e Black-on-white: Taos variety, the diagnostic
pottery type of the phase, was mentioned, but not described by Mera 

(1935 * 6). This type is similar to and approximately contemporaneous
with Kwahe’e Black-on-white (Kwahe’e Black-on-white: Tesuque variety),
which has been dated by dendrochronology at oa. A.D. 900-1200. On the 

basis of comparison of pottery types, Kwahe’e Black-on-whlte: Taos

variety has been dated at oa* A.D. 900-950 to 1200. Sites excavated 
by the Fort Burgwin Research Center: TA-1, TA-10, TA-18, TA-20,

TA-47, and TA-112 (mapped).

Environment: foothills, streams and river benches and terraces

Economy: predominately agriculture, also hunting and gathering
Architecture

Pit house: circular to sub-rectangular, 9*3 feet to 17.5
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feet maximum dimeneions; subterranean, excavated into sterile coil; 

coursed adobe walls; puddled adobe floors; beam, thatch and adobe roof; 

roof entrance; sub-rectangular to circular plaster-lined and adobe- 

rimed fire pit, ash pit; ventilator, ash pit, deflector, and fire 

pit in approximate east-west centerline; occasionally small, shallow 

sub-floor storage pits.

Pueblo: roughly rectangular rooms, 4*40 feet to 19.68
feet maximum dimensions; coursed adobe walls; puddled adobe or caliche 

floors; presumably beam, thatch and adobe roof; presumably roof 

entrance; circular, occasionally lined, fire pits; occasionally small, 
shallow sub-floor storage pits; storage jars in floor. Outdoor living- 
work area.

Kivn: shape and construction similar to that of pit house;

maximum dimensions 16,0 feet to 21.2 feet; sipapu vest of fire pit; 

foot-drum in one example, vest of fire pit.

Pottery

Painted: Kwahe’e Black-on-white: Taos variety.
Mon-painted: Taos Incised, Taos Neck Banded, plain; some

corrugated at end of phase.

Stone

Pecked and ground: trough and slab aetates; circular and

sub-rectangular single- and bifaco-oanos; grooved ahraiders; full 

grooved and seven-eights grooved mauls; hammerotones; hatchway stones; 

dampers; paint palettes; pot covers; spherical and oval sandstone 

objects; ground minerals.

Chipped: small thin unnotched and side-notched triangular

projectile points; possible spearpoint; side, end and thumbnail
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scrapero; utilized flakes; oval and "tear-dropn shaped knives; drills; 
engravers; tri-notched axes; chopping stones.

Bone and horn* awls; beads; notched bone; fleshers; tine im
plements .

Miscellaneous objects of clay: tubular and elbow pipes; worked

sherds.
Shell: bead; pendant

Disposal of the dead: flexed and extended in shallow pits,

covered with compacted dirt; occasionally stones over skeleton.

Remarks: This is the earliest pottery bearing phase recognized

in the Taos area. Little is known of pre-Valdez Phase occupation. The 

similarity between Kwahe’e Black-on-whitet Taos variety and Kuaho*e 

Black-on-white I Tesuque variety found in the Santa Fe area, indicates 

that the former was introduced from the area south of Taos. It is 
hypothesized that pueblos were also introduced from the south. These 

introductions may have been by direct or secondary diffusion, or groups 

from the south may have settled in the Taos area. There is no reason 
to believe that pit houses and pueblos were not occupied contempor
aneously. Both are found in the same terrain. The relatively limited 

number of artifacts found in Valdez Phase structures indicates peaceful 

abandonment of the sites. The only indication of violence are Burials 

10, 12 and 13 of Pit house D, site TA-180



CONDENSED ANTHROPOLOGICAL INFERENCES

Subsistence

Everyday life during the Valdez Phase, insofar as artifacts 
and architectural structures indicate, wan comparatively 3topic* The 

economic importance of horticulture is indicated by charred maize 

kernels, cobs and stalks and, although other crops may have been 

grown, and wild foods gathered, the primary food source was probably 

maize. The bottomland adjacent to streams and benches and ridges of 
higher elevation could have been dry-farmed or watered by underground 

seepage. Intermittent streams may have been dammed, or, pcriiaps more 

likely, dams may have been built between streams to channel and hold 

run-off water for fields between nrroyos. However, no modifications 

of the land to catch or channel water iiavo been reported.
Hunting also provided sources for food and implements, to judge

from the number of artifacts manufactured for hunting and processing

the kill, and artifacts manufactured from animal bones and antlers.

Deer and rabbit were favored, possibly due to their availability, and

were probably hunted by both small and large groups of individuals.

Game is fairly abundant today in this area and, ae human occupation

was presumably less dense during the Valdez Riaeo, game was equally

if not more abundant. Relatively few unworked bones were found within

the pit house or pueblo structures, or in sheet trash outside the

pueblos at site TA-47. Although no perishable hunting artifacts have

been recovered, chipped stone drills, engravers, and knives m y  have
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been used in the manufacture of wooden etc. bunting artifacts. Small 

triangular points and possibly larger points tipped bunting implements.

Edible wild flora, found in the region today, was undoubtedly 

present during the Valdez Phase. No artif actual evidence of gathering 
as distinguished from farming was found, although coiled baskets, known 
from impressions on Taos Black-on-white sherds, may have been used in 
this activity. Motates and manos could have been used to grind nuts, 
seeds and berries, as well as to grind maize.

Animal Domestication

No definitive evidence of animal domestication was found. 

However, the presence of dogs in the area is indicated by canine 

skeletons in the ventilator shafts of Pit houses A, TA-10, and A,
TA-20, and one canine mandible, partially painted with hematite, found 

on the floor of Pit house B, TA-18.

Orrmmentation and Bodily Covering

No clothing remains or artistic representations of bodily 

covering were recovered. However, artifacts probably used to process 

hides, such as scrapers, fleshers, awls, etc., suggest that skins 
provided an important clothing source. The artifacts of the two caches 

in the kiva. Feature 1, TA-47, are hide processing tools. Spindle 
whorls, indicative of the weaving of cloth, were not found. Parts of 

certain native plants utilized in the manufacture of basketry could also 

have been woven into sandals. Objects of personal adornment were 

scarce s one shell pendant, four bone beads and ono shell bead were 

recovered. The few worked sherds found may hav# been unfinished
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pendants or gaming pieces. One olivella shell bead and shell pendant 

adjacent to the right forearm of Burial 11 may have been part of an 
armband.
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Warfare

Ho structures were built solely for defensive purposes, although 

the villages themselves, located on ridges and benches, would command a 
fair view of the surrounding area, were they not surrounded by forest. 

The excavators of TA-18 feel that several of the individuals interred 

in Pit house D may have been killed by violence. No other evidences 

of violent deaths were recovered.

PpoQQgfiing of Food

It is likely that pottery vessels were the predominant cooking 

and storage containers employed In the Valdez Phase, although coiled 

baskets may also have been used. Pottery vessels and schist jar covers 

were relatively numerous at site TA-47. Apparently a good deal of food 

processing took place outside the pueblo, in the outside work area east 

and north of the pueblo structures at TA-47. Also, material, probably 

maize, was stored in the jar Imbedded in Feature 17 east wall and was 

accessible from only the outside work area. Work apparently took place 

outside the dwellings at site TA-18 also. Two jars, possibly storage 

vessels, directly overlying roof debris of Pit house C were probably 

sitting on the roof when it fell.

The hearth of each pit house was possibly the center of the 

cooking area. The fire pit of Pit house A, TA-1, contained approxi

mately one foot of ash flecked with charcoal. Some cooking may have



m
been done outside, although no outside hearth areas were reported„

Fire pits were relatively rare in the pueblo rooms, although at least 

one was located in every group of two or three rooms. This seems to 

indicate that two or three rooms were allocated to a family and, since 

these fire pits did not show signs of extensive use, that a certain 

amount of food preparation took place outside the rooms®
It has been suggested that the artifacts on the floor of Pit 

house D, TA-18, were arranged as they were when the house was in use®

A metate was near the hearth, two jars were near the wall, a chipping 

area and several awls and projectile points were near one post hole, 
and axes and pipes were placed outside of the way of traffic in the 

house.

i :

Religious Activity

Possible religious activity is indicated by the red-stained 

paint palettes, one-hand manos and canine mandible found in Valdez 

Phase material® Several paint palettes, hematite stained, were on 
or near the floor of the kiva, Feature 16, TA-47. A piece of ground 

hematite was part of the artifact cache in the north wall of the other 

kiva at TA-47, Feature 1. A notched bone, probably a rasp for use in 
religious ceremonies, was also found in Valdez Phase material. Pipes, 

tubular and elbow, were probably used in religious ceremonies. Similar 
objects are used ritually by contemporary Pueblo groups. No fetishes, 

however, were found in Valdez Phase material.

Burials, usually unaccompanied by grave goods, were found in 

Valdez Phase pit houses and kivas, tut none were found in the pueblo 

rooms. Several structures, both kivas and pit houses, contained more
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than one burial, suggesting that after interment, the structure was no 

longer Inhabited, but continued to be used as a convenient burial 

location.

A band of white, black and yellow plaster was painted on the 

lower courses of several pit houses at TA-18. This wall treatment 

may have been for religious purposes, although no kiva walls were 

painted.
The one kiva at TA-1 and two kivas at TA-47 give some evidence 

of religious organization. The situation at these two sites is somewhat 

different. The kiva at TA-1 Is the only Valdez Phase religious struc
ture near the pit house sites; no kivas were found at the pit house 

sites. Some sort of religious organization including several villages 

and focused on the building, maintenance and use of this structure may 
be hypothesized. This structure is of sufficient size to accomodate a 

number of people, certainly more than the occupants of the two domestic 

structures excavated at TA-1. Two kivas were found at TA-47; however, 

their occupation does not appear to have been contemporaneous. Other 

Valdez Phase surface house sites are located near TA-47 and appear, 

from surface survey, to include kivas. Multiple village use of one 

kiva, then, is not indicated for the Valdez Phase pueblo sites, assuming 

that some of these sites are contemporaneous.
No kivas have been reported by the Taos Archaeological Society 

from their excavations near Valdez, New Mexico (Blumenshein 1958).

Trade and Contacts

Trade and contact may be divided into two partsi (l) intra- 

Valdez Phase village contacts and (2) contact between inhabitants of
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Valdez Phase villages and those of other areas* There is little 
evidence of the second type of contact, of that between Valdez Phase 

villages and other areas. . The four tri-notched axes, found at sites 

TA-18 and TA-47, may have been locally manufactured or traded into the 

region. This axe type has been reported from the Santa Fe area (Stubbs 

1954), and the Largo-Gallina area (Hibben 1938$ Mera 1938). Two 
obsidian projectile points were found at site TA-18; one obsidian 
chip was found on the floor of Pit house D of this site; utilized 

flakes were found at TA-47* The nearest available source of obsidian 

known is in the Jernes Mountains, approximately sixty-six miles south

west of Taos. Pottery appears to have been locally made; local arkosic 

sand was used as temper. Valdez Phase sites, as a unit, appear to have 

been self-contained, with limited outside contact.

Intra-Valdez Phase village trade may have been fairly common.

Taos Black-on-white pottery occurs at all sites and is the only painted 

type of this phase. Vessels of Taos Incised, Taos Neck Banded, and 

plain were also used at all Valdez Phase sites. Sherds recovered from 

these sites show no evidence of local ceramic differences in either 

painted or unpainted types. The only differences are the percentage 

of different types in different areas. Taos Neck Banded and Taos 
Incised are more common in the structures near Valdez, New Mexico, while 

Taos Black-on-white and plain is more common at the pit house sites 
excavated by the Fort Bur gw in Research Center. Taos Black-on-white 

and plain were more common than the two textured types at TA-47; 

however several restorable Taos Incised jars were found at this site.

The same situation of uniformity may indicate intra-village contacts 

of sufficient frequency to acquaint all inhabitants with the manufactures



of other villages

If the Valdez Phase kiva at TA-1 were used by a number of 

villages, thus bringing people from several villages together, the 

opportunity for exchange of any local techniques which may have been 

developed in one village would be facilitated. In summary, there seems 

to have been limited contact between Valdez Phase villages and other 
areas, but rather frequent contact between contemporary villages of 
this phase.



APPENDIX A 

BURIALS 

TA-1

Burial 1 
Sex: unknown

Age: young adult

Location: level 4> House A, near east wall.

Position: flexed, lower arms under pelvis; oriented north northeast-

south southwest, facing east.

Associated artifacts: battering stone on west side of head.

Remarks: stones upon and surrounding skeleton. Apparently a shallow

pit dug into Pit house A fill.

Burial 2 
Sex: unknown

Age: young adult

Location: in Pot Creek-Talpa phase trash midden south of Room 35* 

Position: semi-flexed, right arm crossed over left hand; oriented 

southeast-northwest, facing northeast.

Associated artifacts: none

Remarks: stones outlined pit dug into trash midden.

TA-10

Burial 3
215
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Sex* male

Age* oae seventeen

Location* Pit house A, near south wall, 2*9 feet above floore 

Position* on back, one leg possibly semi-flexed; oriented southwest- 

northeast, facing east.

Associated artifacts* none 

Remarks* skull crushed

TA-18

Burial 6 

Sex* female 

Age* young adult

Location* unstratified fill of northeast quadrant of Pit house A,

0.6 foot above floor.

Position* semi-flexed on right side, right arm extended, left arm 

flexed across chest. Oriented northwest-southeast, facing southwest. 

Associated artifacts* none
Remarks* located in fill above floor, therefore chronologically later 

than desertion of dwelling.

Burial 7 
Sex* male 

Age* ca. forty

Location* Pit house B, on floor in front of ventilator.

Position* semi-flexed on right side; head to north-northeast, facing 

west. Arms flexed on chest.

Associated artifacts* none
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Remarkst left fibula and right ribs broken.

Burial 8 
Sex; female 

Age; ca. twenty

Location; in southwest portion of Pit house B, 1.5 feet above floor. 
Legs 0.5 foot above general axis of skeleton.

Position; semi-flexed on back; oriented north-south, facing south.

Legs tightly flexed, right arm extended across body, left arm twisted 

under body.

Associated artifacts; none
Remarks; burial located in fill above floor, therefore chronologically 

later than Burial 7.

Burial 9
Sex; unknown

Age; infant (0-2 years).

Location; unstratified fill in north portion of Pit house B.

Position; unknown; oriented east-west, facing north.

Associated artifacts; none

Remarks; skeleton incomplete. Skull partly crushed. Later interment 
than Burial 8.

Burial 10 

Sex; female

Age; ca. thirty to thirty-five

Location; on floor of north-central portion of Pit house D. Between 

northeast post hole and fire pit.



Position* semi-extended on back} head to east, facing west-northwest. 

Lower legs turned to left at approximate right angles to body axis.

Right arm flexed across chest, hands on left side of head.

Associated artifacts* nono

Remarks* poor condition; arms crushed and neck broken. Probably 

interred immediately after Burial 11, as lower leg bones were directly 

over the latter. Burial probably not interred in definite position.

Burial 11 

Sex* male 
Age* adult

Location* in fire pit of Pit house D.

Position* tightly flexed on left side; head to north, facing north

east. Knees drawn up to chest and flexed. Arms flexed in front of 

chest, left hand in front of face, right hand at shoulder.
Associated artifacts* elivella shell bead aid a shell pendant adjacent 

to right forearm; jar fragment (culinary) under right leg in fire pit. 

Remarks* burial covered by four large rocks. Interred in fire pit 

in a definite flexed position before interment of Burial 10.

Burial 12 
Sex* male 

Age* adult

Location* on floor in east portion of Pit house D.

Position* extended on left side; head to north, facing east. Arms 
flexed in front of chest.

Associated artifacts* none

Remarks* upper thoracic vertebrae and scapula crushed. Three large



atones placed on the shoulders and chest of this individual. Interment 

possibly at the same time as Burial 10.

Burial 13 

Sex: unknown

Age: infant (twenty to thirty months).
Location: in ventilator shaft of Pit house D; lower limbs resting on

floor of ventilator shaft, remainder of skeleton several inches above 

ventilator floor.

Position: flexed on left side; head to east, facing east-southeast.

Associated artifacts: none
Remarks: neck broken, pelvis disarticulated from vertebrae. Possibly

non-intentional interment.
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TA-20

Burial 14
Sex: unknown

Age: child (five to six).

Location: ventilator of Pit house B, at junction of vertical and

horizontal shafts.
Position: flexed on right side; head to south, facing east.

TA-47

Burial 15 
Sex: unknown

Age: unknown

Location* level 5 of Stratigraphic Test 1, Feature 1. Four feet from
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north vail, 4.0 feet from east wall.

Positions scattered bones 

Associated artifacts: none

Burial 16 

Sexs unknown 

Ages child
Location: level 8, Stratigraphic Test 1, Feature 1. Four feet from

east wall, $.0 feet from north;wall*

Position: scattered bones

Associated artifacts: none

Burial 17 

Sex: male

Age: adult
Location: 0.5 foot above floor. Stratigraphic Test 1, Feature 1. Head

4.0 feet west of ventilator.
Position: completely flexed on stomachj feet and left arm under pelvis,

right arm under left shoulder. Oriented southeast-northwest• Hoad to 

southeast, facing down.

Associated artifacts: none

Remarks: covered with compacted dirt.

Burial 18 
Sex: unknown 

Age: child
Location: level 2, Stratigraphic Test 1, Feature 1. Over nortliwest

wall of kiva



Position* completely flexed on back. Oriented northeast-southwest| 

facing vest.

Associated artifacts* none

Remarks* covered with compacted dirt. Poor condition; many bones

missing.

Burial 19 
Sex* male 

Age* adult
Location* on floor of Feature 1; 3*75 feet southwest of northeast 

post, 6.0 feet southeast of northwest post.

Position* head only; facing west 
Associated artifacts* none 
Remarks* north of Burials 20 and 21.

Burial 20 

Sex* female 
Age % adult
Location* on floor of Feature 1. Head 4«0 feet west of ventilator 

mouth, feet 1.0 foot west of north wall.
Position* extended on back; left arm under pelvis, right arm and 

hand at head of Burial 21. Oriented north-south, facing west. 

Associated artifacts* none 

Remarks* covered with compacted dirt.

Burial 21 
Sex* female 

Age* adult



Location* resting on floor and fire pit rim, Feature 1. Head 8.0 feet 
southeast of northwest post, 7.68 feet northeast of southwest post. 

Position* extended on back} left arm at side, right arm and hand on 

chest. Facing up, oriented east-vest.

Associated artifacts* none 

Remarks* covered with compacted dirt.

Burial 22 
Sex* unknown 

Age* adult

Location* base of level 5 and top of level 6 Stratigraphic Test 1, 

Feature 16. Directly adjacent to east beam, $.0 feet west of east wall. 

Position* bones scattered, presumably extended.

Associated artifacts* none

Remarks* poor condition« Partially covered with compacted dirt.

Burial 23 
Sex; unknown 

Aget unknown

Location* floor of Feature 16} 2.0 feet east of west wall.
Position* bones very scattered, presumably extended.

Associated artifacts * none

Remarks* partially covered with compacted dirt.
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-1 KIVA

TABLE 1 STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 1
POTTERY TYPE

LOCATION

Taos
b/w

Taos B/W 
Basket 
Impres. 
Exterior

Santa 
Fe B/th 
Santa 
Fe var.

Santa 
Fe B/W: 
Pot 
Creek 
Var.

Talpa
bA ’

St.John's
Poly-
Chrome

Level 1 
Talpa Phase 4 2 1 8

Level 2 
Talpa Phase 4 2 16

Level 3 
Talpa Phase 19 1 16 12 30 1

Level 4 
Pot Creek/ 
Talpa phases 19 1 4
Level 5 
Pot Creek/ 
Talpa phases

M I S S I N G

Level 6 
Pot Creek 
Phase 18 1 1 1

Level 7 
Pot Creek 
Phase 26 15 6

Level 8 
Valdez 
Phase . 10

Level 9 
Valdez Phase 9
TOTAL 109 1 36 21 49 1



PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-1 KIVA
TABLE 1 cont. STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 1
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POTTERY TYPE

Unidentified Taos Corru- Tesuque Indent- Plain 
Inc- gated Smeared ed

LOCATION Red Gray ised Inden- Corru-
__________Slipped__________________ ted______gated_________

Level 1 
Talpa Phase 61 2 35
Level 2 
Talpa Phase 1 83 8

Level 3 
Talpa Phase 1 4 98 44

Level 4 
Pot Greek/ 
Talpa phases 1 2 5 1 24

Level 5 
Pot Creek/ 
Talpa phases M I S s I N G

Level 6 
Pot Creek 
Phase 5 3 3 3 69

Level 7 
Pot Creek 
Phase 1 4 4 4 98

Level 8
Valdez
Phase 1 1 1 1 1 45

Level 9
Valdez
Phase 2 1 t 1 1 16

TOTAL 1 3 9 16 255 12 339

TOTAL

133

114

226

57

105

158

60

32

854
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Pottery

PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-1
TABLE 2___________ KIVA STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 2

Type

Location

Taos
B/W

Taos B/vJ, 
Coiled 
Basket 
Impres. 
Exterior

Santa 
Fe B/V 
Santa 
Fe 
var.

Santa 
Fe B/W 
Pot 
Creek 
var.

Talpa St. John's 
B/W Poly

chrome

Level 1 
Talpa Phase 16 20 3 5
Level 2 
Talpa Phase 29 21 7 2 4
Level 3 
Talpa Phase 19 12 3 5 9

Level 4 
Talpa/Pot 
Creek phases 24 4 1 2

Level 5 
Talpa/Pot 
Creek phases 157 46 4 9

Level 6
Pot Creek Phase 39 7 2

Level 7 
Valdez Phase 64 1 7 1

Level 8 
Valdez Phase 53 3 1

24 to 12 in. 
above floor 
Valdez Phase 26 17 3
12 to 4 in. 
above floor 
Valdez Phase 30 2

4 in. to floor 
Valdez Phase 34 6

TOTAL 491 1 145 23 23 15
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-1

TABLE 2 cont. KIVA STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 2
Pottery

Type

Location

Unidentified 
B/W Gray

Ta
os

In
ci
se
d

Pu
nc
he

d

Co
rr

ug
at

ed

Te
su
qu

e
Sm

ea
re

d
In
de
nt
ed

In
de
nt

ed
Co

rr
ug

at
ed

Pl
ai

n

TO
TA

L

Level 1 
Talpa Phase 1 4 3 108 2 114 276
Level 2 
Talpa Phase 8 3 2 152 60 268

Level 3 
Talpa Phase 5 5 7 239 4 38 346

Level 4 
Talpa/Pot 
Creek Phases 4 9 3 4 67 1 105 204

Level 5 
Talpa/Pot 
Creek Phases 1 17 11 7 77 43 385 759

Level 6 
Pot Creek 
Phase 5 14 3 12 30 162 274

Level 7 
Valdez Phase 5 9 5 5 31 265 387

Level 8 
Valdez Phase 8 21 3 6 3 12 107 217

24 to 12 in. 
above floor 
Valdez Phase 5 2 4 21 99 177

12 to 4 in. 
above floor 
Valdez Phase 24 1 2 19 2 51 131

4 in. to floor 
Valdez Phase 1 18 4 1 1 79 146

TOTAL 7 108 76 3 40 704 126 1464 3226
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-1
TABLE 3 PIT HOUSE A

POTTERY
TYPE

Le
ve

l 
1 

Po
t 
Cr

ee
k 

Ph
as
e

Le
ve
l 

2 
Po
t 
Cr

ee
k/

 
Va

ld
ez

 P
ha
se
s

Le
ve

l 
3 

Va
ld
ez

 P
ha
se

Le
ve

l 
4 

C
Va
ld
ez
 P

ha
se
 

g •-3

, 
,,

 
1

Le
ve

l 
5

Va
ld
ez

 P
ha
se

Ve
nt

il
at

or

TO
TA
L

Taos B/t 36 38 35 24 1 1 3 147
Santa Fe B/Wr 30 7 37
Talpa B/i; 7 3 10

St. John's
Polychrome 1 1
Undecorated
White 2 2 37 15 9 7 90
Unidentified
Gray 1 1
Taos Incised 7 3 8 3 1 22
Basket
Impressed 1 2 3
Corrugated 17 4 78 99
Smeared
Corrugated 19 4 5 28
Plain 126 159 103 53 30 4 473
TOTAL 266 257 238 89 48 9 951
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TA-1

PIT HOUSE B

Excavations in the summer of 1958 revealed a portion of the 
adobe floor, hearth, and mils of a structure which may have been a 

pit house. These remains, approximately six feet below ground surface, 

were covered with later debris. The layers above the floor were, from 

ground surface to the floors (l) top soil (2) wind-blown sand and 

debris (3) a burial pit cut from the wind-blown sand and debris 

through the underlying layers to the fire pit. A log was resting on 

the adobe which lined the bottom (4) the first trash layer (5) the 

second trash layer (6) a charcoal lens (?) the third trash layer 

(8) a sand a gravel layer (9) remnants of a floor, fire pit, and 

wall (Fig. 5).
The following pottery count is from this excavation.



TABLE 4

POTTERY
TYPE

Taos B/W

Santa Fe B/v

Wiyo B/W

Undecorated
White

Punched

Taos Incised

Basket
Impressed

Indented
Corrugated
Plain

PR0VENIE15CE OF POTSHERDS TA-1 
PIT HOUSE B

LOCATION

229

Level 1 Levels 2 Level 4 Level 5 TOTAL 
and 3

26 53 6 11 96

200 699 59 46 1004

5 6 11

185 472 15 25 697

1 1

8 11 1 20

2 2 4

46 209 20 9 284

1336 29 237 246 3847

1809 1481 337 338 6075TOTAL



TABLE 5

POTTERY
TYPE

PROVENIENCE CF POTSHERDS TA-10 
PIT HOUSE A

230

LOCATION

Fill Floor Fire Pit Ash Pit Ventilator TOTAL

Taos B/vI 71
Santa Fe B/W 5
Undecorated
White 70

Taos Incised 13
Taos Neck 
Banded 2

Indented
Corrugated 6

Plain 250

11 2 

17

12 1 4
6

84
5

87

2 15

2

6
267

TOTAL 417 40 1 2
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-18
TABLE 6 ALL FEATURES

LOCATION

POTTERY Pit House A Pit House B Pit House C Pit House D TOTAL 
TYPE

Fill Floor Fill Floor Fill
Floor

Below
Floor

Fill Floor

Taos B/W 97 4 48 11 87 4 36 8 295
Undecorated
White 50 3 80 121 18 14 39 1 326

Taos Incised 38 1 26 1 71 4 8 8 157

Coiled
Basket
Impressed 32 8 5 45

Plain 238 16 119 6 365 73 43 32 892

TOTAL 455 24 265 18 652 114 65 115 9 1715



TABLE 7
PROVENIENCE OF POTTERY TA-20 

PIT HOUSE A

232

LOCATION

POTTERY
TYPE

Su
rf
ac

e

Ge
ne
ra

l
Fi

ll

Le
ve

l 
1 

Le
ve

l 
2

le
ve

l 
3

Le
ve

l 
4

Le
ve

l 
5

Le
ve

l 
6

!
Taos B/W 25 11 12 2 56

Undecorated
White 21 18 1 4 45

Unidentified
Black-on-
white 0

Taos Incised 3 H 4 21

Punched 2 2 4

Indented
Corrugated 0

Basket
Impressed 0

Plain 47 63 4 1 2 14 6 135

16 0TOTAL 94 1 4 19 U  258
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-20

TABLE 8 PIT HOUSE B

LOCATION
Levels

POTTERY
TYPE

Sur
face

Gen.
fill

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Floor Ven.TOTAL

Taos B/v/ 47 16 5 1 7 8 9 10 24 23 7 6 163
Undecorated
White 22 23 3 6 2 13 11 11 10 29 7 1 138

Unidentified
b/w 1 1 2

Taos Incised 6 8 2 3 3 7 11 11 2 53
Punched 2 1 2 5

Indented
Corrugated 2 1 3
Basket
Impressed 2 1 3

Plain 57 87 5 7 20 49 44 44 75 48 10 1 447

TOTAL 138 136 13 16 32 73 67 73 120 112 26 8 814
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47 

TABLE 9 . FEATURE 1 METRICAL STRATIGRAPHY

LOCATION
Levels

POTTERY TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 TOTAL

Taos B/W 22 455 21 17 20 21 12 10 28 15 27 238

Taos Incised 20 24 6 1 15 4 1 1 4 4 5 85

Taos Neck 
Banded 1 9 1 4 1 2 1 19

Plain 112 259 40 42 127 34 16 51 87 30 20 718

Plain, Basket 
Impressed
Exterior 1

TOTAL 155 337 68 64 163 59 31 62 120 49

1
52 1060



TABLE 10
PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47
FEATURE 1 STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 1
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LOCATION
Levels

POTTERY
TYPE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL

Taos B/W 43 0 30 11 7 7 17 20 135
Taos Incised 35 1 24 4 3 4 5 10 76

Taos Neck 
Banded 5 2 4 1 1 13
Plain 209 13 124 39 55 85 107 632

TOTAL 292 14 170 58 65 11 108 138 856

Pot B Level 4 Plain
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47

TABLE 11 FEATURE 1 STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 2

LOCATION
Levels

POTTERY
TYPE

Ash Yen- Floor 
Pit til-

Taos B/W 37 12 19 57 158
Taos Incised 11 U  7 5 48
Taos Incised, 
Reed Punctate °

Taos Neck 
Banded

11 131 34 46 96 © o) 43 361Plain

12 181 60 76 142TOTAL



TABLE 12
PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47
FEATURE 16 METRICAL STRATIGRAPHY

237

LOCATION
Levels

POTTERY 1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9  TOTAL
TYPE

Taos B/W 4 3 2 5 1 1 4 13 4 37

Taos Incised 9 7 6 3 1 1 3 30

Taos Neck 
Banded 1 1 1 3
Plain 16 38 20 90 8 8 3 5 10 198

TOTAL 29 48 29 99 9 10 8 19 17 268
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47 

TABLE 13 FEATURE 16 STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 1

LOCATION
Levels

POTTERY
TYPE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . TOTAL

Taos B/U 52 29 21 7 14 50 39 212

Taos Incised 26 14 13 2 14 9 78

Taos Neck 
Banded 5 3 2 4 U
Plain 156 59 66 5 2 52 71 411
TOTAL 239 105 100 12 20 120 119 715
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47

TABLE U  FEATURE 16 STRATIGRAPHIC TEST 2

LOCATION
Levels

1 2  3 4 5 6 TOTAL
POTTERY
TYPE

Taos B/U 61 32 52

Taos Incised 20 18 41
Taos Neck 
Banded 3 1 5
Plain 136 130 205
TOTAL 220 181 303

Pot J Level 5 Taos Incised jar

Pot H Floor Taos Black-on-white

Pot K Floor Taos Black-on-white

16 5 166
7 9 70 165

3 ,, 1 13
52 174 101 798

75 186 177 . 1142

jar

bowl
Pot L Floor Taos Black-on-white jar
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POTTERY TYPES

PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47
TABLE 1$_______LOWER PUEBLO ROOM FILL AND TRASH

Taos
B/W

LOCATION

Taos b /V, 
Basket 
Impressed 
Exterior

Taos
Inci
sed

Taos
Neck
Banded

Plain TOTAL

F.17 2nd ocoup. upper
pueb. to lower pueb 0 0 1 0 6 7

F.18 2nd ocoup. upper
pueb. to lower pueb. 5 0 18 0 29 52

Floor-lover pueblo 2 0 0 0 2 4
TOTAL 7 0 18 0 31 56

F.19 2nd ocoup. upper
pueb. to lower pueb. 7 . 
F .20 aid ocoup. upper

0 2 0 8 17

pueb« to lower pueb. 2 
F .11 below floor of

0 2 0 21 25

upper pueb. 5
F.12 below upper pueb. 
floor to lower pueb.

0 2 0 30 37

wall 2
Top of lower pueb.

0 0 2 10 U

wall to sterile 2 0 1 0 18 21
TOTAL 4 0 1 2 28 35
F.13B upper pueb.
floor to sterile 27 1 21 7 155 211
F.4 upper pueb. floor
to sterile 1
F.8 upper pueb. floor

0 2 0 5 8

to intermittent dirt 11 0 5 0 31 47

TOTAL=lover pueb. 64 1
Pot F Feature 17 Floor Plain jar

54 9 315 443

Pot I Feature 17 East wall Taos Incised jar

Pot Feature 18 Floor Plain jar

Pot C Feature 11 Lower pueblo floor (Red sterile clay) Taos Incised jar 
Pot A Feature 12 Lower pueblo floor (Red sterile clay) Plain jar



TABLE 16
PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47
UPPER PUEBLO FIRST OCCUPATION

241

POTTERY TYPE

TaosD/W
LOCATION______________________

F.IO Surface to
caliche floor 10
Caliche floor to
adobe floor
Caliche floor
Sub-floor pit 1
TOTAL 11

F.ll Surface to first 
floor 10

F.12 Surface to first 
floor 5

F.13 (General) Surface 
to first floor 53

F.13A Caliche floor to 
adobe floor 4
Sub-floor pit 1
TOTAL 58

F.13B Caliche floor to 
adobe floor 19

TOTAL - upper pueblo
first occupation 103

Taos
Inci
sed

Taos
Neck
Banded

Plain TOTAL

22 2 102 136

1 2 10 13
7 1 56 64

16 17
30 5 184 230

3 97 110

11 1 31 48

11 1 128 193

3 22 29
1 1 3

15 1 151 225

4 1 46 70

63 8 509 683
Pot D Adobe Floor Taos Incised jar 

Pot E Adobe Floor Taos Incised jar



TABLE 17
PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47
UPPER PUEBLO SECOND OCCUPATION

242

POTTERY TYPE

Taos Taos Taos Plain TOTAL 
B/U Inoi- Neck

LOCATION___________________________ sed Banded___________________

F.4 Surface to caliche
floor 37
Sub-floor pit
TOTAL 37
F.8 Surface to upper
floor 2

TOTAL - Features 4
and 8 39

28 8 213 286
1 3 4
29 8 216 290

16 18

29 8 232 308
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47 

TABLE 18 LOWER PUEBLO
POTTERY TYPE

Taos Taos Incised Taos Plain TOT
b/w Inci fugitive Neck

LOCATION sed red on 
reverse

Banded

One foot below surface
to sterile
Feature 2 3

Lower pueblo floor 
to sterile
Feature 14 1

Packed dirt floor 
to sterile
Feature 26 2

Upper pueblo floor to 
lower pueblo floor 
Feature 21 1
Feature 22 2
Feature 24 2
Feature 26 1
Feature 27
East of Feature 27 3

Total 9
TOTAL 15

3 6

2 4 24 31

5 2 21 30

3 1 7 12
1 18 21

1 1 3 7
2 3 6
1 3 4

11 14
7 1 2 45 64

14 1 8 93 131
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PROVENIENCE OF POTSHERDS TA-47 

TABLE 19 UPPER PUEBLO TRENCHES AND BROADSIDES

LOCATION
Taos
B/W

POTTERY TYPES
Taos Taos
Inci- Neck
Bed Banded

Plain TOTAL

Surface
Feature 2 .18 11 1 87 117

Surface to one foot
Feature 3 33 68 4 366 471
Feature 9 3 0 0 2 5
Feature 4 24 12 1 114 151

Total 60 80 5 480 625

Surface to first 
floor level
Feature 5 5 4 0 40 49
Feature 7 4 4 0 14 22
Feature 14 7 2 1 23 33
Feature 26 13 10 1 63 87

Total 29 20 2 100 151

TOTAL 107 111 8 667 393
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